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Abstract
In an increasingly globally intertwined world, airports have become focal points in the world´s
transport network, providing the link between local ground and global air transport. Many have
grown beyond that function and play important roles as commercial, business and leisure centres, or transportation interchanges for the ground system, as well. Resulting increasingly urban
patterns around major airports invoke the notion of a new urban form, fittingly named airport
city or aerotropoli.
These developments can considerably impact the ground transport system. This research studied the effects of such non-aeronautical activity centres on the public transport access system
and their potential to improve the operational environment for such services due to the increased
density of trips.
The starting point for the work was an extensive literature review covering the intersected fields
of public transport planning and operations, airport access, airport cities and airport ground
traveller behaviour. A preliminary, descriptive, case study at the airport of Zurich, Switzerland,
revealed that the higher public transport usage and its distribution were more even than usually
observable in other situations. Furthermore, the growth rate of non-aeronautical activities being
higher than that of air transport induced ones means that whichever impact found would increase in magnitude in the future.
Resulting from the preparatory steps, research questions were synthesised that consider potential effects on service levels, mode share shifts, public transport demand distributions and service utilisation. A modelling procedure was developed to address these questions by, commencing with a highest quality network, iteratively degrading network elements and re-estimating
demand until all public transport services would meet pre-specified minimum utilisation levels
and a suitable network is thus found of which the effects and usage could then be analysed.
For the core study and model application, two case studies, Dusseldorf and Zurich airports,
were chosen for their similarities in terms of passenger numbers, presence of non-aeronautical
activities and locations with respect to their city centres and, at the same time, differences in
their function within the airport transport system, size and density of their catchment areas as
well as the amount of non-aeronautical activity. Extensive data on traveller composition, spatial
and temporal distribution, as well as transportation system use and service patterns was analysed and for each airport, four scenarios, with and without non-aeronautical development in a
current and forecast state, were synthesised and analysed. The findings from the two case studies are very similar in quality:
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The most important result is that the temporal patterns of non-aeronautically and aeronautically
induced travel are complementary and the often extreme variation of commute-driven travel
patterns is balanced. This is not the result of the mere size and mix of the traveller groups, but
an inherent quality to the superimposition of the two traveller types: The peaks of aeronautically
induced travel occur at low or shoulder periods of the non-aeronautically induced trips. Consequently, public transport service utilisation was sustained at levels higher than in the further
region, which has beneficial effects on service cost recovery.
Non-aeronautical activity centres add demand sufficient for service expansion, however this
effect is of a small magnitude and directly linked to the size of such activity centres. While
overall mode choice for trips to and from the airport location is shifted toward public transport,
this is primarily a result of more public transport prone travellers being present, and less so of
expanded services attracting more of the pre-existing travellers.
Finally, it was shown that for airport access, regional express services and long distance services are the most useful public transport service types. In the case of a dense and populous
region, regional and urban rapid services can be further cornerstones. There is little use for lowspeed and frequent-stop service types in all cases, however.
In conclusion, urban development at airports benefits not only airport operators and land developers, but also the landside access system and the operators and financiers of public transport
services and facilities. Considering that flight schedule patterns are similar for many airports
and commuting occurs at similar times, the outcomes found in Dusseldorf and Zurich can likely
be reproduced in many more situations. Such mixed use locations are more efficiently serviceable by public transport than traditional central areas and thus address one of conundrums of
public transport, at least in this part of the network: How to match inflexible capacity and large
capital expenditure to highly variable demand at acceptable cost.
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Zusammenfassung
In einer zunehmend global vernetzen Welt stellen Flughäfen als Zugangspunkte zum Lufttransportsystem die Schnittstelle zwischen globalem und regionalen Verkehrsnetz dar. Mehr und
mehr nehmen sie dazu weitere Funktionen auf und entwickeln sich zu geschäftlichen Zentren,
nehmen Bürokomplexe auf und werden Knotenpunkte auch für den Landverkehr. Es entstehen
dabei mehr und mehr urbane Formen, die - nicht unpassend - als Airport City oder Aerotropolis
bezeichnet werden.
Diese Entwicklungen bleiben nicht ohne Wirkung auf die Erschliessungssysteme. Das Ziel dieser Studie ist es daher, zu untersuchen, welchen Einfluss nicht-aviatische Entwicklungen auf
die Flughafenerschliessung mit dem öffentlichen Verkehr haben und ob durch die Konzentration von Reisenden Chancen für diesen entstehen.
Beginnend mit einer Literaturrecherche wurden die Grundlagen im Hinblick auf Planung und
Betrieb des öffentlichen Verkehrs, Flughafenerschliessung, Airport Cities sowie das Verhalten
von Reisenden in diesem Kontext zusammengetragen. Eine deskriptive Vorstudie am Flughafen Zürich zeigte, dass die Nutzung des öffentlichen Verkehrs höher und deren Ganglinie ausgeglichener als gemeinhin üblich sind und somit eine Situation besteht, die einem effizienten
Betrieb des öffentlichen Verkehrs entgegenkommt. Da das Wachstum der nicht-aviatischen
Entwicklung höher ist als das der aviatikinduzierten, wird das Ausmass ihrer Effekte in Zukunft
ausserdem weiter zunehmen.
Aufgrund der Erkenntnisse aus Literaturauswertung und Vorstudie wurden Forschungsfragen
formuliert, die sich mit möglichen Auswirkungen der nicht-aviatischen Zentren an Flughäfen
auf den Angebotsumfang, der Verkehrsmittelwahl, den Nachfrageganglinien im öffentlichen
Verkehr sowie der Auslastung der Angebote auseinandersetzen. Für deren Beantwortung wurde
ein Modell entwickelt, das ausgehend von einem Angebotsnetz ausschliesslich attraktivster öffentlicher Verkehrsmittel, eine Nachfrageermittlung durchführt und unter Berücksichtigung
von Mindestauslastungen dieses Angebotsnetz solange reduziert und die Nachfrage neu ermittelt, bis ein stabiler Zustand erreicht ist, auf Basis dessen die Auswertung erfolgte.
Die Anwendung des Modells und weitergehende Detailanalyse wurden anhand zweier Fallstudien durchgeführt. Dazu wurden die Flughäfen Düsseldorf und Zürich ausgewählt und untersucht, da sie Ähnlichkeiten im Hinblick auf die Passagierzahlen, Distanzen zur Kernstadt sowie
die Präsenz nicht-aviatischer Entwicklungszentren aufweisen, gleichzeitig aber Unterschiede
bezüglich ihrer Funktion im Rahmen des Lufttransportsystems, der Grösse und Dichte ihrer
Einzugsgebiete sowie auch des Ausmasses der nicht-aviatischen Nutzungen aufweisen. Es wur-
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den Daten über die Zusammensetzung der Reisenden und ihre räumliche und zeitliche Verteilung und die Verkehrsmittel und ihre Nutzung ausgewertet und daraus für jede Fallstudie jeweils vier Szenarien, je eines mit und ohne nicht-aviatische Entwicklungen sowie für einen
heutigen und zukünftigen Zustand, entwickelt und untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen für beide
Fallstudien dieselben Zusammenhänge:
Das bedeutendste Resultat ist, dass die Ganglinien der aviatik- und nicht-aviatikinduzierten
Nutzungen komplementär sind und so vor allem die üblicherweise stark schwankende Ganglinie von Pendlerwegen weitgehend ausgeglichen wird. Diese Glättung ist dabei nicht das blosse
Resultat eines Vermischens der Ganglinien, sondern eine der Überlagerung dieser zwei Wegetypen innewohnende Eigenschaft. In beiden Fallstudien treten die Spitzen der aviatikinduzierten Verkehre vor und nach den Spitzen der Pendlerverkehre auf und führen so zu einer Glättung.
Im Ergebnis werden deutlich höhere Auslastungen der Angebote und Anlagen des öffentlichen
Verkehrs erreicht, was positive Effekte auf den Kostendeckungsgrad dieser Angebote hat.
Weiter erzeugen die nicht-aviatischen Nutzungen genug Mehrnachfrage, um Angebotsausbauten zu rechtfertigen, allerdings ist dieser Effekt eher klein und direkt abhängig von deren relativem Ausmass. Obwohl insgesamt eine Erhöhung des Marktanteils des öffentlichen Verkehrs
feststellbar ist, ist diese primär auf das Auftreten von Reisendengruppen mit ausgeprägterer
Neigung zur Nutzung des öffentlichen Verkehrs zurückzuführen und weniger auf eine Veränderung im Verhalten der aviatikinduzierten Reisenden.
Im Hinblick auf geeignete Verkehrsmittel für die Erschliessung dieser Flughäfen wurde festgestellt, dass schnelle Regional- und Fernverkehrsangebote diejenigen Angebotstypen des öffentlichen Verkehrs sind, die den grössten Beitrag leisten können. Für besonders dichtbevölkerte
Gebiete im Nahbereich sind darüber hinaus auch regionale und städtische Schnellverkehrsangebote eine sinnvolle Ergänzung. Einen nur geringen Beitrag können Angebote leisten, die eine
langsame Reisegeschwindigkeit aufweisen.
Die Entwicklung und Verdichtung nicht-aviatischer Nutzungen mit städtischen Charakteristiken an Flughäfen hat also nicht nur positive Effekte für Flughafenbetreiber und Entwickler,
sondern auch für den Betrieb von öffentlichen Verkehrsangeboten. Da die dies ermöglichenden
grundlegenden Muster, die Flugplanstrukturen und die zeitlichen Abläufe von Pendlerverkehren, vielerorts ähnlichen Gesetzmässigkeiten folgen, können die so realisierten Vorteile voraussichtlich bei einer Reihe weiterer Flughäfen ebenso erreicht werden. Durch die Nutzenmischung entsteht eine Situation, die deutlich effizienter durch den öffentlichen Verkehr bedient
werden kann und eines der Hauptdilemmata ihrer Planung, die hohe Variabilität der Nachfrage
bei gleichzeitig hohen Fixkosten und Investitionen, zu lindern vermag:
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Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

Airports, as gateways to the global air transport network, constitute important transport nodes
in a globalised world. Especially large airports are also focal points for transport demand on the
landside because the ground trips made by air passengers, their companions and employees at
the airport, amount to large travel volumes. With demand being high, access inevitably becomes
an important task as high capacity links need to be provided between the airport and its catchment area. There is a wide range of transport modes available that can be implemented for
airport access and in addition to road links, which are a prerequisite in any case, public transport
services, both on shared and dedicated infrastructure, are found at nearly all major airports.
While the majority of airport access trips worldwide is being made by automobile, the role of
public transport is gaining importance. This can be due to limitations in space, or resource efficiency as road access modes tend to have low capacity relative to the space needed. Increasingly, there are also environmental and sustainability goals that, because specific pollution levels are lower for public transport, aim at a modal shift away from automobile trips. In fact,
airports in regions where environmental concern is high or space is limited already have a significant share of their access trips being made on public transport. Increasingly, a focus on
public transport use becomes part of governmental regulation, goals or even prerequisites for
airport expansion projects, and therefore, an intended shift to public transport will likely be
observable in an increasing number of cases.
For a number of reasons, using public transport for airport access may seem an obvious choice:
Many ground trips made by air passengers cover long distances and can, if present, be served
attractively by rail, inbound travellers have no vehicles at the location and may be unfamiliar
with the road network and the local driving regulations and, finally, business travel destinations
are often in downtown areas well-connected by public transport. However, the use of public
transport is not always as high as might be expected based on these conducive factors. In fact,
there are also traits of airport trips that make public transport unattractive: Carrying large
amounts of luggage is not always practical on public transport vehicles, fare systems are not
always easily understood and timetables may not be attractive for some trips. In addition, demand may be highly variable as a consequence of flight schedules and the total demand may
not be high enough to justify high quality services to a wide number of destinations. Oftentimes,
the result is that providing attractive services to many locations may not be economically viable.
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In this light, the development of non-aeronautical activity centres, most prominently airport
cities and, thinking further ahead, the change of the airport locations into regionally central
locations with more than one function, may offer potential for a mutually beneficial situation.
Realizing the value of their location, especially major airports are increasingly developing business and commercial centres that serve entirely non-aeronautical uses but profit from the wellaccessible location of the airport, both within the regional and global context. In addition, there
are also other developers that attempt to benefit from the high value location. The results are
high-value developments that in some cases have property prices surpassing those of the respective regions’ downtown locations (e.g. Amsterdam, (Schaafsma, 2003)).
From the perspective of providing public transport at airport locations, this development is
highly interesting due to the additional travel volume generated to and from the airport location:
Not only are more travellers present, but they also undertake trips on a regular basis, are familiar
with the regions` public transport system and thus may be more likely to use them. In addition,
it is possible that their daily travel distribution is different from that of the aeronautically induced travel in a way that leads to an overall more even distribution with a less pronounced
peaking behaviour, which are one of the main issues in transport planning. If the airport location
is suitable or the travel volume is high enough, it may even be an option to systematically
develop the airport into a public transport hub for the region. The benefits that such situations
may bring about are more even passenger loads, which can improve utilisation and cost recovery, and overall higher passenger numbers. These are important aspects for public transport
services due to the high share of the fixed cost component. Especially for higher quality services
such as express rail, additional and more even ridership may make service improvements such
as higher frequencies or new links viable.
Consequently, the goal of this research is to determine the effects of large scale non-aeronautical development at airport locations on the public transport ground access systems and find out
if, in fact, beneficial results can be realised for operators as well as ridership can be increased.

1.2

Research Question

Based on the motivation of this research, a clear distinction needs to be made between travel to
and from the airport location that is caused by aeronautical activities and that which is not. For
this purpose, the following differentiation between these two types is made:


Aeronautically induced (AI) travel demand that is made up of air passengers, employees
of companies serving the aeronautical sector (e.g. airlines, handlers or caterers) and also
business that primarily serve passengers. Effectively, this group includes all individuals
3
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that would not be present if there were no airport. For example, this would include employees of airside concessions as well. This is important to note because in the airport
management literature, those activities would be considered as generating non-aviation
revenues, however for this work they need to be considered AI-demand because their
existence relies on the aeronautical activity being present.


Non-aeronautically induced (NAI) travel demand, consequently consists of all individuals making trips to and from the airport location that are not linked the aeronautical
activities. This group is made up of individuals that work at the airport location, but in
sectors not related to aviation (e.g. landside shopping centres), have meetings there, go
about leisure activities such as shopping or use the airport location as a transfer point
on their trip between two other locations.

Considering these definitions and the setting for this research, the main research question can
be formulated:
Is the increase in NAI activity at airport locations an opportunity for public transport
there and does this enable service changes that can, in turn, benefit AI travel as well?
This question will guide the research and each section will address a distinct step towards the
answer: Answering this question requires compiling the knowledge that completed studies deliver, a consideration of how these findings play out in a real world situation and, derived from
this, the formulation of sub-questions. These will determine the aspects the analysis will have
to consider in detail and thus set forth the requirements for the methodology. Answering these
questions during the case study analyses will yield the components that ultimately compose the
answer to the question posed initially.
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1.3

Structure of Research

The study is laid out in seven work packages (WP) as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Structure of the Research

WP1: Literature Review

WP2: Preliminary case study

WP3: Concepts and Hypotheses

Research hypothesis

WP4: Modeling Airport Access and AI/NAI Influences

WP5: Case Studies

WP5.1: Zurich

WP5.2: Düsseldorf

WP6: Case Studies Synthesis

WP7: Summary and Discussion

WP8: Conclusions and Outlook

WP1 gathers the relevant literature on the subject. Specifically, the research fields that need to
be considered are:
 Airport travellers and their behaviour: A thorough knowledge about the individuals making
trips to and from the airport location is necessary. This part will look at the types of people
that undertake trips and the main influences on their volume, time of travel and the choice
of transport mode. Especially when looking at mode choice behaviour, it will be important
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to consider approaches to model such decisions and insights gained from airport access applications of such techniques.
 Airports as ground trip origin and destination: This section considers the volume and distribution of trips that are generated by an airport and the aeronautical activity present there.
 Airport catchment areas and land use: This part looks at the role of airports within the region
they serve. The focus is on the location of the airport relative to population and workplace
distribution and how this interacts with the transportation system.
 Transport planning at airports: This part provides an overview of the rationale for providing
public transport services at airports, the reasons for aiming at higher mode shares and the
measures and regulations that have resulted from such considerations.
 Current state of practice: This section of the literature review considers the current state of
airport ground access and airport city planning. It will highlight the conditions found around
the world at this point, services that are offered and also strategies for airport ground access
planning.
 The development of airport cities: This part provides the necessary basis for one of the key
components of the research. It looks at the emergence of the airport city developments, their
size and how the activity there is made up. Development trends, the scope of airport city
developments and what this means, generically, for the transport system are discussed.
 Public transport planning: Within this section, the public transport planning process is reviewed, covering goals, key issues, technologies and their respective strengths and weaknesses as well as the service types resulting. Furthermore, procedures for planning services
are considered as well as the interaction between network concepts and transport system
choice.

In WP2, a preliminary case study is undertaken to gain initial real-world insights on the situation relevant to the research question and also observe the interactions and situation introduced
during WP 1 in such a setting. The findings of this will be important to identify the interactions
that have to be considered during the further course of this study.
With the knowledge foundation laid in WP1 and WP2, WP3 derives the key influencing factors
for transport demand and distribution as well as its properties at airport locations and airport
city locations. It also determines the specific factors that need to be considered in further detail
throughout the rest of the research. Based on the understanding of this, the research question is
differentiated into sub-questions that address specific aspects.
In WP4, the results of WP2 and WP3 are taken and formalised into a model that describes the
effects of the additional NAI activity on the airport ground access system. This model needs to
6
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consider different traveller groups and their respective daily travel distributions, mode choice
behaviour and off-airport trip end locations. The goal is to determine the access system that is
viable to operate with a given activity level at the airport and evaluate changes of a case with
NAI activity against one without. Due to the research topic intersecting multiple fields of research, many interactions will need to be considered and, thus, techniques from different fields
will have to be integrated in the approach chosen. It is an iterative procedure that starts out with
a “perfect” network and, considering demand elasticity and minimum utilisation values, reduces
service quality step-wise and repeatedly until a stable set of services that can be viably operated
is found.
WP5 then performs the in-depth analysis at two case studies.
WP5.1: The first case study is undertaken at the case of Zurich airport. This represents a
good starting point as the airport is integrated in the urban area and already has very high
levels of non-aeronautically induced activity present. Thus being an “advanced” case of the
development researched, it allows for model validation and an in-depth analysis necessary
to test the research approach and come to initial findings. On this basis, it is also suitable to
a first application of the model because possible correction needs can be found against the
thorough analysis done beforehand.
WP5.2: In the second case study, the airport of Düsseldorf and the situation there are analysed. The airport is about the same size of Zurich in terms of aeronautical activity and also
integrated into an urban area. The airport city development, however, is at its beginning,
with large scale developments underway and the airport serves a different function with the
air transport system. The additional value of this case is to test a situation that is largely
similar except for the - critical - difference of the present NAI activity´s extent.
WP6 provides a synthesis of the case study results and summarises the findings. It also discusses the differences found between the cases and derives initial guidance for further planning.
WP7 summarises the results on a more generic and conceptual level that will be helpful for
further research and strategic planning. The findings are also evaluated with respect to the
method and potential shortcomings are discussed.
In WP8 final conclusions are drawn, fields, where further research would provide valuable
results are identified and outlook is given on the further development.
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1.4

Report Outline

The report is structured according to the flow of work described in the preceding section. This
section introduced the subject and the motivation for the research undertaken, followed by the
formulation of the main research questions. Accordingly, the layout of the research is introduced and structured. Section 2 contains the review of the relevant literature and the insights
gained from it. Section 3 then presents the preliminary case study and its findings. The synthesis
of the concepts, the literature review and the findings of preliminary case study lead to the
identification of relevant interactions, formulation of concepts and development of the detailed
research questions in section 4. Based on the key interactions, concepts, and research questions,
the method that is developed for his purpose is presented in section 5. Section 6 introduces and
analyses the case studies, concluding with specific findings for the respective cases. Section 7
summarises the work and discusses the method as well as the findings on a conceptual and
strategic level. The report concludes with section 8 which provides the final conclusions and
an outlook.
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2

Airport Ground Access, Airport Cities and Public
Transport

This section reviews the literature relevant to this study. A number of different fields of research
needed to be considered during the course of this work because the research question requires
a comprehensive view: The airport public transport access literature serves as introduction and
details the core component of this work. The discussion covers the relevant findings, approaches and influences for the planning of airport ground access by public transport. Also, an
overview of the current situation is given and upcoming trends in the field are summarised.
Following this, research and findings on the emergence of airport cities are considered and
concepts and practices regarding the planning of public transport services are reviewed. These
aspects cover the three fields whose interaction is the subject of this research. Because changes
in their characteristics lead to changes in demand, the according demand reactions need to be
included so that the approach accounts for such interactions. Finally, the findings of the literature are summarised.

2.1
2.1.1

Airport Public Transport Access
Introduction

Like with almost every type of passenger infrastructure, access and egress of people is a critical
function. All airports are linked to the road network and are thus accessible by automobile as
the most basic and comprehensive form of access. However, public transport services, both
with and without dedicated infrastructure, that are in a position to attract a significant market
share, are present only at airports surpassing a certain size, below which the operation of such
services cannot be justified. This is the case for all major airports however, as the amount of
trips at such locations requires high capacity access systems. It is not clearly defined what volume of activity is the threshold for an airport to be considered large. However, there are a number of characteristics that all airport considered large ones in the literature exhibit: A major
metropolis in the catchment area, an airline or at least aircraft base, a network carrier presence
that goes beyond feeder flights and maintenance facilities.
(Leigh Fisher Associates et al., 2000), for example, considered the 40 largest airports in terms
of originating domestic passengers of the U.S., which covers airports in a range of 6.5 to 73
million annual passengers of which most served more than 10 million passengers. The study
was part of a series of studies (Coogan, 2008; Coogan et al., 2010; Leigh Fisher Associates et
al., 2002) that aimed at understanding the ground transport market for large airports in the U.S.
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and developing strategies for the improvement of public transport ground access and provides
the, to date, most comprehensive consideration of airport public transport access issues.
(Leigh Fisher Associates et al., 2000) found ground transport market shares to public transport
to be no higher than 22% (SFO) and in some cases even close 0% for passengers at a very large
airport (IAH) and consistently below 5% for employees, except in two cases (BOS, DEN). This
situation is completely different however, when considering airports in Asia and Europe. Table
1, based on the results from (Leigh Fisher Associates et al., 2000) provides an overview of
public transport mode shares and airport size at the time the study was undertaken.
Three groups can be differentiated: Airports with very high mode shares of more than 50%,
those with mode shares of 20-45% and those with mode shares below. The airports in the highest mode share group have in common that the airport is relatively distant from the core city or
on a separate island (HKG) and rail is the by far fastest travel option. The next group are mainly
European airports (and SFO) that serve large cities where a comprehensive high quality public
transport system is present and airport services are integrated therein. The last group is made
up of airports that exclusively lie in the United States. Common traits in the lowest public
transport mode share airports are less comprehensive and less used public transport services, an
overall more car centric society and public transport services that cannot provide competitive
travel times. The differences between European and Asian cases and U.S. cases in terms of the
mode share that can be captured are striking. While ca. 20% is the maximum public transport
mode share in the U.S., airports of similar size and passenger numbers outside the U.S. have
markedly higher mode shares to public transport of 20% to over 60% in one case (OSL). The
results of these studies were updated in (Coogan, 2008), but found that the situation in the U.S.
had changed only little in terms of market shares.
An introduction from the perspective of airport planning and thus airport operators, also with a
strong focus on the U.S., can be found in (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003). In the light of the
above findings, it is interesting to note that ground access is chapter 17 of 21, which can be
viewed as a reflection of the priorities and approaches that have led to the situation observed.
This can also be observed in (Landrum & Brown et al., 2010), a U.S. planning guide for airport
passenger facilities, which considers ground access and public transport only very briefly and
does not differentiate modes and policies, thus providing an only superficial perspective. The
reasons for this discrepancy between usage and, accordingly, planning in the U.S. and other
places are numerous and may be looked for in many aspects, e.g. culture, settlement structures,
cost and subsidies, to name only a few.
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Table 1

Overview of airports and public transport mode share, 1997/98/99

Airport

Country

IATACode

annual
Pax [M]1

public transport mode share
0%

Oslo Gardermoen
Hong Kong
Tokyo Narita
Geneva
London Heathrow
Munich
Zurich
London Gatwick
London Stansted
Paris Charles de Gaulle
Amsterdam
Brussels
Paris Orly
San Francisco
New York JFK
Boston
Washington Reagan
Oakland
New Orleans
Atlanta
New York Newark
Denver
Los Angeles
Las Vegas
Chicago O´Hare
Baltimore/Washington
Orlando
Seattle
Portland
Phoenix
San Diego
Chicago Midway
Indianapolis
New York LaGuardia
Washington Dulles
Philadelphia
Tampa
Dallas Fort Worth
St. Louis
Cleveland
Houston

Norway
China
Japan
Switzerland
UK
Germany
Switzerland
UK
UK
France
Netherlands
Belgium
France
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

OSL
HKG
NRT
GVA
LHR
MUC
ZRH
LGW
STN
CDG
AMS
BRU
ORY
SFO
JFK
BOS
DCA
OAK
MSY
ATL
EWR
DEN
LAX
LAS
ORD
BWI
MCO
SEA
PDX
PHX
SAN
MDW
IND
LGA
IAD
PHL
TPA
DFW
STL
CLE
IAH

20%

40%

60%

80%

14.0
28.6
26.0
6.5
58.0
19.0
19.0
27.0
7.2
35.0
25.0
19.0
25.0
39.4
31.0
26.5
15.9
9.2
8.9
73.5
32.6
36.9
61.2
30.3
71.6
15.0
27.6
25.8
13.0
31.9
14.9
10.8
7.2
22.8
15.6
24.1
14.0
60.2
28.6
12.2
31.0

1

U.S. airports annual enplanements times two

based on TCRP Report 62 Leigh Fisher Associates, Coogan, M.A., MarketSense, 2000. TCRP Report 62 - Improving public
transportation access to large airports, TCRP report. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C.

One aspect leading the to these differences can be traced back to airport planning policies: In
Europe and Asia, public transport has historically played a more important role and in line with
this, airport ground access by public modes became a much larger issue, much earlier - high
capacity solutions were already sought in projects dating back decades. The first airport railway
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station was inaugurated in Brussels in 1955 and further major airports received rail links in
1972 (Frankfurt), 1976 (Paris Charles de Gaulle), 1980 (Zurich), 1984 (London Heathrow), to
name the largest airports (Jud, 1985; Widmer and Hintermeister, 1998, 1990) and new airports
were constructed with rail access as part of the initial design right away, e.g. Munich, Bangkok
Suvarnabhumi or Oslo Gardermoen.
This is also acknowledged by (Coogan, 2008) who found that the airports in Europe tend to be
much more integrated into urban and national networks that provided wide coverage, attractive
travel times as well as high frequencies. Furthermore, in some cases railway undertakings and
airlines cooperated, providing through ticketing and additional services such as baggage checkin at train stations. These factors however alone were not able to explain the difference in mode
share alone, and it may also be the case that there is an environment in Europe and Asia in
which public transport had a higher priority and attractiveness to begin with.

2.1.2

Characteristics of Airport Access Trips

The studies on airport access make the differentiation between passenger and employee access
trips (Coogan, 2008; de Neufville and Odoni, 2003), with (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003) also
mentioning trips made by service and delivery vehicles. A further group of trip makers are
companions of passengers, as such being closely tied to passenger trips, but with a much higher
propensity towards the automobile. With regard to public transport and the influences thereon,
(Leigh Fisher Associates et al., 2000) conclude that "Airline passengers and airport employees
are the two principal groups of travellers forming the market for airport ground access services."1. In fact, the main focus of most studies are passenger trips (Budd et al., 2014; Coogan,
2008; de Neufville and Odoni, 2003; Gelhausen, 2009; Gosling, 1997, 2008; Hansen and Monteiro, 1996). This may be an unjustified bias however. (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003) state that
in the end, no more than 60% of airport access and egress trips are made by passengers and
highlight that the other groups must not be disregarded. Reasons cited for the focus on passenger trips are a lack of employee trip data, lesser interest in these (non-customer) trips to the
airport operators and the data acquisition complications due to the large number of different
employers present at an airport (Coogan, 2008). This point is made by (de Neufville and Odoni,
2003) as well who find that passenger satisfaction has direct impact on the airport`s success.
Furthermore, the fact that, overall, passengers are less familiar with airport access than airport
employees due to the lower trip incidence, leads to weaker patterns and thus a higher need for
research.
1

Leigh Fisher Associates, Coogan, M.A., MarketSense, 2000. TCRP Report 62 - Improving public transportation
access to large airports, TCRP report. National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., p.4
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Passenger Trips
Passenger trips to airports have been the main focus of airport access studies. A summary of
the work conducted as well as synthesis can be found in (Coogan, 2008). They suggest four
groups, differentiated as resident/non-resident business/non-business travellers for the analysis.
Key conclusions were that non-resident passengers are more likely to use non-automobile
modes because they have no personal vehicle at the location and are less familiar with the region. Employees would also be more likely to use public transport because they make trips very
regularly. These therefore would be the groups with the highest potential to raise public
transport mode shares. (Chebli and Mahmassani, 2002) also use the status of a passenger in
airline frequent flyer programs as predictor of mode choice. While not directly tied to trip purpose, this trait very well describes the general familiarity of a traveller with airports, and also
airport access. A key concern found for travellers, especially less seasoned ones, is the fear of
missing a flight and thus the reliability of the access trip. The reliability of a trip being one of
the most important criteria was also found by (Hess, 2010). Since air passengers tend to carry
luggage, successful modes also require provisions for the carriage of thereof (Mandle et al.,
2000). This can, however, be a conflict in highly integrated systems as the presence of cumbersome objects can affect passenger flow and passenger processing times at stations and thus
reliability and on-time performance. A further important trait of passengers is that, in comparison to other trips, their trips cover longer distances and are far more dispersed – this poses a
significant challenge to providing attractive public transport services.
Employee Trips
While the total number of employees is seemingly low at 0.1 to 0.7 per 1’000 passengers, their
trips are made regularly and, depending on work quota and holidays, amount to up to separate
500 trips per employee and year (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003). However, the overall academic
attention to this part of the market is surprisingly little (Humphreys and Ison, 2005) and only
recently has work intensified there. Of interest are the oftentimes relative low (lower than passenger) employee public transport mode shares, especially considering that these people take
very regular and thus plannable trips to the airport and carry no luggage. It was found that major
hindrances are (1) free employee parking, (2) the non-conventional operation times of airports
in comparison to other employment centres that lead to many trips occurring when public
transport services are reduced, or even suspended, and (3) attractive and high quality public
transport links largely bypassing areas where employees live, instead accessing only air passenger markets. The potential of rail systems for employee trips is seen as debatable because
rail systems in the U.S. tend to serve more affluent residence areas, while many airport employees are in lower income ranges (Coogan, 2008; Humphreys and Ison, 2005). These traits also
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make efforts that target free or cheap employee parking a major issue as labour groups tend to
show strong opposition to such measures in the light of limited personal budgets. In addition,
employee trips have spatial characteristics that further reduce their predisposition to public
transport (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003): Their trip ends at the airport are much more disperse
than those of passengers, with researchers having found that up to 50% of employees have
workplaces that are not at the passenger terminal area or in its vicinity (Coogan, 2008). Still,
there are cases where services successfully capture employee demand when attractively tailored
to demand, for example the “Van Nuys FlyAway” bus service at LAX where 20% of the ridership are employees or ZRH, where the mode share among employees is 32% (Perret et al.,
2014). Finally, there are many different employers with different policies at airports. This
means that it is much more difficult to collect meaningful data to begin with and, furthermore,
the implementation of policies requires large coordination efforts (Kisia, 2012).

2.1.3

Airport Ground Access Modes and Services

There is a wide range of services in use for airport access. This section of the review differentiates between the actual transportation services, which also are the main determinant of service
quality, usefulness, and also cost, and additional services which are not a trait of the technology
or service itself but provide benefits to the travellers that are meant to make the transport service
more attractive.
Transportation Services
In (Coogan, 2008), public transport modes are differentiated into rail-based and rubber-tired
systems, which, less technology determinant, can effectively be viewed as dedicated and nondedicated right of way service types. A wide range of modes (and technologies) can be used for
airport ground access. (Leigh Fisher Associates et al., 2000) compiled a list of airport ground
access modes, containing 11: private vehicles, rental cars, courtesy vehicles (e.g. hotel shuttles),
airline crew shuttles, taxis, town cars (premium taxi-like service), limousine service, chartered
buses or vans (e.g. for tour operators), shared-ride vans, scheduled buses and rail service. They
discuss different definitions of which of these modes to consider public transport, ranging from
a strict “classical” view including only scheduled bus and rail, one additionally including
shared-ride vans and a very inclusive definition that considers courtesy shuttle, limousine service and arranged buses as well. (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003) take a less differentiated approach and consider either (metropolitan, intercity and high-speed) rail or road systems, without
going further into detail. Furthermore, they generally dissuade from rail systems, citing capital
cost and demand distribution. A further definition used can be found in (Perret et al., 2014) a
study reporting the adherence to regulatory requirements to the airport of Zurich to achieve a
14
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pre-determined public transport mode share. The applicable definition considers the “classic”
public transport modes of scheduled bus and rail service, as well as hotel and chartered bus
service. Table 2 provides an overview of airport planning and modelling works that deal with
public transport and the modes of public transport that were considered. It becomes clear that
the focus of most airport access literature is on rail modes (Chebli and Mahmassani, 2002; de
Neufville and Odoni, 2003; Foote et al., 1997; Mandalapu and Sproule, 1995; Newmark, 1999;
Phang, 2003; Upham, 2003; Widmer et al., 1998; Widmer and Gottwald, 1998; Widmer and
Hintermeister, 1998, 1990; Wong and Baker, 2013) and especially the role of high-speed rail
as a substitute for flights (Clewlow et al., 2012; COST 318 - Interactions between High-Speed
Rail and Air Passenger Transport, 1998, “IATA, 2003, Air Rail Intermodality Study,” 2003;
Janic, 2011)López-Pita and Robusté, 2004). This is striking, considering that the study of
(Coogan, 2008) showed that rail is not always the dominant public transport mode and, furthermore, especially high-speed rail accounts for small percentages of the total access volumes
(López-Pita and Robusté, 2004).
Apparent from (Coogan, 2008) is that the U.S. systems consistently had capacities well above
actual demand as mode shares remained low, with hourly demand surpassing 500 passengers
per hour only in few cases, which, considering demand dispersion, makes the operation of rail
services questionable. This is not the case however for other, non-U.S., locations where public
transport volumes are higher by multiples (see e.g. Orth and Weidmann, 2014). A unique aspect
in airport access are dedicated premium airport rail services. Not being part of the general public
transport network but private entities that operate without subsidies, they target a premium market by offering superior travel times, high frequencies, comfort and, in some cases, additional
services such as city-centre check-in or WiFi. The most prominent cases of such operations are
Stockholm`s Arlanda Express (Nilsson et al., 2008), London Heathrow´s Heathrow Express
(Fender, 2014), Vienna’s City Airport Train, the Hong Kong Airport Express or the Oslo Airport Express (Coogan, 2008). Being premium services and priced as such however, they target
almost exclusively the air passenger market and, of those, the most time sensitive and least
budget-concerned travellers and function well in cases where the airport location is relatively
remote in comparison to the according metropolitan centre and strong business demand is present. Therefore, although being largely profitable, which is an unusual trait in public transport,
they are unlikely to be a sole or primary solution since they often cannot sufficiently address
budget-concerned travellers and employees.
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Table 2

Public transport modes considered by study and study context
study

modes considered
context
chartered buses or vans, shared-ride
vans, express scheduled buses, regular best practices to increase public
(Coogan, 2008)
scheduled bus, light rail, commuter rail, transport use to airports in the U.S.
rapid transit
(“IATA, 2003, Air Rail Intermodality
intermodality between air and rail
high-speed rail
Study,” 2003)
services
(COST 318 - Interactions between
interactions between air and rail
High-Speed Rail and Air Passenger high-speed rail
services
Transport, 1998)
commuter rail, rapid transit, light rail, inter- policies for airport access develop(Wong and Baker, 2013)
city rail
ment in the U.S.
(Witzemann et al., 2014)
long distance bus
bus terminal case study at STR
(Widmer et al., 1998; Widmer and
commuter rail, rapid transit, intercity rail, set of case studies on airport rail
Gottwald, 1998; Widmer and Hinterhigh speed rail
access
meister, 1998, 1990)
sustainability practices in aviation,
(Upham, 2003)
high speed rail, magnetic levitation
modal substitution
dedicated express rail, bus, courtesy shut- modelling mode choice behaviour
(Tam et al., 2008)
tle
for airport access in HKG
use of and distribution of public
(Schabas, 2013)
light rail, city bus
transport passengers at LCY
high-speed/commuter/long distance/ dedi(Rhoades et al., 1994)
cated long distance rail, magnetic levita- airline/ground access integration
tion, dedicated bus
development of Singapore and SIN
(Phang, 2003)
rapid transit
airport access
review of role of rail in U.S. airport
(Newmark, 1999)
rapid transit, commuter rail, light rail
ground access
high-speed rail, magnetic levitation, monchanging ground access markets
(Neufville, 2006)
orail, APM, dedicated express rail, rapid
in the light of LCCs
transit, city bus, BRT
(Janic, 2011)
high-speed rail
substitution of short haul flights
(Ison et al., 2014)
high-speed rail, bus, dedicated bus
public transport policy approaches
regional rail, intercity rail, high-speed rail,
(Gosling, 1997)
planning of airport ground access
regular bus, dedicated bus
(Givoni and Banister, 2006)
high speed rail
integration of airlines and railways
increasing public transport use at
(Foote et al., 1997)
rapid transit
ORD
(Clewlow et al., 2012)
high speed rail
high speed rail impacts on aviation
modelling preferences towards dif(Chebli and Mahmassani, 2002)
rapid transit, rail
ferent airport access options
(de Neufville and Odoni, 2003)
high speed/intercity/metropolitan rail
airport planning
intercity rail, commuter rail, rapid transit, examination of different airport ac(Mandalapu and Sproule, 1995)
dedicated high-speed rail
cess technologies
(López-Pita and Robusté, 2004)
high speed rail
air-rail complementarity

The service types and modes found in the literature can be ultimately classified as shown in
Table 3 and Figure 2.
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Table 3

Public transport service types for airport access

service type
city bus

dedicated premium

dedicated standard

integrated service

regional
bus
long distance bus

dedicated
infrastructure
no
no
no

part of
network
part of
network
part of
network
part of
network
part of
network
part of
network
part of
network

primary
target
market2

<5 km

LB,EM

<25 km

LB,EM

<60 km/h

<200 km

LB

<30 km/h

<15 km

BP, LB,
EM

<20 km/h

<5 km

LB, EM

<30 km/h

<10 km

<40 km/h

<15 km

<60 km/h

<50km

BP, LB,
EM

<150 km/h

>25km

BP, LB

>150 km/h

>100km

BP, LB

<20 km/h

<5 km

<30 km/h

<15 km

urban major nodes

<40 km/h

<15 km

BP, LB,
EM

urban and regional
major nodes

<60 km/h

<30 km

BP, LB,
EM

central downtown

<60 km/h

50-200km

BP

central downtown

<100 km/h

<30km

BP

central downtown

>100 km/h

<50km

BP

central downtown

>300 km/h

<50km

BP

few, large centres

surcharge or
proprietary

point-topoint

yes

surcharge or
proprietary

no

proprietary

yes

proprietary

yes

proprietary

point-topoint
point-topoint
point-topoint
point-topoint

yes

proprietary

no

LRT

yes
yes
yes

intercity rail

yes

high-speed
rail

yes

airport bus

no
yes

integrated/
standard

point-topoint

service
speeds

frequent, urban in<20 km/h
tersections
frequent, small com<30 km/h
munities

yes

Tram

airport
mag-lev

integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard

typical trip
distance

stop types

integrated/
standard
integrated/
standard
surcharge or
proprietary
surcharge or
proprietary

yes

airport
BRT
airport
rapid
transit line
airport
heavy rail
express
bus
express
rail
airport high
speed rail

line type

large spacing, urban
major nodes
frequent, urban intersections
large spacing, urban
major nodes
large spacing, urban
major nodes
large spacing, urban
part of
and regional major
network
nodes
part of
large centres
network
part of
very large centres,
network
large spacing
point-to- urban or regional
point
centres
point-tourban major nodes
point

BRT

rapid
transit
commuter/
regional
rail

fare
system1

BP, LB,
EM
BP, LB,
EM

BP, LB,
EM
BP, LB,
EM

1

The fares for trips to the airport can be part of the prevalent fare system of the region, require a surcharge over the regular
fares, or have a completely different and proprietary system
market types: BP = business/premium air travellers, LB=leisure/budget air travellers, EM=employees
based on (Coogan, 2008; Weidmann, 2013)

Markets are classified into business travellers, leisure travellers and employees. What becomes
clear is that the wide range of modes is necessary as not every service type is suitable for every
market. For example, extensions of metropolitan networks may serve CBD and employee demand well, but are of little use to longer distance travellers. Such urban network extensions are
the most common services however and, being integrated into the prevalent system, have the
advantages of consistent fare systems and operational synergies.
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Figure 2

Speed, capacity and serviced distance ranges for public transport service types

Then, there are non-premium dedicated services. These usually require additions to standard
tickets or have proprietary fare systems altogether. Designed to primarily serve the airport location, the network structure is usually only a single line from the airport to a major population
centre or interchange location and, serving only the airport on one end, does not reach out very
far as the demand is not sufficient.
The last group are dedicated premium services with the aforementioned very specific target
markets and higher service quality. Like standard dedicated services, they do not reach out very
far, except for bus services, where the low cost and relatively small vehicles can make further
away destinations viable to serve even with small passenger numbers. A common trait for these
types is that they cover a similar length trip much faster than same-technology non-premium
service, which is what the higher attractiveness and according pricing premium is derived from.
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There is some controversy on which modes are suitable, however: (Coogan, 2008) states that
successful systems need to include railways because only this technology can deliver the reliability, travel speed and service quality necessary to successfully and attractively serve airports,
especially considering the growth in both traffic volumes and public transport mode shares. In
contrast, (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003) claim that automobile modes and, at best, buses, will
continue to play the main role in airport access and rail systems are a rarely justified investment,
especially in an increasingly diversified market.
Additional Services
The most common type of additional service is the provision of check-in facilities at the
transport service´s off-airport terminal (Coogan, 2008). While the role of facilities for handling
the check-in process itself, it being largely the registration of the passenger and printing-out of
boarding cards, is losing importance due to mobile solutions, the ability to drop off luggage at
off-airport locations is an additional service that adds value for many passengers as it removes
one source of uncertainty along the trip. The cost of providing these services is, however, high
and thus, some services, e.g. the check-in for Heathrow Express at Paddington Station have
been discontinued. That example also shows that, although used by a fifth of all train passengers, the removal of the luggage drop had no measurable effect on mode shares. Effectively,
such services persist where there are sufficient traveller numbers to justify the service, e.g. the
city centre terminal of the HKG airport express, which benefits from the very high density of
trip ends in the area and competitive travel times, resulting a third of all air passengers using
the downtown luggage-drop. A similar concept, but more comprehensive implementation is
found in Switzerland, where Swiss International Air Lines and the Swiss Federal Railways
(SBB) cooperate to offer luggage services to and from every train station in the SBB network,
however at an extra charge to the customer (Swiss Federal Railways SBB, 2015).

2.1.4

Influence Factors on Public Transport Use at Airports

There are numerous aspects in service quality and convenience, but also facility design and
regional characteristics that influence the use of public transport for airport access. A number
of studies considered mode choice influence factors (e.g. Chebli and Mahmassani, 2002; Gelhausen, 2009; Gosling, 2008; Gupta et al., 2008; Hansen and Monteiro, 1996; Harvey, 1986;
Tam et al., 2008), with a thorough review provided in (Gosling, 2008). Explanatory variables
used in every model are travel time and cost of the available modes. Further variables oftentimes
found to be influential are transfers, traveller income, necessary walking distances, total trip
distance, party size, amount of luggage and whether a person is a resident of the airport region.
Price sensitivity is to a very large degree determined by the type of air trip being made, with
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leisure and employee trips having the highest sensitivity due to the relative cost of access to the
air trip, especially when travelling as a group, and the high frequency of trip making, respectively (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003). (Coogan, 2008) acknowledges that the situation and
balance between different drivers is different for many cases, however comes to the concurring
conclusion that common, main determinants of mode share were the orientation to the airport
region’s CBD (meaning the extent to which demand is focused towards the CBD), the ability
to serve employee trips, service quality and convenience (largely access, waiting and travel
time as well as transfers) and the availability and competitiveness of alternatives to public
transport. For example, taxi trips and pick-up/drop-off trips by companions become very unattractive if the airport requires a long drive that is costly (especially for taxi trips) and time
consuming. Furthermore, it was determined that there also numerous aspects, largely convenience and ease-of-use ones, on very localised levels that can impact mode shares. Examples of
these would be facility design, public transport boarding platform access, ticketing systems or
schedule information, to name a few. Based on these findings, (Leigh Fisher Associates et al.,
2002) developed strategies in different sectors and, in addition to the analysis of the U.S. cases,
considered markets outside the U.S. in order to find best practices. While general public
transport use was higher in those regions as well, this was not found to be the sole factor. Instead, common traits in systems capturing large mode shares were:


Dedicated-infrastructure services, all rail-based, that provided both high travel speeds,
high frequencies and, one of the most decisive factors, a comprehensive network that
covers a large part of the catchment area with competitive travel times. This is oftentimes the result of the integration into urban and regional networks, without which the
relative disperse set of off-airport trip ends could not be covered sufficiently.



For airports that are situated more distant to the core city and have a global function,
long-distance rail network integration played a vital role in capturing sufficient demand.



The quality of station access at the airport. Already the need to use shuttle services or
walk long distances from the airport terminal area to the public transport facilities was
found to be a major hindrance that all of the successful cases avoided.

There are also traits of the trip-makers that influence choices: Whether a person is on a business
trip or not and a resident of the airport region or not determines willingness-to-pay as well as
familiarity with the local conditions. A more recent study by (Budd et al., 2014) classifies the
automobile users and derives measures and mode change potentials from their analysis. It was
found that there is a group of travellers with a strong predisposition to automobile mode use,
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however, if services are not changed, marketing and information efforts targeting the general
image of public transport as well as environmental and cost benefits would be viable measures.

2.1.5

Obstacles to Public Transport Use at Airports

Mode share targets are increasingly incorporated in airport planning (Budd et al., 2011; Department for Transport, 2003; DETEC, 2005; FOCA, 2008). Implemented measures make use of
the increasing knowledge and analysis of traveller decision making, as well as gain from the
lessons of conducive factors. However, there are obstacles to further increasing mode shares,
some of which are also inherent to the airport ground access market.
First of all, off-airport destinations are often very widely dispersed, with only a small fraction
of the travellers coming from or going to a central CBD location (de Neufville and Odoni,
2003), even for very centrally located airports that serve primarily business travellers (Schabas,
2013). This means that the demand per corridor is oftentimes insufficient to support attractive
services and integration with a comprehensive network is required to achieve sufficient coverage. This however, means that transfers are necessary. These can be major hindrance, especially
if the transfer facilities are difficult to use with luggage or schedules are poorly coordinated.
Regarding employee trips, the characteristics discussed in 2.1.2 create significant barriers to
higher public transport use. The differences in behaviour and influences driving mode choice
(e.g. residence location or work times) are significant in comparison to passengers. Consequently, services tailored to passengers are unlikely to be able to serve them satisfactorily, however the number of employees is often too low and their trip-making to disperse to justify high
quality services aimed at their needs.
The key issue herein is that they are not the largest group, but the differences to passengers are
too large for one service type to capture a large market share.
Regarding trips of passengers and their companions, it is not always in the airport operators
interest to shift many passenger trips to public transport because parking revenues have become
an important revenue source (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003; Graham, 2009). There is also the
issue that business travellers often value travel time so much higher that only very fast services
are attractive enough. For leisure travellers on the other hand, budget is oftentimes of higher
concern, however travel party size tends to be larger, as well as the amount of luggage carried,
reducing the price advantage of public transport as well as its convenience (Mandle et al., 2000).
Finally, as noted by (Meyer, 2003), existing airports face the problem that the immediate terminal area is densely built up. Many major airports, especially in Europe and in the U.S. were
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founded in the middle of the 20th century (e.g. ORD, FRA, LHR, SFO, EWR), when public
transport access to airports planned virtually no role at all, and grew and evolved together with
air transport. In this process, facilities were extended, added and modified, resulting in densely
built up and complexly integrated core areas. While new, clean-sheet designs of airports (e.g.
BKK, HKG, MUC or OSL) incorporate the newest developments and tend to exhibit a dense
core area that is directly served by high quality public transport services, achieving similarly
convenient and efficient layouts is major obstacle when inserting public transport into existing,
“organic growth” layouts. Due to the core areas where passenger demand is concentrated being
densely built up, public transport facilities, especially those for rail modes, have then to be built
relatively far away from the core area or come at a very high cost to integrate into the terminal
area. Another problem arises when during an airport´s growth, individual and separate terminals
were added over time and there is no central area (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003). This is the
case e.g. at JFK, where there is a large number of separate, unconnected terminals. The result
is that passenger trip ends are disperse while public transport facilities, especially for more high
quality modes, are inherently very concentrated facilities. Although there are normally people
mover systems in place in such situations, a public transport trip is inevitably prolonged because
an additional transfer between the people mover and other public transport modes (Coogan,
2008) or significant walking become necessary. At the same time, it is the norm that all passenger facilities are directly accessible by automobile modes, putting a public transport trip at a
disadvantage, both in terms of travel time and trip convenience.

2.1.6

Future Developments

There are long term changes taking place that can influence the airport ground access market
decisively.
In an update of the earlier study, (Coogan, 2008) found the spread of low cost carriers (LCCs)
to cause passengers accessing airports from locations further away in order to benefit from
lower airfares. As a consequence, at those airports a shift to more automobile trip occurs due to
the further away trip ends oftentimes being less accessible by public transport. This is compounded by the LCCs oftentimes operating from secondary airports, diverting demand away
from airports that are large and central enough to support attractive public transport services.
Furthermore, these passengers cannot be reached by high quality modes as they are oftentimes
not willing to pay the according premium (Neufville, 2006).
Still, much of the continued growth is focused on large hub airports as the top 100 airports (out
of 2’500 considered) handle 51% of all traffic (Reichmuth et al., 2011). Many of these lie in
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areas where airside capacity expansion is becoming increasingly difficult due to regularity obstacles. If these were to grow their passenger numbers together with the overall market, a shift
to larger aircraft could occur, but also the discussed increase of high-quality ground modes
replacing short-haul low-capacity flights become considerations. For such systems to operate
successfully, services need to be attractive and provide convenient connections. This can further
drive the emergence of airports as focal locations on the landside as well. Airport ground access
planning would increasingly need to be integrated with regional planning in order to ensure that
new airport area functions develop in a way compatible with the region.
Furthermore, environmental issues are gaining importance and in this course, noise and emissions from ground access are also being investigated for reduction potentials (Berry et al., 2008;
Miyoshi and Mason, 2013; Upham, 2003) as well as efficient use of space. Finally, it is becoming apparent that without a mode shift, the access system of many large airports would suffer
from unreliability caused by growing passenger numbers (Coogan, 2008). (de Neufville and
Odoni, 2003) agree with this insofar as they acknowledge that in situations of over-reliance on
automobile modes, there are risks: In major metropolitan areas, the road network is oftentimes
congested during rush hour periods and thus not able to deliver a consistently reliable ground
access trip. In such cases, examples given within the study are JFK, YYZ, NRT and LHR,
dedicated infrastructure public transport access becomes a necessity to fulfil the key requirement of passengers reliably catching their flights and thus successfully operating an airport.
This is even more the case in situations where all demand has to go through a single point,
which is the case for island airport such as HKG, KIX or ICN. Access capacity issues will
become more pressing, as will their solutions, because the growth of air traffic continues, despite concerns of environmental effects and a return of high fuel prices (Schubert and Conventz,
2011; Schubert and Kollberg, 2005).
One development that will likely have in impact soon is the driverless car, especially when
combined with vehicle sharing concepts. While the first ideas date back to 1939 (Cheon, 2003),
the technology to implement driverless road vehicles on a mass scale has only recently reached
a state where real-condition testing is becoming viable (Godoy et al., 2015). While the development is still ongoing, there are strong coordinated efforts to solve persisting issues (see e.g.
(SARTRE, 2012)) in vehicle control and navigation. A major issue that is yet largely unsolved
is the liability under automatic operations and the according regulation. However, there has
been some progress very recently (Volvo Car Group, 2015) and the consensus in the industry
is that such vehicles will be available to the general public before 2020 (Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.,
2013; Smith, 2014; Su, 2015; Tam, 2012; Torr, 2014). The impact on public transport is yet
uncertain: On one hand, the attractiveness of individual vehicle transport may increase, leading
to a decline in public transport use. On the other hand however, considering automation and
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sharing concepts, it is likely that the reliance on automobile possession will reduce. Together
with increasing integration of public and automated individual vehicles, this could also lead to
an increase in public transport use overall. A first study on this subject by (Davidson and
Spinoulas, 2015) comes to the conclusion that, in the long term, public transport modes would
suffer mode share losses of around 10%. Even if this were to happen, to impact on airport public
transport is still uncertain, however, due to the unique commercial situation there: As automatic
vehicles can be “sent away”, on-site parking may become a much smaller market with a lower
willingness-to-pay, the commercial attractiveness of parking facilities thus decreasing consequently. This could give way to a larger commerce (for revenue) or public transport (for more
efficient use of space) focus by airport operators.
Considering all aspects, it is likely that the emphasis on airport ground access by public
transport modes will increase. In fact, there are regulatory frameworks in place in Switzerland
(DETEC, 2005) as well as in the U.K. (Department for Transport, 2003) that set environmental
and resource efficiency goals. But also airports that see public transport access as a way to
maintain and improve their attractiveness are becoming more active stakeholders in this issue.
However, the developments in the transport market will continue to have to be observed closely.

2.2
2.2.1

Airport Cities
Introduction

An ongoing development in the airport landscape is the growth of large non-aeronautical activity centres at the airport location. Originally, such developments were primarily office locations, aiming to provide an attractive space for tenants that operate globally and would thus be
attracted by the connectivity (Kasarda and Lindsay, 2011). (Güller Güller, 2003) examine this
development at the example of 10 European airports and find that airports are also becoming
central locations for the “landside” region. One of the cases considered in detail in a study of
airports in Switzerland (Christiaanse et al., 2011) is that of Zurich airport and how the proximity
of the airport to the city has driven development to fill the area in between with urban development, including company headquarters aligned along the city-airport axis. While the development is encompassing this whole corridor between city and airport, the airport location itself
has been identified as a nucleus with a hub-function in the regional transport network and the
highest-density developments.
Originating from business park developments in the U.S. of 1970s, the term “Airport City” has
been used widely and in partly different contexts. However, a common theme is that they refer
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to developments at the airport “head” area and exhibit urban traits in both density and layout,
thus the current use of the term covering development clusters resembling CBD areas at the
airport terminal complex. (Kasarda and Lindsay, 2011) use the term “Aerotropolis” for the
wider, regional level, area and consider especially the clustering of logistics and production
facilities there. In their context, the “Airport City” describes the more concentrated, contained
and dense development area at the airport, effectively the Aerotropolises´ CBD, where offices
and commercial activities are concentrated, but no activities with high land consumption are
found (Kasarda and Lindsay, 2011). This definition is in line with the usage of the term in actual
projects: For example, (Cho, 2007) describe as “Sky City” a development of shopping, convention, medical and recreational facilities set into a park-like area lying between the two air terminals of Seoul´s Gimpo (GMP) airport. (Schaafsma, 2003) present the case of Amsterdam
Schipol Airport (AMS) where the Airport City is set adjacent to the terminal buildings and
within the runway system, primarily containing office developments. Many airport cities, AMS
being a prime example, become central locations to the extent that they also are developed into
public transport hubs.
This function as central location in the transport network is also identified as one of the key
traits of the airport city that (Christiaanse et al., 2011) discuss at the case of Zurich. They label
the area directly adjacent to the passenger terminals and public transport interchanges “airport
city” and consider the dense, yet less focused, urbanised development area between the airport
and the city the “airport corridor”. A further trait pointed out as both catalyst and result of the
urbanisation process is the alignment of high quality public transport services through the airport corridor, providing area access in addition to the highly focused access at the main interchange. Studying a number of German airports, (Schubert and Conventz, 2011) consider “Airport City” an important marketing slogan for non-aviation development strategies of airport
operators. Their analysis of land use reveals that densities are significantly higher than national
averages and the main land uses are industry, office, commerce and even residence, amounting
to 30-45% of the terminal-adjacent land areas. Common traits are also a favourable access situation and the location at an airport with high traffic volumes. One of their findings is that two
definitions of “Airport City” can be differentiated in Germany: A narrow one, that considers
development on the airport grounds or directly adjacent areas only, and a wider one that can
encompass neighbouring cities or even a region. While they consider the term primarily a label,
their research shows that such developments at major airports exhibit the traits of the narrowly
defined airport city, which is also the internationally predominant term.
(Güller Güller, 2003) consider an airport city an urban form development that exhibits features
of city cores in terms of density, access quality, environment and services present. This view
focuses on the appearance of the areas in terms of layout and density and (Peneda et al., 2011)
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refer to this as an urban planning and architectural approach. They propose an additional, economic, perspective that focuses on the clustering of economic functions at the airport location
and the view of the airport operators that consider it a strategic development and marketing
tool. These approaches are not contradictory but highlight the two perspectives’ focuses on
different traits of essentially the same thing.
In (Salewski et al., 2014) the models to describe these developments are revisited and through
the study of three case studies they come to the conclusion that the concentric model of (Kasarda
and Lindsay, 2011) may be overly simplistic and not sufficiently differentiated. They propose
a model of five effects shaping the development. This more differentiated approach would be
better suited to explain the dissimilar outcomes found in the cases they considered. In every
case however, the airport´s core area in which access and passenger facilities are concentrated
is also the central location for the surrounding area.
In conclusion, there are slight variations in what different studies effectively consider an airport
city, however, there is a common theme, especially for major airports, that for this study is
interpreted as:
A dense area with high value office, business and commercial uses that is well connected to the
transport network, located in the immediate vicinity of passenger terminals and sits on the airport grounds or directly adjacent areas.

2.2.2

Drivers and Developments

The literature identifies one key driver: The deregulation of the air transport markets has unleashed fierce competition onto the increasingly globalised airline industry and, as a consequence, long term profit margins are thin, if not absent. Because of this, airport charges have
stagnated or, corrected for inflation, even declined. Consequently, an overreliance of revenues
from the aviation activities poses the risk of becoming increasingly vulnerable to the volatility
of the air transport market, potentially impacting an airport´s ability to maintain the investment
level necessary to cope with rising traffic volumes, preserve its attractiveness and market position and, crucially important for major airports, the ability to serve as an airline hub. In response
to this, and taking advantage of the continued growth of passenger numbers, airport operators
have turned to increasing revenues from non-aviation activities, including retail concessions,
both air- and landside, parking or property. This strategy has been highly successful in many
cases and some large airports generate more than half of their revenues from such sources
(Freathy, 2004; Graham, 2009). Part of such strategies is the engagement in real estate activities
at the airport´s landside, capitalising on the high accessibility, both regionally and globally, and
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the accordingly attractive business location (Peneda et al., 2011; Schubert and Conventz, 2011).
The study by (Peneda et al., 2011) on the factors required to successfully develop airport cities
comes to the conclusion that the airport needs to be a significant node in both the air and ground
transport networks, together with an economic potential of the region and a stakeholder framework that is conducive to the development.
However, such development, especially when an airport is already close to or part of an urban
fabric, is also driven by other stakeholders. In such situations, locations along the transport
corridors between core city and airport become attractive for office space, but also residence
uses, and can attract clusters of corporate headquarters (Christiaanse et al., 2011), the hospitality
industry and commercial developments following in their wake. The work of (Michaeli et al.,
2011) takes a further in-depth look at the case of Zurich. They find that while the interactions
between and airport and its surroundings are increasingly complex, traditional planning tends
to oftentimes still focus on viewing the airport as an operational component of the air transport
system only. This is an issue they deem critical because as the urbanisation continues, it can
impact the airside operations and therefore coordination is necessary. In terms of land use, they
find that the connection of formerly pockets of urbanisation was an important driver to integrate
the airport corridor and airport city and move from space-intensive uses to high-value, highdensity land use, notably including residences. The most city-like areas however are identified
directly at the airport itself, characterised by development and its marketing that resembles
strategies for CBD-locations more than any other.

2.2.3

Situation and Outlook

The resulting growth has been rapid and, for example in AMS, has resulted in property prices
at the airport city surpassing those of the CBD areas (Schaafsma, 2003; Stevens, 2011) and the
share of non-aeronautical revenues for the airport operator having grown from 33% to 39%
between 2004 and 2014 (Schipol Group, 2015, 2005). In Zurich, revenues from non-aeronautical activities have grown by an average 4.3% p.a. from 2009 to 2014 (Flughafen Zürich AG,
2015a, 2010a) and there are currently 120’000 m² of retail and office space available at the
airport. With the addition of further development, another 180’000 m² will be added in 20182020 (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2011, 2005). At Hong Kong´s International airport, non-aeronautical revenues make up 50% of the total turnover (Airport Authority Hong Kong, 2015). This
development is occurring globally and is discussed in (Kasarda and Lindsay, 2011) and
(Kasarda, 2013).
Such developments reach a significant scale not only in terms of quality, but also in quantity,
with new projects adding sizeable real estate to the market (Schaafsma, 2003; Schubert and
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Conventz, 2011). While airports as such tend to be well-connected locations already, the addition of such activities adds travel demand and possibly more services. In some cases, as discussed in e.g. (Orth and Weidmann, 2014; Schaafsma, 2003), the airport itself was developed
into a public transport hub. A potential drawback however can occur when the airport becomes
very intertwined with its surroundings and a dense mix of land uses results that is not always
compatible, e.g. through residential areas within flight approach and departure paths (Michaeli
et al., 2011).

2.3
2.3.1

Public Transport Planning
Introduction

The objective of planning public transport services effectively condenses into providing the
services that can best serve demand at the lowest cost. This task is as old as public transport
itself and, accordingly, the continued effort of researchers has produced a wealth of knowledge.
This section begins with an overview of the different technologies that are used for the provision
of public transport services and the functions they serve within a comprehensive network. The
actual planning task is then introduced briefly. Lastly, a critical issue for this work, it is reviewed how networks are designed to match demand optimally and how demand reacts in turn.

2.3.2

Demand Distribution and Variation Issues in Public Transport

(Vuchic, 2005) and (Weidmann, 2013) provide a thorough introduction into the planning process and the demand characteristics that drive public transport planning. Because transport demand is, in its most basic form, the result of two successive activities not occurring at the same
location, one key determinant is the spatial distribution of activity locations through the planning perimeter. Typically, the largest volume of travel demand is caused by the commute between work or education locations and residences, with a number of possible further activities
occurring in between. Due to public transport services consuming a high fixed operator cost in
comparison to individual transport modes, densities and concentration along corridors of demand are a decisive influence on the economics of providing attractive services. A further major
influence, also being a result of the high work and education share of trip purposes, is the temporal distribution of trips over the day. Trip distributions tend to see pronounced peaking in the
morning and evening hours, resulting from work start and end times, with peak-to-low factors
ranging between 5 and 10 (Weidmann, 2011a) and the system capacity has to be provided accordingly. This capacity is only fully utilised during those peak periods, however the fixed cost
of large vehicles, infrastructure and systems are present at all times, leading to challenges to the
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cost recovery of public transport. Market based principles such as peak-pricing have been developed and are used (Glaister, 1974; Vuchic, 2005) in an attempt to redistribute the demand
somewhat, however the basic pattern of peaking remains and the impact of such measures is
sometimes limited, especially in situations where peak pricing is applied only to public
transport, but not to the individual transport alternatives (Cervero, 1990) .

2.3.3

Technologies

A wide range of technologies to provide public transport services have been developed and
development continues. (Vuchic, 2007) provides a very thorough overview of their development and technical and operational characteristics. Further in depth introductions can be found
in (Weidmann, 2013, 2011a, 2011b, 2009, 2008). There is a wide range of technologies, capacities, infrastructure systems and thus capital and operating cost and consequently, one of the
main tasks in planning is to select the most appropriate service types and technologies for a
given task. (Vuchic, 2007) differentiates public transport mode technology by a few basic properties:
 right-of-way (ROW) type: The degree of separation of the public transport mode from other
transport modes:
o type A ROW, a fully separate infrastructure without any crossings
o type B ROW, a longitudinally separate infrastructure, however with grade-crossings and
intersections
o type C ROW, a non-separated infrastructure, i.e. operation within mixed traffic
 System technology:
o Support system, i.e. the method of transferring vehicle weight and traction force unto
the infrastructure. The most common systems are rubber tires on asphalt or concrete and
steel wheels on steel rail.
o

Guidance, i.e. the method of providing lateral guidance. Essentially, the differentiation
can be made between steered (e.g. buses) or guided (e.g. railways).

o

Propulsion, the method by which movement is achieved. Most common are internal
combustion and electric engines.

o

Control, i.e. the means of regulating the movement of vehicles. Control can be exercised
manually (e.g. bus driver) or technically (e.g. automated metro or train with train control
systems), with a range of technologies in between the two examples.

Figure 3 illustrates the resulting combinations of technical traits and service characteristics.
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Figure 3

Speeds, capacities and technical characteristics for common public transport
technologies

Considering that infrastructure and space consumption make up a large part of the system cost,
(Weidmann, 2013) makes the highest level differentiation between separate or mixed-use right
of way and technically guided or non-guided (manually guided) systems. Effectively, this is a
differentiation that pre-empts the function of the modes because the cost of separate right-ofway systems can normally be justified only for high-capacity service types. The ability to form
trains then is necessary to achieve the highest capacity units and generally prerequisites a technically guided system.
A further aspect that directly influences vehicle and infrastructure design is the energy supply
method: If the energy supply is carried on-board (e.g. diesel or battery bus), the vehicles can
operate independent from an energy supply infrastructure. On the other hand, the energy storage
capacity and thus power is limited in comparison to systems where power is supplied along the
line and is infrastructure based (e.g. electric trains).
Similarly, vehicle size, while not explicitly a technological requirement, follows the complexity
and capabilities of the technology: Very sophisticated technologies such as high speed rail require complex propulsion and control systems, along with a highly sophisticated vehicle design.
The cost of this can only be offset by a large number of users and, consequently, large units are
the norm. Similar relationships can be observed for urban rail systems: Only electrical multiple
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units (EMUs) deliver the acceleration needed for fast service while avoiding local emissions
(important for sub-surface operations) and the capacity of transport units is relatively large as
the cost would otherwise not be justifiable. On the other hand, diesel buses, for example, are a
relatively simple technology and therefore, small units to serve low demand volumes are viable,
but the lack of a guidance system and the on-board carriage of fuel precludes large capacities
and high speeds.
Summarizing the technologies discussed by (Vuchic, 2007) and (Weidmann, 2013), the most
common modes of transport are shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Common public transport technologies

service.
min. service.
unit
ROW
speed1
headways
support guidance
capacity
type
[km/h]
[min]
manual/
Bus
8-20
40-150
1
C rubber tire
technical
manual/
BRT
15-40
60-150
1
A/B rubber tire
technical
steel
100-500
Tram
8-20
1
C
technical
wheel
steel
LRT
15-45 100-750
1.5
A/B
technical
wheel
Rapid Transit
steel
25-60 140-2’400
1.5
A
technical
Rail
wheel
Commuter/
steel
40-80 140-2’000
2
A
technical
Regional Rail
wheel
steel
Intercity Rail 80-160 600-1’200
30
A
technical
wheel
High-Speed
steel
>160 600-1’000
60
A
technical
Rail
wheel
mode

control propulsion

power
supply

combustion/electric
combusmanual
tion/electric

vehicle/infrastructure
vehicle/infrastructure
infrastrucmanual
electric
ture
manual/ combus- vehicle/intechnical tion/electric frastructure
infrastructechnical
electric
ture
combus- vehicle/intechnical
tion/electric frastructure
combus- vehicle/intechnical
tion/electric frastructure
infrastructechnical
electric
ture
manual

1

stop-to-stop speed including time spent at stops
based on (Vuchic, 2007; Weidmann, 2013, 2011b, 2008)

While (Vuchic, 2007) considers urban services only, the airport access markets specifically
make use of long-distance services as well, which is why these need to be included in addition
– for this, the differentiation approach of (Weidmann, 2013) is useful. What becomes clear is
that the range of capacities and service speeds is quite large even within what is considered one
mode of transport. Especially the bus and non-heavy rail modes exhibit a large range regarding
these properties. The actual choice of a technology for a given service must therefore be determined by the specific type of desired service.

2.3.4

Service Types

In the planning process, an important choice is the definition a service type and its assignment
to a given function. In (Vuchic, 2007), service types are defined by specific traits regarding the
types of trips served, the stopping pattern and the time of operation, leading to what he refers
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to as classes of transit modes. The specific traits of a service considered herein are the service
frequency, operating speed (or service speed), reliability, safety, line capacity, productivity and
utilisation. Not all of these traits are directly relevant for the function of a given service however. Safety, for example, is highly important, but should generally be at a level where it is not
part of the service description, but universally provided. (Weidmann, 2013) introduces a classification strictly by the function of a given service within the overall system. The specific traits
of the service are then derived from the function, considering the requirements to fulfil it. Specifically, the functions are defined as conveyance, connection, collection and system access and
lead to specific requirements regarding access, availability, service density, service speed, directness, reliability and comfort. The resulting classification is shown in Table 5, based on
(Weidmann, 2013). With this definition being functional, no preselection of technical modes
takes place – as visible in different modes being able to fulfil a given function and, vice versa,
a given mode appearing in multiple roles.
Table 5

Functional classification of public transport services
service
range [km]

target market

typical modes

A1

>600

flows between metropoli of supranational importance, intercontinental flows

airplanes

A2

130-600

flows between large national centres

high speed rail, intercity
rail

B1

30-130

B2

20-100

C1

10-50

C2

>30

C3

>30

C4

>20

D1

>15

D2

>10

D3

>5

intra-city subdivision flows

tram, bus

D4

>5

flows within small and disperse cities

D5

>10

mainly recreational trips in low density areas

tram, bus
bus (and specialised
modes such as cables
cares)

product level

A conveyance

B connection

C collection

D access

flows between large and medium cities, corridors
intercity rail
of medium cities
lower demand medium city flows
long distance bus
flows between the outskirts and metropolitan arcommuter rail
eas
flows between cities within metropolitan areas
commuter rail, rapid
and metropolitan core to region flows
transit
collecting demand in lower density corridors and
regional rail
connection to higher level products
low density demand collection
regional bus
flows between metropolitan core city subdivirapid transit, LRT, BRT
sions and the centre areas
flows within large cities
tram, bus

from (Weidmann, 2013)

While the classification concepts are sometimes different, there are common approaches shared
by researchers (see e.g. (Ceder and Wilson, 1986; Fan and Machemehl, 2006; Farahani et al.,
2013; Patz, 1925; Verbas et al., 2015): Decisive traits that define a service, both in regard to its
usefulness to the user and the cost to operate it, are its service speed, the stop spacing and the
frequency. The capacity, as well as the operation cost are then directly determined by these
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factors. It is impossible to achieve a high value in all these aspects, because for example, frequent stops preclude high service speeds. As a result, a successful network will in the end need
to be composed of multiple service types that each serve a specific function best (e.g. Orth et
al., 2015; Weidmann, 2013). This leads directly to the problem of determining the service types,
and consequently modes, to serve a given function and the assignment of these service types
within the overall system.

2.3.5

The Transport Network Design Problem

The tasks of public transport planning described in 2.3.1 can be viewed as an optimisation
problem to provide the network that best serves demand at the lowest cost, the Transport Network Design Problem (TNDP). In its initial form, the problem covers the construction of a
network that serves demand at the lowest resource consumption.
The basic tasks to be covered therein are routing and frequency setting and can be expanded to
include timetable generation, vehicle and crew scheduling and demand reactions. The earliest
consideration of this problem was by (Patz, 1925) who proposed a method to optimise route
planning for an urban tram network. Since then, researchers have continuously worked in this
field, developing methodological improvements and, increasingly, making use of computational advances. (Ceder and Wilson, 1986) provide a thorough introduction into this field and
more recent reviews of the problem and methodologies were compiled by (Guihaire and Hao,
2008) and (Farahani et al., 2013). They classify the developed solution methods into exact
mathematical optimisation procedures (e.g. Magnanti and Wong, 1984), heuristic approaches
that are built around a functional understanding of the problem (e.g. Baaj and Mahmassani,
1991; Lampkin and Saalmans, 1967) and metaheuristics that are oftentimes based on processes
taking place in physics, biology or chemistry, and include e.g. ant-colony (Alt, 2010) or genetic
algorithms (Chakroborty and Wivedi, 2002; Pattnaik et al., 1998).
While the approach of (Patz, 1925) was mono-modal, as well as some other studies where the
objective was the optimisation within the framework of an existing network (e.g. Ceder and
Wilson, 1986), a more comprehensive analysis will usually encompass a multi-modal approach
that considers both internal, i.e. different public transport modes, as well as external, e.g. automobile or non-motorised transport, alternatives.
Internal alternatives stem from the fact that no single public transport mode can serve all kinds
of trips optimally. Recognising that modifying service patterns leads to shifts of demand both
within the network and between competing modes of transport, demand elasticity has to be
considered. As this relationship works in both directions, i.e. service influences demand and, in
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turn, the effective demand is an input for network design, a common approach to this aspect is
the use of iterative procedures (Fan and Machemehl, 2006; Lee and Vuchic, 2005). One other
approach was chosen by (Marín and García-Ródenas, 2009) who incorporate a mode choice
model into the model formulation of a linear programming problem.

2.3.6

Mode Alternatives and Network Design

While the research in network planning deals with the question of how and where to deploy
services out of a given set, the issue of selecting the technical modes to build a system upon is
also a critical one. This process has great influence on network generation as the alternatives
available for the network design process determine to a great extent the functional levels and
the array of tasks that a given transport mode has to fulfil. Technological and cost characteristics
determine the operational characteristics of a technical mode and thus its suitability for a given
task (Vuchic, 2007). The issue herein is that there is a very wide range of influences that can
vary substantially, even between application cases within the same region and the review of a
wide range of indicators is necessary (Hass-Klau et al., 2003). For planning tasks only deterministic cost can be precisely modelled (Hensher and Button, 2008), however it is foreseeable
that in virtually every specific project, there are unforeseen circumstances. Furthermore, cost
recovery and thus economic viability is dictated by demand, which is rarely predicted precisely.
(Tirachini et al., 2010) attempt a more general comparison of cost and rely on general cost
functions, differentiating operation per hour and time, infrastructure and rolling stock capital
costs. Other studies that did produce precise cost relatable to demand such as (Kain and Liu,
1999) were only conducted on an a-posteriori basis. Therefore, there are no fully precise apriori methods and the task is to achieve a sufficiently precise estimate.

2.4

Traveller Behaviour

In the preceding chapters 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, one of the key influence factors was found to be
demand and its reaction to a given service. Effectively, these reactions are the result of choices
made by individuals facing a set of given alternatives. The research in choice modelling is elaborate, with a treatise on its use on discrete choices in travel demand provided in (Ben-Akiva,
1985) and (Koppelman and Bhat, 2006) providing a thorough introduction to mode choice modelling applications.
Very commonly used are multinomial logit (MNL) methods that are based on the comparative
utility of different alternatives. In brief, for every choice alternative, a utility function is speci-
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fied that considers all the influences on an alternative`s utility and a random error term. Assuming that the errors are extreme-value or Gumbel-distributed, the probability of one choice alternative is the quotient of the natural exponential function evaluated at the utility function´s value
over the sum of all natural exponential functions evaluated for each of the utility functions
values. One issue herein is that the MNL formulation suffers from the independence of irrelevant alternatives property (IIA). If an alternative is added, this will inevitably reduce the choice
probability of all other alternatives. This means that the MNL model would produce non-satisfactory results in cases where some modes are similar.
A well-known example for this is the “red bus / blue bus” paradox: In a situation where there
are two alternatives, travelling by car or a red bus, and the utility function values are equal, the
mode share would be 50/50. If an alternative “blue bus” is introduced that is identical to the red
bus except for the colour however, the utility function value would be the same and consequently, now car, red bus und blue bus would each have one third of the mode shares. Of course,
this would not be correct because, the service quality being the same, the mode shares should
remain at 50/50 between the car and bus alternatives. This is overcome by the Nested Logit
(NL) model formulation in which similar alternatives are grouped into “nests”. For example,
the first level choice would be between car and public transport and the public transport nest
would then include multiple public transport services. In this case the relative utility is determined within nests as well.
An overview of choice modelling applications for the airport ground access case can be found
in (Gosling, 2008). An overview of studies involving mode choice for airport trips is compiled
in Table 6.
Despite the IIA property leading to potential issues with MNL type models, they are commonly
used (see e.g. (Hansen and Monteiro, 1996; Hess, 2010; Tam et al., 2008)) because in cases
where the choice alternatives are distinct and not similar, the model quality can be satisfactory
and interpretation and use of MNL type models is, in comparison, easier. NL models are used
in cases where the model is intended to deliver more differentiated results or replicate more
than one stage of choice, e.g. the split between different modes of public transport or studies
that consider mode choice in a multi-airport (see e.g. (Atlanta Regional Commission, 2011;
Gelhausen et al., 2008; Gupta et al., 2008)) setting.
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Table 6

Overview of studies involving mode choice for airport trips

Study
(Harvey, 1986)
(Gosling, 2008)3
(Hansen and Monteiro,
1996)
(Gosling, 2008)4
(Gosling, 2008)5
(Gosling, 2008)6
(Gosling, 2008)7
(Gosling, 2008)8
(Gosling, 2008)9
(Jovicic and Hansen,
2003)
(Gosling, 2008)10
(Tam et al., 2008)

Study Area
SFO Bay Area
MIA
SFO Bay Area

NL1 MNL2
x
x
x
x

PDX
OAK
SJC
YYZ
LHR, GTW, STN, LTN
BOS

x
x

CPH

x

MDW,ORD
HKG

x

(Gelhausen et al., 2008)

CGN area

x

(Gupta et al., 2008)

NYC area

x

(Hess, 2010)
(Atlanta Regional Commission, 2011)
(Jevons et al., 2011)
(Jou et al., 2011)

x
x
x
Binomial Logit

LHR
TIA

x

Target Market(s)
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Passenger Airport and Mode
Choice in a multi-airport system
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice

x

USA
ATL

Other

x
x
x
Mixed Logit

Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Airport and Mode Choice in a multiairport system
Airport and Mode Choice in a multiairport system
Airport choice
Air Passenger Choice, distinct part
of a regional model
Air Passenger Mode Choice
Air Passenger Mode Choice

1

Nested Logit Model
Multinomial Logit Model
3
citing ICF Kaiser Engineers, Inc., with Gannett Fleming, Inc., and KPMG Peat Marwick, Miami Intermodal Center: Travel Demand Forecast Report, Prepared for Florida Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration, Miami,
Fla., 1995
4
citing Cambridge Systematics, Inc., Portland International Airport Alternative Mode Study, Prepared for the Port of Portland,
Portland, Ore., 1998,
Portland Metro, PDX Ground Access Study Model Summary, Prepared by the Travel Forecasting Staff, Portland, Ore.,
undated, revised June 2001.
5
citing Harvey, G., ACCESS: Models of Airport Access and Airport Choice for the San Francisco Bay Region—Version 1.2, Prepared for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Berkeley, Calif., 1988
Purvis, C.L., Travel Demand Models for the San Francisco Bay Area (BAYCAST-90): Technical Summary, Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, Oakland, Calif., 1997
6
citing Dowling Associates, Inc., San Jose International Airport Transit Connection Ridership, Final Report, Prepared for San
Jose International Airport, Lea+Elliott and Walker Parking, Oakland, Calif., 2002
Harvey, G., ACCESS: Models of Airport Access and Airport Choice for the San Francisco Bay Region—Version 1.2,
Prepared for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Berkeley, Calif., Dec. 1988
7
citing Halcrow Group Limited with Cansult Ltd., Air Rail Link from Lester B. Pearson International Airport to Union Station: Revenue & Ridership Study, Report T8080-01-1213, Final Report, Prepared for Transport Canada, Ottawa, ON, 2002.
8
citing Halcrow Group Ltd., SERAS Surface Access Modelling, Prepared for the Department of Transport, Local Government
and the Regions, South East and East of England Regional Air Services Study, London, England, 2002.
9
citing Harrington, I.E., J. McClennen, E. Pereira and C.-Y. Wang, Summary of People Mover Study Passenger Mode Choice
Models, draft memorandum, Central Transportation Planning Staff, Boston, Mass.,1996
Harrington, I.E., The Logan Airport Passenger Ground Access Mode Choice Model, draft memorandum, Central Transportation Planning Staff, Boston, Mass., 2003
10
citing Resource Systems Group, Inc., O’Hare and Midway Airport Express Train Ridership Forecasting Study: Chicago Air
Traveler Stated Preference Survey Report, For Chicago Department of Transportation, White River Junction, Vt., 2004
2

In fact, the overview shows that most applications involving mode choice for only one airport,
or only choice of airport, i.e. a single stage choice, were based on an MNL structure. When both
airport and mode choice are to be incorporated into one model however, NL models are the
ones used primarily. Another issue that becomes obvious is that the studies focused almost
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exclusively on air passenger trips. The review in (Gosling, 2008) points out that airport employee trips were not omitted altogether, however no specifically tailored models were developed. Instead, the studies reviewed considered airport employees based on the respective planning area´s travel models, thus treating them like non-airport employees. Considering that the
operation hours of airports are fairly irregular and the access situation is not always comparable,
such approaches are potentially flawed.

2.5
2.5.1

Synthesis
Situation

Public transport access to airport locations was and is a key issue in airport planning and will
only gain importance in the future: Airports and government bodies increasingly implement
strategies to shift airport access trips made by passengers, passenger companions and employees to public transport. The reasons may be environmental ones, leading to a general public
transport preference, however also operational ones such as reliability and travel time of the
airport access trips, which for the airport operator translates into ability to serve its customers
and catchment area. Especially employee trips are regular and thus plannable and non-resident
travellers tend to be unfamiliar with the road network and thus may prefer transit. However
there are obstacles: Off-airport trip ends are disperse, desired times of travel often meet periods
of reduced or suspended public transport service and overall demand may not support a comprehensive network.

2.5.2

Opportunities and Relevance

In this light, the ongoing development of airport cities at major airports might be an opportunity:
The additional activity generates significant demand that may provide the loads necessary to
justify service expansions that, in turn, benefit airport employees and air travellers as well. Because such demand may have different properties in terms of distributions and behaviour, impacting the total demand at the airport not only in terms of volume but also quality. This could
mean that the peaking behaviour, one of the main issues for public transport, might be lessened.
If this were the case, a situation could be achieved in which more service could be operated at
better cost-recovery. This would mean that demand could be better addressed and the location
would further gain value, not only as a transport hub, but also for development of office and
commercial areas. The better access system would also provide benefits to the airport operator
because better access can improve its competitive position in comparison to other airports.
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2.5.3

Open Questions

The literature review has shown that the individual topics of airport access by aeronautically
induced traffic, the development of the airport cities as well as public transport planning are
quite well developed. There are also insights about the amount of travel that is generated by the
different activities. Furthermore, the traits of travel that are critical are identified, as well as
their interactions with service quality and the knowledge on travellers and methods to model
their behaviour are advanced and produce reliable results in practice. However research to this
point has considered non-aeronautical development and transport only separately and the actual
impacts that they, together, have on the access system have not yet been the focus of studies.
There is research that consider the overall airport area in an integrated way, however the impacts
on the public transport system and, in turn, its interaction with the demand, have been neglected
so far. This applies especially to the opportunities outlined above: How mode shares may
change, by how much ridership volumes would grow, whether peaking is balanced or exacerbated are outcomes that directly influence what service can and should be provided. Yet specifically these questions still have to be answered in order to determine how the development
of airport cities should be appreciated from the perspective of public transport planning specifically, but also how stakeholders such as land developers and the airport should appreciate this:
Is this development, in fact, an opportunity or would it rather result in an unfavourable
situation?
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Preliminary Case Study

3
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the initial results from a case study conducted at Zurich airport are presented.
The initial case study provides first insights and is used to develop concepts as well as identify
areas of heightened interest. In accordance with its function, this analysis step is primarily descriptive in nature and focuses on high-level indicators.

3.2

Data and Information used

This part of the study is based on data provided by the Flughafen Zürich AG (FZAG), the airport
operator, the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) and the Verkehrsbetriebe Glatttal (VBG), the manager for all non heavy rail public transport in the airport area:


Publicly available statistical data of FZAG from statistical reports, annual reports and
facts & figures publications



Passenger count, flow and distribution data at Zurich Airport



Mode share survey reports (Anders et al., 2010; Perret et al., 2014)



Information gained from correspondence and in discussions with FZAG personnel



Passenger count, boarding/alighting and distribution data supplied by SBB



Passenger count and boarding/alighting data supplied by VBG

Most of this data was made available for 2012, but where it became available, new data was
used to update the values. A detailed overview of the data sources used and the information
contained therein can be found in appendix A 1.

3.3
3.3.1

Case Study Overview
Overview

Zurich airport (ZRH) is the main airport for the Zurich metropolitan area as well as the largest
airport of Switzerland by all relevant criteria: Air transport movements, passenger numbers,
freight handled. The operating company, Flughafen Zürich AG, is publicly listed and the main
shareholders are the canton of Zurich (33.33%) and the city of Zurich (5%), with no other
shareholder controlling more than 3% of the votes (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015a).
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Figure 4

Overview of Zurich airport situation

geodata © swisstopo

Figure 4 provides an overview of Zurich airport and its location in relation to the city of Zurich
and the surrounding settlement areas. The airport is located ca. 7 km north of the city centre
and constrained by high density development, including residential uses, in the west, south and
east. The landside passenger facilities are concentrated in the south-east of the airport and further aviation service, handling and maintenance facilities are located primarily in the south-east
and south of the airport grounds.
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3.3.2

Air Transport

In 2014, 264’970 air traffic movements (ATMs) were recorded, of which 86.0% were scheduled
flights, 1.1% charter flights and 12.9% non-commercial traffic. 25’427’000 commercial passengers were served in 2014, out of which 69.5% were local passengers (Flughafen Zürich AG,
2015b). The catchment area includes central and eastern Switzerland, south-western Germany,
western Austria and, to a lesser extent, southeast France.
Swiss International Air Lines (branded as “Swiss”), a subsidiary of the Lufthansa group and a
member of Star Alliance, is operating a hub-and-spoke system centred on Zurich. Swiss transported 55.4% of all passengers alone and 67.5% of all passengers together with its alliance
partners. The next largest carrier present is Belair Airlines AG, a fully owned subsidiary of the
Air Berlin group operating under their brand, however their traffic share amounts to only 9.3%,
including their One World alliance partners. The destinations served from ZRH are largely
within Europe (76.9% of passengers), followed by long distance connections to North America
(8.4%) and the Far East (4.9%) (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015c).

3.3.3

Non-Aeronautical Activities

In 1978, a landside shopping area was opened that has grown to a current total of 84 shops and
restaurants. Overall, more than half of all the non-aviation revenues come from commercial
activities. One aspect that is noteworthy is that while business hours are regulated and limit
late-night and weekend operation of retailers in Switzerland, these constraints do not apply to
the airport. Furthermore, there are over 100’000 m² of office space managed by FZAG, as well
as a hotel and meeting centre, all located close together, directly adjacent to the passenger terminals and integrated with the public transport facilities (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015c).
A further, large-scale, expansion of the landside facilities is underway and the project “The
Circle” will add two hotels, a hospital, office space and premium retail outlets, amounting to
180’000 m² of additional floor space opening in 2018-2025. The airport operator expects that
this will add another 3’000 employees and an average of 14’000 trips per day.

3.3.4

Ground Transport

Zurich airport is well connected to both the road and public transport networks of the country,
located just off the main east-west highway of Switzerland and its railway station being on the
main east-west railway line of the country. Travel times from the city centre to the airport by
automobile can be as low as 10 minutes, however are highly variable during rush hour periods
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and can amount to as much as twice the non-peak travel time. By public transport, the trip takes
10 minutes as well, but the travel times have no variation.
Public transport at the airport is provided by the Swiss Federal Railways, operating all heavy
rail services, and Verkehrsbetriebe Glattal that plan and oversee LRT and bus operations in the
area but contract the actual operation to various local companies. Scheduling, pricing and fare
distribution for all regional services, regardless of the operator, are managed by the Zürcher
Verkehrsverbund while the SBB handle these tasks for long distance rail services. One of the
results of the high degree of integration in the Swiss public transport market is that all national
trips, regardless of the involved locations and operators, can be undertaken on a single ticket,
thus providing great convenience. This is likely one reason for the relatively high mode shares
to public transport of 25% for the whole country (Bundesamt für Statistik, 2012), 30% for the
Canton of Zurich and 47% within the City of Zurich (Canton Zurich, 2013).
The airport railway station was opened in 1980 and is located in a building complex that houses
check-in facilities, the shopping mall, offices and car parks and is directly adjacent to the passenger terminal. There are a bus and LRT station, together with the train station serving as
public transport hub for the northern Zurich area. As of 2012, there were 1’158 public transport
departures per day from the airport between 05.00 and 24.00. Of these, 57% were bus services,
16% national and international long distance rail, 15% LRT and 11% commuter rail (Swiss
Federal Railways SBB, 2013). In terms of ridership, heavy rail services (commuter and long
distance) carried 67% of all users.
LRT and bus services operate at 7.5-30 min intervals, depending on the line, while commuter
rail services depart every 15-30 min and long distance services once every hour. Due to many
trains passing through this segment on main national services, there services overlap and offer
a total of 10 departures per hour to the city centre by heavy rail only. This situation is summarised quite distinctly in the advertisement shown in Figure 5 that was part of a campaign in
2015, promoting use of public transport services at Zurich airport and reads “1’830 arrivals and
departures per day: The largest fleet at the hub Zurich”.
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Figure 5

2015 advertisement for public transport services at Zurich airport

Used with permission of the Zürcher Verkehrsverbund (ZVV), 2015

Table 7 shows the development of the mode share based on surveys from 1968 to 2013. Before
the railway station was opened, public transport mode shares to and from the airport were in
steady decline, reaching 17% shortly before its opening. Together with the opening, services
were expanded and realigned towards the airport as a central node and mode shares increased
to 24% (Jud, 1994), receiving a further boost when the S-Bahn, the commuter rail system, was
introduced together with an integrated regional fare system in 1990. The expansion of services
continued and mode shares grew strongly together with rising ridership of the S-Bahn services
and their ability to capture increasing market shares:
Table 7
Year
1968
1973
1978
19831
19991
2003
2009
20131
2020 Target2
2030 Target2

Public transport mode shares at Zurich Airport
Air Passengers
33,8%
51,3%
59,6%
50,2%
60,9%
-

Public Transport Mode Share
Employees
13,9%
25,1%
28,8%
36,1%
41,7%
-

All Trips
32,1%
21,7%
16,5%
23,8%
38,6%
43,2%
46,2%
42,8%
43,0%
46,0%

1

Change of measurement method or survey group assignment
According to the regulatory requirements (FOCA, 2008)
Data from (Jud, 1985)(Anders et al., 2010; Perret et al., 2014)
2

While the population grew by 26% during this period, the S-Bahn ridership grew by 269%.
This affected trips at the airport location as well and by 2013, the total public transport mode
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share had risen to 61% for air passengers and 43% for all trips to or from the airport location,
i.e. not counting travellers that make a public transport transfer at the airport (Perret et al.,
2014). This number is high in comparison with many other airports but only slightly above the
42% threshold mandated by the approval process for the last airport expansion project (DETEC,
2005). It is also high in comparison to the mode share recorded for the canton of 30% (Canton
Zurich, 2013). Still, the regulations require a further significant increase to 46% by 2030
(FOCA, 2008).

3.4

Analysis Steps

The preliminary analysis of this section will provide an overview of the situation and identify
the aspects that will be studied more in-depth in the following sections of this study. Specifically, following analysis steps will be conducted in this section:
First, the number of public transport users, differentiated by AI- und NAI generated ones is
considered, along with development trends. This will give an indication on the magnitude of
the NAI travel´s influence and its development direction as a first insight. Then, ridership and
air passenger numbers over a year are compared in order to determine the extent to which the
ridership distribution is a function of the aviation activity. The third step considers the daily
distribution of public transport patronage and thus gives insights on whether a distribution balancing effect takes place. Finally, capacity and passenger numbers are analysed in order to find
out whether there are crowding issues that cannot be resolved.

3.4.1

AI and NAI Travel Demand Volumes

For this step, the overall traveller and public transport ridership volumes are compiled. The
values are based on total ridership values counted in 2012 and supplied by the respective operating and managing entities. System-specific growth rates were used to estimate the 2009 values. Employment and passenger count data from FZAG were used to calculate the number of
ground access trips made per year, considering average employee presence, passenger accompanying rates as well as a split of work-places between AI and NAI activities. Mode shares as
reported in the 2009 and 2013 mode share studies (Anders et al., 2010; Perret et al., 2014) were
used to estimate the number of public transport users per group. Table 8 presents the annual air
passenger and public transport boarding/alighting numbers.
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Table 8

Annual air passengers and public transport boardings
2009
21'879'100
13‘833‘500
19'925'200

Annual air passengers
Annual local passengers1
Annual public transport boardings/alightings

2012
24'751'600
16‘246‘900
24'531'300

% growth
13.1%
17.4%
23.1%

1

passengers that either begin or end their air trip at the airport
(Flughafen Zürich AG, 2013a, 2010b)and SBB,FZAG and VBG data

While the number of total passengers grew by 13.1% between 2009 and 2012, the number of
public transport boardings and alightings grew by 23.1% during the same period, at a much
higher rate. The share of local passengers grew from 63.2% to 65.6% during that time and thus,
the growth rate for local air passengers was 17.4%. If the public transport patronage were a
function of only the AI activity however, the expectation would be that its growth rate would
be between that of the total and the local air passengers, however it is higher than both. This is
a first indication that AI travel alone is not the sole driver of public transport use at the airport
location. This data is further differentiated in Table 9, showing public transport boardings by
AI or NAI users, respectively.
Table 9

Public transport boardings by source, 2009 and 2012

Air passenger boardings/alightings
AI employee boardings/alightings1
Other AI2
All AI boardings/alightings
NAI employee boardings/alightings1
Other NAI3
All NAI boardings/alightings

2009
Volume
6'944'400
2'999'300
2'778'300
12'722'100
436'100
6'767'000
7'203'100

Share
34.9%
15.1%
13.9%
63.8%
2.2%
34.0%
36.2%

2012
Volume
8'156'000
3'349'100
3'143'100
14'648'100
597'100
9'286'000
9'883'200

% growth
Share
33.2%
13.7%
12.8%
59.7%
2.4%
37.9%
40.3%

17.4%
11.7%
13.1%
15.1%
36.9%
37.2%
37.2%

1

AI/NAI split conducted according to employing company or, where a company has both AI and NAI activities, on estimates
regarding the split of employment between the two areas.
2
Includes pick-up/drop-off, evening-before-flight check-in, and connecting air passengers leaving the airport during their layover
3
includes shoppers, public transport transfers and business meetings
(Anders et al., 2010; Flughafen Zürich AG, 2013a, 2010b; Röhricht, 2013) and SBB,FZAG and VBG data

The total growth of AI induced public transport use was 15.1%, which is roughly proportional
to the increase in passenger numbers. Among these, the increase in employee travel was slightly
lower, indicating labour efficiency gains. Turning to NAI-induced public transport use, it can
be observed that it grew at a much higher rate. While the number of NAI employees is relatively
low, making up only about 2% of the total demand, the group of travellers not being employees
at the airport location account for more than a third of the total public transport use. This group
is made up of persons visiting the airport for leisure and shopping purposes, meetings or making
a public transport transfer at the airport. Not only does NAI-travel account for over a third of
all public transport boardings and alightings at the airport, but also the growth rate of this group
is sustained at much higher levels than that of the AI-travel.
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From this, the conclusion can be drawn that the volume of NAI travel is large enough to have
a significant impact and continues to grow.

3.4.2

Annual Ridership Distribution and Effect of Air Travel

This step of the analysis considers the annual distribution of air travel in comparison to that of
public transport ridership, differentiated for services that end or begin at the airport station and
ones where the airport is neither the first nor the last stop. Using the air passenger distribution
as a measure for AI activity intensity, this will give a further indication regarding the extent to
which public transport use at the airport is a function of the aeronautical activities. Figure 6
shows the monthly air passenger and public transport user numbers, indexed against their respective annual average value as 100% reference value.

monthly value indexed to annual average

Figure 6

2012 annual distribution of air passenger volume and public transport use
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Based on (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2013a) and data from SBB

The air passenger distribution exhibits the patterns that would be expected by the characteristics
of air travel: Generally low volumes in the winter months, a first peak in April due to travel
occurring over the Easter holidays, a very pronounced increase during summer and the according holiday period and the drop to once again low levels after October, when the fall holiday
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period has ended. The distribution of passengers on rail services that end or begin at the airport
follows a largely similar pattern, however the variation is much less and not all changes of
direction are reproduced. For example, in between August and September, air passenger numbers declined whereas the number of beginning/ending rail passengers rises. The monthly passenger number for through rail services is also subject to less variation than the air passenger
numbers. In addition, this distribution does not follow the general patterns set by air traffic at
all, with peaks coinciding with lows and vice versa. This can be viewed as an indication of this
distribution being controlled primarily by commuting, which naturally sees a reduction during
holiday periods. Even more, it should be noted that also the beginning/ending service ridership
follows that of the through services more closely than the air passenger numbers.
For a further analysis, the correlation between these distributions is considered. If the public
transport ridership were a function of mainly the AI activity, a high correlation would be expected between these and, consequently, a linear regression would be able to achieve a good
fit. The results of such a regression are tabulated in Table 10, revealing that little evidence for
a correlation is found.
Table 10

Linear regression results for public transport to air passenger distributions

Airport ending/beginning services
Through services

Pearson corr. coeff.
0.768
0.429

Spearman corr. coeff.
R2
p
0.832 0.590 0.0035
0.448 0.184 0.1638

Based on (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2013a) and SBB data

The correlation and goodness of fit for the through service passenger distribution to air passenger numbers are rather poor, with no evidence for a statistically significant relationship. Also
the airport ending/beginning service passenger numbers, while having higher correlation and
better goodness of fit, exhibit low values, with only about 60% of their variation explainable
by air passenger numbers.
These results indicate that the AI activities are already not the primary influence on public
transport use at the airport location.

3.4.3

Daily Demand Distribution and Peaking Behaviour

This part of the preliminary analysis deals with the daily demand distribution and insights on
whether the superimposition of AI and NAI travel leads to peak exacerbation or balancing.
Figure 7 presents the distributions of AI travellers and public transport use, further differentiated by heavy rail (S-Bahn and long distance services) and tram/bus modes. The data is based
on an average weekday in September, the month with the highest number of air passengers.
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Air passenger data included the time and passenger number for individual flights, process times
and according arrival/departure times at the landside, together with information on accompanying persons (Frei, 2014). For employees, average presence rates, and entry/exit times for the
car parks, as well as the survey data was used, adjusted by the passenger volume index of 104%
for the type of day.
The overall alighting (Figure 7a) and boarding (Figure 7b) distributions resemble commuter
travel patterns, having very pronounced morning and evening peaks, with a smaller mid-day
peak in between. Furthermore, the relation of heavy rail boarding/alighting to that of tram and
bus services shows that heavy rail sees primarily alightings in the morning and boarding in the
evening, with tram and bus use being contrary, albeit with a smaller variation. This points towards a function as transfer location in the regional transport system, underlined by the 9.5%
share of all people present at the airport being public transport transfer passengers (Perret et al.,
2014).
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Figure 7

Average daily demand distributions
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Note: The estimation process used day/month averages and consequently, while the overall distribution correctly
reflects the conditions, in low demand periods such as the late evenings, the relative variation is higher and minor
discrepancies are present (e.g. 22:00 boarding: air passenger and employee numbers combined are seemingly
higher than the total rail passenger numbers)
Based on data from FZAG, SBB and VBG
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A further notable finding is that the AI induced travel actually exhibits lows during the periods
at which peaks of the overall travel volume occur. This indicates that, indeed, peaks are not
made more extreme by the superimposition of the different travel distributions. For a further
in-depth analysis, the variation of the different demand components is considered in Table 11.
Table 11
AI
Commuters
AI & NAI

AI/NAI travel distribution variation
Avg. P/h
2’290
1’588
4’100

St. Dev.
645
1’198
1’544

Coeff. of Variation1
0.28
0.75
0.38

Peak/Low1
2.11
8.65
2.75

Based on (Gesamtverkehrsmodell für den Personenverkehr des Kantons Zürich (GVM-ZH), 2010) and data from FZAG, SBB
and VBG
1
for the main service period between 06:00 and 22:00

Using the coefficient of variation (Cv), i.e. the standard deviation normalised by the mean, it
can be seen that the variation of AI induced travel is relatively low, while the variation of commuter travel, a main influence on NAI travel is very high. Yet, the Cv for the combined travel
distribution is much closer to that of the AI distribution. This is also the finding when considering the peak to low volume factors. The commuting distribution has peak amounts of 8.65
times to low value, while this number is only 2.11 for AI demand and 2.75 for the total demand.
These findings support the assumption that the superimposition of AI and NAI demand at the
airport location have a balancing effect, with more even passenger loads being the result.

3.4.4

Capacity and Potential Crowding

This final part of the preliminary analysis reviews ridership and capacity provided in order to
determine whether crowding issues are present and to which extent the occupancy is due to
passengers travelling to or from the airport location (including those using the airport as a transfer location). SBB data is used for this step, containing passenger counts, boarding and alighting
volumes, train schedules and composition for each service. Capacity includes standees and is
thus a function of the assumed maximum standing density. This analysis considers the SBB
standard of accounting for seating capacity only for long distance trains and standees at up to 3
P/m² in second class areas for commuter trains. The results are compiled in Figure 8, with the
values for trains towards Zurich airport shown in Figure 8a and for trains leaving Zurich airport
in Figure 8b.
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Figure 8

Passenger numbers, capacity and utilisation for trains to and from Zurich Airport
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The load factor is in the range of 20-40% for most of the day, with peak periods seeing up to
47%. While lower, the utilisation in fringe periods is still sustained at more than 10%. These
utilisation numbers are markedly higher than can be observed through the rest of the network,
where they are 20% for regional and 30% for long distance services. Taking into account that
for services to and from the airport, there is also more luggage, the observed utilisation is high,
as space is taken up by bags especially in passenger flow critical areas around the doors.
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Considering the load factor that is caused by passengers boarding and alighting at the airport,
it is noteworthy that these make up a large share of the total occupancy, being in the range of
40-50%, with high values of up to 80% of the total load factor. The high values are reached
especially for early morning and late evening periods, during which capacity is reduced at a
faster rate than demand and when travel that is related to early morning/late evening flights
occurs. However, most train services are through services that do not end at the airport, serving
major destinations both before and after it. In this light, the high share of the total occupancy
undergoing a passenger exchange at the airport is remarkable and underlines its function as an
important location in the network. Also, the patterns observed in the preceding sections 3.4.1
to 3.4.3 are thus not a function of the through-passengers but of activities taking place at the
airport location.
On the other hand, the high overall utilisation values indicate that some services could see high
occupancy and crowding could be an issue. The observed utilisation variation occurring despite
the capacity being adjusted as well indicates that the variation in demand cannot be fully compensated by adjusting capacity. However, capacity issues are relatively atypical for public
transport facilities at airports and also in this case study, excessive crowding was found to be
limited to a few individual train services and these were a function of scheduling and headways
rather than total capacity.
This part of the analysis indicates that utilisation is, in general, high for public transport services
at the airport, however capacity is unlikely to become a major issue.

3.5

Findings

This section undertook a preliminary, descriptive analysis of the situation found at Zurich airport. The analysis looked at four aspects that were deemed useful in further gaining insights
valuable to the further course of this work and the set-up of the in-depth analysis and the modelling required accordingly.
In conclusion, the findings are that (1), the NAI travel volume is significant and thus certainly
large enough to exert considerable influence on the characteristics of the total travel and public
transport use at Zurich airport. Furthermore, NAI activities and the according travel are growing
at a higher rate than AI ones. (2) AI activities at the airport are already not the sole factor
determining the characteristics of public transport use. In fact, air traffic can explain only two
thirds of the variation observed on train services ending or beginning at Zurich airport, with the
influence on other services, which are the majority, being much lower. (3) The superimposition
of the different groups´ travel demand has led to a situation with much less demand variation,
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especially reducing the magnitude of the peaking behaviour. (4) Finally, the utilisation of services at the airport is generally much higher than throughout the rest of the network and this is
driven to large extent by activities taking place at the airport. While capacity is reached for
individual services, this is not a general issue and capacity can likely be expanded to keep up
with growth in the future.
One underlying condition is present in the analysis region that certainly aided the outcome: The
public transport mode shares overall are at high levels and the airport is located along a major
corridor, thus being easily integrated into a comprehensive network. While likely a prerequisite,
the regional public transport use cannot be the sole explanation of the public transport mode
shares at the airport, considering that it is 30% for the region but a much higher 43% for the
airport.
These findings point towards a situation in which there seems to be a net gain for the public
transport operators and possibly the other stakeholders as well. The further analysis will show
to what extent this is the case and which factors are the driving ones in determining the ultimate
outcome.
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4
4.1

Concepts and Detailed Research Questions
Introduction

In this section, drawing from the findings of the literature review in section 2 and the initial
case study of section 3, it is developed which interactions will need to be considered in detail.
The conceptual understanding of these interactions will lead to the differentiation of the initial
research question into more specific sub-questions that will guide the further course of this
work.

4.2

Concepts

As was found in section 2, the addition of non-aeronautical activities at an airport location has
a number of effects on the trip-making to and from the airport location: First of all, and quite
straightforward, the absolute number of trips is increased. In addition, the travellers that newly
make trips to and from the airport may exhibit different characteristics, both in terms of the
temporal distribution of trips over a day and the spatial distribution throughout the catchment
area. In addition, the transport mode choice behaviour may differ as well.

4.2.1

Public Transport Service and Demand Interactions

In order to explore what this means for public transport, the interactions between these demand
characteristics and public transport services are considered and, in a simplified form focusing
on these impacts only, illustrated in Figure 9:
The absolute demand volume, together with the public transport mode share, i.e. the share of
trip-makers having chosen public transport, yields the total number of public transport users.
This number directly determines the revenues of the system and, together with the total capacity
the system utilisation.
The temporal and spatial distributions of overall demand determine the according distributions
of the public transport user subset. Together with the total number of travellers and the service
characteristics, these determine the utilisation per time period or individual service.
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Figure 9

Interactions of public transport demand, its distribution and service levels
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The service characteristics, i.e. frequency, capacity per service and the system layout allowing
direct or indirect access to the destinations are a key element: Services are intended to serve
demand as best as possible and thus attempt to match the patterns of when and where trips occur
and provide adequate capacity. The relationship of capacity to demand yields the utilisation,
however high utilisations are oftentimes not possible: While facilities and the vehicle fleet have
to be able to accommodate the maximum demand, they are still present in low demand periods
and accordingly underused at those times.
The service utilisation influences the services provided because highly utilised services would
make necessary capacity expansions while low-utilisation ones become reduction candidates.
Also, the amount of service provided directly determines the cost of it through the necessary
infrastructure and vehicles, staff requirements and vehicle-km produced.
The cost, together with the revenues, result in the cost recovery which impacts the ability to
afford service expansions, or necessitates service reductions, respectively. Furthermore, the service that is provided, especially the extent to which it is tailored to the demand and the quality
- primarily travel time, its reliability and the convenience of the trip - it delivers, determines its
attractiveness to the potential users.
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The attractiveness of the service is therefore a direct influence on what share of trip makers
choose to use it, determining total passenger numbers and closing the cycle.

4.2.2

Impacts on Public Transport Patronage

Conceptually, there are thus two linked processes taking place that ultimately lead to an equilibrium situation: A demand based interaction of public transport traveller volume, the according utilisation and the service levels appropriate for them, with service influencing the number
of customers, and a cost based interaction, with service revenue and cost controlling the freedoms and constraints with respect to service modifications.
In this context, the addition of NAI activities at airport locations means that the system inputs
of the demand and it’s temporal and distribution change, as well as the user reactions to service
modifications, effectively causing a situation in which a new equilibrium is found (Figure 10).

Figure 10
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Considering this process from the perspective of the public transport operator, the impacts can
be condensed into the influence on two key characteristics of demand and two extreme outcome
scenarios between which the eventual outcome will lie. For a given location in the network, the
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total volume of travel demand and its distribution with respect to the time of day are the key
traits of the demand. Conceptually, this is illustrated in Figure 11:
Figure 11a shows a hypothetical AI demand distribution that follows the peaks resulting from
a major airport´s schedule patterns. Figure 11b shows two possible cases of an NAI demand
distribution. Being the result of commuter and other “conventional” trips, they have a pronounced morning and evening peak and a smaller midday period of higher demand, but they
differ regarding the times at which the peak periods occur. If these are overlaid, the NAI distribution 1 would even out the resulting distribution, leading to a situation which can be served
very well: There is little variation in hourly demand volumes and overall demand is so high that
new services are viable (Figure 11c). This is considered case A.
However, the case that is also possible is that of Figure 11d, where the result is an exacerbated
peaking behaviour which would require acceptance of excessive crowing at peak periods or
vast overcapacity at non-peak periods, constituting case B.
Figure 11

Conceptual model of AI and NAI demand superimposition results

The preliminary analysis of the Zurich case study suggests that the case A was observed and
thus, the beneficial outcomes dominate the situation.
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4.3

Detailed Research Questions

The research question posed in section 1.2 provided the initial and high-level view of this research area. Considering the insights gained from the literature review as well as the preliminary
case study, the specific interactions that are relevant to it were identified. For a conclusive investigation of the research topic, a more in-depth analysis of these is necessary. Accordingly,
more differentiated research questions are developed that look into these specific aspects. The
answers of these detailed research questions can finally be recompiled in order to yield the
answer to the overarching main research question.
The literature review developed that the total demand volume, its spatial and temporal distribution as well as the mode choice behaviour are the main influences that are subject to a change
when NAI activity is added at an airport location. The preliminary case study showed that demand volumes from NAI activities are significant and their growth rates remain high. It was
also found that their impact on the total situation is significant and that the overall travel distribution is, while lying in between the AI and NAI´s ones`, leaning towards a balanced situation
more than relative size of the demand groups would suggest. The influence of the AI and NAI
superimposition therefore should be studied in more detail with respect to the driving influences
they have on public transport, which can then be directly measured in terms of patronage, its
distribution and the resulting utilisation levels.
The concept developed for this consideration posits that the ultimate outcome will lie between
two hypothetical situations: Case A, a beneficial one with higher passenger loads and more
even distributions, enabling cost recovery improvements and service expansions and case B, a
situation with exacerbated peaking behaviour, leading to excessive crowding and/or lower utilisation and thus cost recovery. Consequently, the goal of the following steps will be to determine how and to what extent these influences become active and consequently where in the
range between the extremes of case A and B the actual outcome lies. Based on this, the following, more differentiated sub-questions are derived from the initial research question:
The demand volume, its spatial distribution and mode choice behaviour determine how many
people ultimately use public transport for their trips and accordingly raises question Q1:
Q1

What is the result of superimposing AI with the additional NAI demand with respect to the total public transport travel demand to and from the airport location?

An increase in demand may raise the number of public transport passengers to a level at which
there is enough demand to justify increases in frequency or the introduction of new services,
leading to the sub-question Q1a:
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Q1a Is the resulting total demand so much higher that service expansions become viable?
If service expansions indeed become viable, the result is an increase in its attractiveness. Consequently, it would be a reasonable assumption that this enables public transport to capture a
larger mode share. This leads to sub-question Q1b:
Q1b

Can service expansions improve service attractiveness sufficiently for the public
transport mode share to be increased and, if yes, among which groups of travellers?

The temporal distribution of demand determines the intensity of the peaking behaviour, with
the according effects on utilisation and cost recovery levels. This is the basis for question Q2:
Q2

What is the result of superimposing AI demand with the additional NAI demand
with respect to the demand distribution?

A decisive trait of interest herein is the magnitude of the peaking behaviour and if it is reduced
or increased by the superimposition of the different demand types, leading to sub-question Q2a.
Q2a

Does the superimposition of AI and NAI demand lead to an exacerbation or balancing
of the public transport demand distribution?

The variation between peak and non-peak demand determines the excess capacity present in
non-peak periods. This results in the overall utilisation of the system components. Furthermore,
even though they may not necessarily be in service then, the fixed cost of vehicles and the
infrastructure persist and thus cost recovery is affected as well, leading to sub-question Q2b:
Q2b

What are the effects of the superimposed demand distribution with respect to the utilissation of public transport services?
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5

Modeling Approach

The literature review and the preliminary case study have led to the formulation of the detailed
research questions intended to answer whether the co-location of AI and NAI activities is beneficial for the environment for operating public transport services and other stakeholders as
well. It was found that, likely, changes in demand composition and behaviour lead to sustained
higher demand levels, enabling the expansion of services and thus improving overall service
attractiveness.
For the further analysis, a method is necessary that considers these influences and estimates
results in with/without comparative cases. Because the interactions can, and need to, be quantified, a model is necessary that adequately reproduces the interactions and produces according
results. The interactions not being unidirectional, especially between demand, mode choice and
public transport service levels, a closed form approach is unsuitable and an iterative approach
is deemed appropriate.
In this section, the interactions that are relevant to the research questions are briefly recapitulated, providing an overview of what the model will have to account for. Based on these, the
requirements of the model are formulated in detail, leading up to the actual development and
description of the model developed and used for the main part of study.

5.1

Requirements

The model will have to determine the volume and distribution of travellers that use public
transport under a given setting of demand composition, a direct result of the land use structure
at the airport location, and transport service availability. Considering that the highest variations
in demand patterns occur across a day and variations over months or a year are of much lesser
magnitude, the reference time frame will have to be one day.
For the given day all trips to or from (and via) the airport location, for each demand group, as
well as the respective temporal and spatial trip distributions have to be considered. A public
transport service network has to be generated that is suitable for this demand. This network
does explicitly not have to be based on the current services and infrastructure. Instead, it shall
generate a demand-adjusted network that is expressly not constrained by current infrastructure
or service patterns. This is important in order to determine whether the current network structure
is well-suited to the given airport demand. The mode choice behaviour in response to the network has to be modelled and the according demand assigned to the network and individual
links. Finally, the utilisation of individual links will need to be considered in order to determine
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whether their operation is viable and if not, the network will have to be readjusted and demand
estimation re-executed until a fully viable network results.

5.2

Influences and Interactions

It was found that aspects to consider are the demand sub-groups and their properties. These
determine what kind and composition of public transport system is best suited to serve the demand. Therefore, the key traits of public transport systems and individual modes that determine
service quality, suitability, as well as cost, need to be a part of the procedure. Lastly, the attractiveness of the service present determines its mode share and, therefore, demand elasticity will
have to be accounted for.

5.2.1

Demand Sub-Groups and Characteristics

The AI and NAI traveller groups are not a homogenous group, but rather have to be further
differentiated into sub-groups with similar characteristics so that they can be modelled appropriately (Figure 12). The effective number of composition of groups is ultimately a function of
the situation found in each case study. Still, there are some fundamental differentiations, e.g.
between air passengers and employees for the AI traveller group and NAI employees and others, that apply to every case.
For each of these groups, the individual traits that drive public transport use need to be known
and their influence needs to be accounted for. These are the demand volume per group, its
temporal distribution and its spatial distribution throughout the catchment area.
Figure 12
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Demand volume
The demand volume is the number of individuals that make a trip during the time period of
interest. This measure is usually the result of employment and customer frequency forecasts,
producing a sum of expected trips. This number can then, using appropriate factors, be adjusted
to yield the number of trips per, for example, average or peak day.
Temporal demand distribution
The temporal demand distribution describes how the demand is distributed over time. Depending on the scope of a study, different reference time frames can be chosen. For the purpose of
public transport scheduling, the period of interest is typically a weekday. While variations also
occur over the course of a week and there is seasonality over the course of a year, the variation
over a day has the largest variability and short term changes which pose the largest challenges
for service planning and operation. Scheduling and rolling stock planning will have to account
for this and, consequently, the reference period for this period shall be a day.
Trips do not occur during a singular moment in time, but take a travel time to complete. Therefore, it is important for which location of the network, or group thereof, the demand distribution
is considered. E.g. if a group of trips takes one hour to complete, the peak will occur at their
origin one hour prior to at their destination. For the purpose of this work, the location of interest
is the airport, specifically the airport public transport facilities and therefore, this is the reference location.
Spatial demand distribution
The final key property of demand is its distribution over the set of origins and destinations. For
most transport modelling and analysis tasks, all trips within a given area are to be studied,
therefore resulting in the so-called O/D-matrix of trip origins and destinations and a “many-tomany” problem. In this case however, one trip end is always the airport location and therefore,
the issue becomes a simpler “many-to-one” problem, the matrix thus collapsing into a vector of
demand per non-airport location.

5.2.2

Public Transport Services

As pointed out in section 2.3, a public transport system has to be built from different modes of
transport exhibiting different service characteristics that cannot be all combined in one service
type and thus complement each other. While there is a large number properties that may be used
to describe a given public transport service, there are a few key measures that determine the
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service quality to a great extent: The commercial speed, i.e. the speed of the service accounting
for the time spent at stops, its frequency and its capacity. Considering transfers and trip end
locations only rarely coinciding with public transport stops themselves, the time needed for
transfers as well as the time necessary to access the next stop need to be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the cost of operating the service determines, together with its ridership, whether
the cost recovery ratio is such that a service can be economically justified. While it was found
that profitability is an oftentimes unrealistic goal for regional and urban services, subsidies
should not exceed reasonable levels. Fare systems, especially for regional and urban transport,
have many elements intended to incentivise use of public transport and make it more convenient, e.g. annual passes or zonal systems that introduce influences not inherent to the public
transport services and the cost of providing them, but impact revenue. Consequently, revenues
and thus cost recovery are often subject to external processes and are thus not always useful to
determine a given service´s viability. Therefore, attempting to reason the viability of a service
by cost/revenue measures may not be suitable for public transport. Instead, service utilisation
is looked at as a measure of how well services match demand: The better the match, the higher
the utilisation. A highly utilised service will normally be one with satisfactory cost-recovery
levels and a low-utilisation one will normally exhibit low cost recovery levels, however the
utilisation is a better measure of how well the actual demand is served. According to the utilisation levels estimated for each service, it will be determined whether a minimum threshold is
reached. The according reactions of service expansion or, respectively, reduction will need to
be accounted for and reflected in the model.

5.2.3

Service Quality and Mode Choice Interaction

The characteristics of a given public transport service determine its usefulness for an individual`s trip and thus the probability of it being chosen. Therefore, this response of demand to the
service determines the number of users and thus utilisation. Because the mode choice behaviour
may be different between different demand groups, mode choice has to be considered separately
for each group.

5.3

Simplifications and Assumptions

A number of simplifications and assumptions were necessary to make, both in order to reduce
the problem complexity and reduce the need for input data where the effort to obtain and process
it would be disproportionate in relation to the additional value.
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Scope of trips considered
First of all, only trips to, from or via the airport location including a boarding or alighting there
are modelled. This omits all demand that is also on the network and can, especially in locations
more distant from the airport, be the major part of demand. However, fully modelling this part
would require a complete O/D matrix for all travel within airport catchment area, including
trips that merely pass through it, and the modelling of the network for the entire area in which
airport trips occur. Obtaining such data is not in relation to the problem at hand and would make
the procedure more complex by magnitudes and underemphasise the role of airport traffic, effectively shifting the focus of the study itself. Such a procedure would consider not the access
situation at the airport but rather amount to a regional transport system model that treats the
airport as only one focal point of many, neglecting the distinct situation there. The approach
chosen however, allows for a ceteris paribus analysis of the activities at the airport location.
Non-Airport O/D flows
While the non-airport trips are not considered in detail so that the impacts of activities at the
airport location are the determinant of changes, the non-airport demand cannot be completely
disregarded because it does provide utilisation in addition to airport demand and can thus add
the demand needed for a given service to satisfy the minimum utilisation criteria. Therefore,
the non-airport demand is considered by using a factor specifying what share of the critical
demand will have to be provided by the airport travellers. This factor being the result of information on passenger counts and trips measured, a reliable value is achieved, especially directly
at the airport. While the accuracy will decline with increasing distance, so will the airport-bound
demand volumes and thus the relevance of any error. A different approach would have been to
assume fixed absolute demand values for the non-airport flows. While the level of accuracy
might have been higher at first glance, the explicit possibility of generating new links would
have required a procedure during which the non-airport flows would need to be re-estimated
and assigned to the network, resulting in significant calculatory effort and, most importantly,
would have introduced additional assumptions and potential sources for inaccuracies.
Regularity of service patterns
Public transport services are assumed to operate at fixed headways. In the environments relevant for this research, services are operated systematically in patterns that repeat itself every
hour. Therefore, the assumption reflects real conditions. For an application in situations where
timetables are not designed in this way, the subparts of the procedure that estimate travel and
waiting time would need to be redesigned however.
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Transfer times and transfer penalties
A flat transfer time and according penalty is used. The application cases of the model exhibit
situations in which services are integrated and adhere to systematic and hierarchical patterns,
thus allowing for consistently short and convenient transfers. In addition, the assumption is
derived from this that transfers are only counted for a change of service type because the exact
operational execution may vary, as for example, trainsets could be just combined without any
effort of the passenger necessary, a transfer on the same platform would be available or a change
of platforms might be necessary, to mention just a few cases. Therefore, the assumption of a
flat transfer time for all transfers is deemed sufficiently accurate, because further differentiated
approaches would aim for a level of accuracy that is precluded by level of the analysis.
In addition to the time consumed by waiting for a connecting service and possible change of
platforms, studies (see e.g. Horowitz, 1981) have shown that passengers perceive waiting time
longer than it actually is and therefore, such periods need to be penalised additionally. In order
to model these penalties, the exact waiting times would be used as the basis for the estimation
of perceived waiting time. This would require for transfer wait and walk times to be precisely
estimated at a level that is not sensible to aim for considering the relatively high-level approach
of this model. Another way to account for these time penalties would be through the incorporation of transfers themselves into the mode choice models and thus consider the wait times
also with respect to what market segment the individual experiencing them belongs to. This is
the approach chosen in this work.
Public transport service speeds and segment travel times
Ideally, the exact running time between any points on the network would be used to calculate
the total trip times between two points in the network. While this method is reliable and produces accurate results for existing networks and the according services, it cannot be applied as
straightforwardly to this research. Because the generation of new links is explicitly desirable
where they are sensible, no existing data for running times is available. For road-based services,
the time can be well-approximated by automobile trip time for a given segment. However, nonroad modes must not be excluded and especially for the heavy-rail modes, the running times
are highly dependent on track geometry and precise running time estimates would require a
level of detail for new segments that is disproportionate to this task. In addition, it is intended
for the services to be described in terms of service characteristics, but explicitly not preselect a
transport technology. For example, a high frequency urban service could be implemented by
LRT but also BRT systems.
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For these reasons, the commercial speed is used for each service types and no preselection of
the technology a service type should be operated by is made. The commercial speed is the speed
resulting from the travel time between two stops including acceleration, deceleration and
stopped time and the distance between these points. While this does not reproduce accurate
speed profiles, the time it takes to travel between two stations, which is the main interest of the
passenger, is reproduced.
Finally, the option is introduced whether the current travel times shall be set as a minimum.
This is to acknowledge that in remote areas, the number of passengers would hardly be sufficient to achieve a minimum utilisation for services, however, services are operated in order to
provide basic access. Also, this ensures that the current network and services are not neglected
and the procedure focuses on service additions and improvements possible with respect to the
airport.

5.4

Method

The method used for this study will need to account for all the interactions and apply the necessary techniques to model them adequately. Considering the drawbacks of attempting to
achieve cost and revenue estimates described above and accordingly basing service viability on
utilisation as explained above, the basic service quality and demand circle as introduced in section 4.2.1 can be simplified to the form shown in Figure 13.
Demand, service levels, service attractiveness, mode choice and, in turn demand again, are influencing each other and thus result in the circular structure. At the steps of service design,
mode choice, ridership volume and utilisation, the characteristics of the demand groups and the
public transport services modes available for the planning region have to be considered recurrently. Assuming that an equilibrium state will be reached eventually, a finite number of cycles
will achieve this situation.
This situation will represent the state of the public transport system, the demand on it and its
distribution that can be used for the detailed analysis by comparing the results of different cases.
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Figure 13
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5.4.1

Basic Structure

The consideration of demand elasticity results in circular structure of interactions needed to be
reflected in the model. Due to the circular, recurrent nature of the interactions, an iterative procedure as used by (Lee and Vuchic, 2005) and (Fan and Machemehl, 2006) presents itself as
the obvious choice. The many-to-one nature of this problem allows for significant simplifications compared to procedures that consider many-to-many flows. (Vuchic, 2007) and (Orth et
al., 2015) point out that public transport systems are always composed of different levels that
work together in order to build a comprehensive system. In line with this, the theoretical planning process described by (Vuchic, 2007) suggests a hierarchical view, which will be applied
to the definition and selection of transport modes herein as well:
A public transport network is constructed based on a set of available modes. Mode choice is
estimated for each group and destination, considering the quality, primarily the total trip time,
frequency and transfers that the network delivers for a given trip. In addition, depending on the
mode choice models used, further influences that are used on a case-by-case basis but are not
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subject to change within the scope of the research have to be considered. These are specified as
fixed input values and can be e.g. automobile travel times or the distance of a location.
The mode shares per destination and traveller group are then used to determine the total ridership by group and location and, together with the spatial and temporal demand distribution,
yield the resulting ridership and utilisation per service. These are in turn used to determine
whether adjustments are necessary and, if yes, they are executed and the process is reinitiated.

5.4.2

Inputs

The input values are classified according to the three realms of influences introduced. It has to
be noted that demand elasticity, i.e. the traveller choice response to the service offered, is essentially also a trait of the demand groups. However it plays an important role in this process
and is evaluated separately and thus treated separately.
Demand characteristics
The transport demand is differentiated into 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 groups, each representing a group of travellers among which the variation of characteristics is lower than between different groups.
Each group’s demand is distributed over the catchment area containing 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 locations between
which and the airport location travel occurs. The distributions are specified separately so that
differing spatial distributions can be considered because e.g. passenger trips are distributed differently from those of employees. Each location is described by a geographical location 𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙
and they are ordered by distance from the 0-location, the airport, which allows for an outward
consideration with monotonically increasing distance and consequently more efficient calculations as the need to reconsider locations once processed in an iteration is eliminated.
𝑣
The total daily demand volume for each location 𝑙 and demand group 𝑔 is then 𝑑𝑙,𝑔
. Because

the temporal distribution of demand over the analysis day is one of the key subjects, these char𝑠
acteristics needs to be specified for each demand group. This information is contained in 𝑑𝑖,𝑔
,

the share of daily demand per time increment 𝑖 and demand group 𝑔.
Public transport modes
The transport modes 𝑚 available to build the system are contained in the set 𝑀. Their charac𝑎
ℎ
teristics are described by 𝑣𝑚 , the service speed of mode 𝑚, 𝑡𝑚
, the access time for mode 𝑚, 𝑡𝑚

the service headways of mode 𝑚 and 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑚 , the capacity of the smallest individual unit that can
be used to operate mode 𝑚. For each location 𝑙, 𝑎𝑚,𝑙 has information whether transport mode
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𝑚 is available there. This precludes senseless options, e.g. high-speed rail stops at small vil𝑚𝑖𝑛
lages. Furthermore, the minimum utilisation 𝑢𝑚
for each mode 𝑚 is specified. This is crucial

for the evaluation of whether the minimum required utilisation is achieved for the service to be
considered viable. In accordance with the norm of public transport schedules, especially in the
area of the two case studies, schedules are considered to be fixed across a given day, with no
frequency or service variations occurring.
Demand elasticity
In order to model the reaction of demand to the service provided, mode choice models are
necessary. These need to be specified for each of the different traveller groups. The mode choice
in this study is a single-stage one, occurring between different modes available for a given trip
to one airport. Furthermore, the differentiation between public transport and other modes of
transport (usually private automobile, taxi and non-motorised transport) is one between distinct
modes at an aggregate level. This means that the IIA property is not a relevant drawback when
using MNL models and, therefore, the Multinomial Logit approach is suitable for this application.
In addition to the public transport service indicators modelled, there may be other influences,
especially for the other modes of transport, which remain unchanged but need to be considered.
Therefore, a set of such parameters 𝑃𝑙 for each location is necessary. As result of the network
generation step, 𝑃𝑙 is updated with the altered indicators for public transport and the mode share
of public transport is calculated as 𝑐𝑔,𝑙 = 𝑐𝑔 (𝑃𝑙 ) for each demand group 𝑔 at each location 𝑙,
where 𝑐𝑔 is the mode choice model for demand group 𝑔, part of 𝐶, the set of all mode choice
models.
The need to make a transfer on a public transport trip usually decreases its attractiveness significantly. For the purpose of this model, a timed transfer system that delivers convenient connections is assumed. Therefore, when a change of transport mode occurs, a fixed transfer penalty 𝑡𝑡𝑝 , including waiting and time and perceived disutility, is added to the public transport
trip time.
Further inputs and control variables
Finally, a set of further inputs and control variables is necessary in order to enable the temporal
differentiation, contain the model complexity and accordingly calculation times, as well as
cover external influences in an aggregate way.
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First, and quite straightforward, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 denotes the time increments of the analysis day, contained
in 𝐼, the set of all time intervals.
The model is intended to be able to suggest new services and, if necessary, infrastructures, but
there may be links that are infeasible. This could be e.g. crossings of large bodies of water or
mountain ranges. In order to account for this, 𝐵, the set of barriers is specified, with each barrier
𝑏 therein specified as straight line between a starting point 𝑥𝑏𝑠 , 𝑦𝑏𝑠 and an end point 𝑥𝑏𝑒 , 𝑦𝑏𝑒 .
For the consolidation of the network into corridors, direct links have to be rerouted and connected to another node on the way to the airport. This increases the travel time, however a small
increase has to be acceptable in order to allow for the formation corridors and the necessary
demand collection along them. For this purpose, a permitted trip elongation factor 𝑓 𝑒 is introduced.
Finally, the setting of this study considers demand to, from, or connecting at the airport location
only. Further flows in the network that would add utilisation to services are not considered
because this would draw the focus away from the consideration of the airport site and the influence of the naturally significantly greater non-airport demand would preclude sufficient consideration of the local situation. Furthermore, consideration of such flows would mean a massive addition to the analysis and calculatory effort and data acquisition needs that would not be
justified in light of the task. In fact, this is an issue likely to become more and more important
in the light of automatic data collection systems and the resulting “big data” availability: (Philip
Chen and Zhang, 2014) point out that the task of selecting and filtering the data ultimately
relevant to a research question will become more and more challenging in order to contain
calculatory requirements to a reasonable scale. In order to still adequately consider flows that
do add a contribution to achieving the minimum utilisation, a fixed share of the minimum utilisation 𝑓 𝑢 that has to be provided by the airport travel is set.
Summary
The inputs and control variables specified are summarised in Table 12. The actual variables
and their values naturally differ depending on the case study considered and therefore are introduced separately in the respective sections.
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Table 12

Summary of input and control variables

Input
𝐺
𝑔∈𝐺
𝐿
𝑙∈𝐿
𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙 , 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿
𝑣
𝑑𝑙,𝑔
, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺
𝑠
𝑑𝑖,𝑔
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺
𝑀
𝑚∈𝑀
𝑣𝑚 , 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
𝑎 ,𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
𝑡𝑚
ℎ
𝑡𝑚
,𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑚 , 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
𝑎𝑚,𝑙 , 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀
𝑢𝑚
𝑃
𝑃𝑙 ∈ 𝑃, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿
𝐶
𝑐𝑔 (𝑃𝑙 ) ∈ 𝐶, 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿
𝐼
𝑖∈𝐼
𝐵
𝑥𝑏𝑠 , 𝑦𝑏𝑠 , 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵
𝑥𝑏𝑒 , 𝑦𝑏𝑒 , 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵
𝑓𝑢
𝑓𝑒
𝑡 𝑡𝑝

5.4.3

Description
Set of all demand groups
Individual demand groups
Set of all locations
Individual locations
Location of location 𝑙, specified by a x- and y-coordinate
Daily demand volume per location 𝑙 and demand group 𝑔
Share of daily demand volume for time increment 𝑡 and demand group 𝑔
Set of all transport modes
Individual mode of transport
Service speed of transport mode 𝑚
Access time for transport mode 𝑚
Service headway of transport mode 𝑚
Capacity of the smallest unit that can operate transport mode 𝑚
Availability of transport mode 𝑚 at location 𝑙
Minimum utilisation of transport mode 𝑚
Set of all sets of mode choice parameters
Set of mode choice parameters for location 𝑙
Set of all mode choice models
Mode choice model for demand group 𝑔, evaluated for location 𝑙
Set of all time increments
Individual time interval
Set of all barriers
Starting location of barrier 𝑏
End location of barrier 𝑏
Share of the total utilisation that has to be provided by airport traffic
Factor by which the travel time may be elongated by rerouting
Transfer time including penalty

Method

Using the inputs and relationships specified in section 5.4.2, the outlined circular relationship
of section 5.1 can be elaborated into individual steps as shown in Figure 14. The whole procedure is grouped into three larger steps: First, the network of public transport services is generated that will deliver the best quality trips, subject to the constraints of mode availability and
barriers. Next, the network is evaluated with respect to its characteristics relevant to mode
choice. Mode choice is estimated for all demand groups and the resulting ridership is applied
to the network. Finally, the evaluation whether utilisation levels are sufficient takes place. If
this is not the case, the according links are degraded and the procedure is rerun, yielding an
iterative process that ultimately results in a stable situation constituting the final result. The
following subsections present a detailed walkthrough through the method.
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Figure 14

Detailed illustration of method and successive steps

0: initialisation

1 INITIAL NETWORK GENERATION

1.1: direct links

1.3: reconnection of
locations disconnected in
step 1.2

1.2: removal of infeasible
links

1.4: consolidation into
corridors

2 MODE CHOICE AND PASSENGER ASSIGNMENT
2.1: Mode choice
parameter update

2.2: Mode choice
estimation

2.3: Location demand
assignment

2.4: Network demand
assignment

3 SERVICE UTILISATION CONTROL

3.2: Link degradation
and reiteration

no

all services passed
utilisation control ?

3.1: Minimum demand
control

yes

4: FINAL RESULTS

Initial network generation
This part considers the transport modes available, their availability at a given location and the
location of barriers in building a network that offers the shortest travel times from each location
to the airport (referred to as the 0-location).
The first step 1.1 consists of the generation of direct links from all destinations, considering
only travel time. The travel time 𝑡𝑙𝑡 from location 𝑙 is calculated as the minimum over all modes,
considering access time, waiting time and in-vehicle travel time:
𝑎
𝑡𝑙𝑡 = min 𝑡𝑚
+
𝑚

ℎ
𝑡𝑚

2

+

𝑑𝑙 (𝑥𝑙 ,𝑦𝑙 )
𝑣𝑚

(1)

𝑎
The access time 𝑡𝑚
for each mode 𝑚 is used directly. Using the underlying assumption that a

travel desire occurs uniformly distributed within a given hour, the waiting time can be calcuℎ
lated as half the service headway 𝑡𝑚
for mode 𝑚. The in-vehicle travel time for each mode is

calculated as the time needed to cover the direct distance between the airport and location 𝑙 at
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the service speed 𝑣𝑚 of mode 𝑚. Initially, assuming direct distances may seem too optimistic
and simplistic, however later steps of the procedure will consolidate the network into corridors,
thus producing expectable patterns along settlement clusters. The mode for which 𝑡𝑙𝑡 resulted at
location 𝑙 is designated 𝑚𝑙 .
In step 1.2, links that are unavailable are removed. 𝑎𝑚,𝑙 was defined as an 𝑚 × 𝑙 matrix in
which the availability of mode 𝑚 at location 𝑙 is indicated by either 0 or 1. Consequently, if
𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑙 = 0, the according link is removed. Also, links that cross a barrier 𝑏 are eliminated. The
set of locations 𝑙 is then differentiated into two subsets: 𝐿𝑟 , locations that lost their link in this
step and thus need to be reconnected and 𝐿𝑐 , locations that retained their links.
The locations in 𝐿𝑐 are reconnected in step 1.3. This can take place by either linking them to
the 0-node by a direct link on a mode that is still available there or by routing through a location
𝑛 ∈ 𝐿𝑐 , provided the mode chosen is available at either end of the link (𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑙 × 𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑛 ≠ 0) and
both options are subject to not violating any barrier. The travel times are calculated analogous
to step 1.1, except that the minimum is now taken from two sets of options:
𝑎
min 𝑡𝑚
+

ℎ
𝑡𝑚

+

𝑑𝑙 (𝑥𝑙 ,𝑦𝑙 )

, 𝑎𝑚,𝑙 ≠ 0
𝑣𝑚
𝑚
𝑡𝑙𝑡 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
, 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿𝑟 , 𝑛 ∈ 𝐿𝑐
ℎ
𝑑𝑙,𝑛 (𝑥𝑙 ,𝑥𝑛 ,𝑦𝑙 𝑦𝑛 )
𝑡𝑚
𝑡
𝑎
min 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑡𝑚 + 2 +
, 𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑙 × 𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑛 ≠ 0
2

(2)

𝑣𝑚

𝑛,𝑚

The resulting network is then consolidated into corridors in step 1.4. For each location 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿, it
is checked whether changing the routing to link to a location 𝑛 ∈ 𝐿 would provide a travel time
that is lower than the current one multiplied by a permitted trip elongation factor 𝑓 𝑒 :
𝑎
min 𝑡𝑡 + 𝑡𝑚
+
𝑚𝑖𝑛 { 𝑛,𝑚 𝑛

𝑓

𝑡𝑚
2

+

𝑑𝑙,𝑛 (𝑥𝑙 ,𝑥𝑛 ,𝑦𝑙 𝑦𝑛 )
𝑣𝑚

, 𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑙 × 𝑎𝑚𝑙,𝑛 ≠ 0 , 𝑙, 𝑛 ∈ 𝐿, 𝑛 ≠ 𝑙

𝑡𝑙𝑡 × 𝑓 𝑒

(3)

If a routing via 𝑛 is chosen, 𝑡𝑙𝑡 and, if applicable, 𝑚𝑙 are updated. If a mode change occurs, i.e.
𝑎𝑙 ≠ 𝑎𝑛 , a transfer penalty 𝑡𝑡 is applied. This step considers the locations in ascending distance
from the 0-node so that any updates made to the travel time of a location are considered for the
evaluation of locations potentially routing through it and each location has to be considered
only once. The whole step 1.4 however is executed repeatedly until no further changes to the
network are made.
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Mode choice and passenger assignment
In this part, the mode choice parameters are updated according to the network generated in steps
1.1-1.4 and the resulting demand is assigned to the network.
Step 2.1 updates 𝑃, the set of mode choice parameters according to the network generated.
In step 2.2, the mode choice for each group 𝑔 and location 𝑙 is calculated using the respective
mode choice model, yielding the respective public transport mode shares 𝑠𝑙,𝑔 :
𝑠𝑙,𝑔 = 𝑐𝑔 (𝑃𝑙 )

(4)

𝑣
In step 2.3, using these mode shares, the public transport ridership 𝑟𝑙,𝑔
per location 𝑙 and group

𝑔 can be calculated as

𝑟𝑙,𝑔 = 𝑑𝑣𝑙,𝑔 × 𝑠𝑙,𝑔

(5)

And the total public transport ridership at location 𝑙 as
𝑟𝑙 = ∑𝑔 𝑟𝑙,𝑔

(6)

Finally, this demand is assigned to the individual links in step 2.4. For this, each location’s
ridership 𝑟𝑙 is assigned to all links traversed from it to the 0-location, for all locations. This
yields 𝑟𝑚𝑙 , the ridership of the link from location 𝑙 on mode 𝑚.
Service utilisation control
The steps within the third group deal with the evaluation of demand per link and, if necessary,
the according network degradation.
First, the utilisation of each link is checked in step 3.1, i.e. if following condition is satisfied:
𝑟𝑚𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑚 ×𝑓 𝑢

𝑚𝑖𝑛
≥ 𝑢𝑚

(7)

For all links that do not satisfy condition (7), the minimum utilisation to operate mode 𝑚 from
location 𝑙 is not given and the according link should not be served with mode 𝑚. In step 3.2
the mode availability 𝑎𝑚,𝑙 for all links where this is the case is therefore set to 0 and the whole
procedure is repeated from step 1.1. The only exception takes place if 𝑚𝑙 is the lowest ranked
mode, which will not be degraded. This is based on the premise that a basic type of service will
always be provided.
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The whole procedure up to this step is then repeated until the condition of step 3.1 is fulfilled
for all links and thus no further degradation is necessary.
Final results
The final results are then compiled in step 4. The total number of public transport users per
group can then be determined as
𝑟𝑔,0 = ∑𝑙 𝑟𝑙,𝑔

(8)

Its temporal distribution can be found by applying the respective time increment´s daily demand
shares to the total ridership per group, giving the demand per time increment:
𝑠
𝑟𝑔,0,𝑖 = 𝑟𝑔,0 × 𝑑𝑔,𝑖

(9)

The total number of public transport users is then
𝑟0 = ∑𝑔 𝑟𝑔

(10)

And the temporal distribution of the total demand, given by the total demand per time increment
𝑖 is then
𝑟0,𝑖 = ∑𝑔 𝑟𝑔,0,𝑖

5.4.4

(11)

Outputs

The final results are compiled in a number of different sets that are tailored to the questions to
be answered, listed below:
 The destinations that are directly adjacent without no intermediate stop and the services the
respective connections are provided by.
 The share of each transport mode per destination and traveller group.
 The number of public transport passengers for each destination and traveller group.
 The number of public transport passengers for each destination and time interval
 The number of public transport passengers for each public transport link and time interval
 The travel times for each destination and by which mode the connections are provided
 A list of all links and the services they are provided by.
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Based on these output tables, figures are generated that illustrate the results as well as the iterations leading up to them.

5.4.5

Model Behaviour

Plausibility of results
For the test whether the model produces reliable results, the case study of Zurich airport is used
again. Because the detailed analysis steps will be discussed in the subsequent section, this part
focuses on the results of the application to current-case data and the comparison of the results
to the observed situation. The network generation is inherent to the procedure and therefore, a
comparison of the resulting network´s match against the current case would be of limited value
due to the current network not being optimised for the airport traffic. However, those links
contained in the current network that already provide services tailored quite well to the airport
demand should be reproduced and therefore, will be considered. The further steps will look at
how well the current temporal demand distribution is reproduced by the generated situation.
The mode choice models and their parameters are, while part of the procedure, not methodologically new because existing and proven approaches have been used and also they do differ
subject to the case study which is in consideration. For this reason, these are discussed in the
subsequent sections on the respective case studies.
The progression of the network structure over the course of the model run is shown in Figure
15: In step 1.1, the direct links are generated and results in the (implausible) case of all locations
being connected directly by high quality services (Figure 15a). Unavailable links are removed
in step 1.2 and leave a core network that is subject to mode availability and barriers (Figure
15b). Isolated locations are reconnected by a mode available in step 1.3 (Figure 15c) and then
the network is consolidated into corridors (Figure 15d). The estimation of mode shares in step
2.1-2.3 and subsequent utilisation control and reiteration then produce the more and more consolidated and concentrated networks and demand distributions as shown in Figure 15e-f. The
final result of Figure 15f exhibits a network structure that is largely similar to the existing network. A look at sections reproducing current services and those that differ allows for an evaluation as sections already well used should be generated by the model and those with less utilisation by airport traffic should not be present in the generated network.
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Figure 15

Successive steps for Zurich case study and current situation

a) Iteration 0, Step 1.1

b) Iteration 0, Step 1.2

c) Iteration 0, Step 1.3

d) Iteration 0, Step 1.4

e) Iteration 0, Step 2.4

f) Iteration 1, Step 2.4

g) Iteration 2, Step 2.4

h) Iteration3, Step 2.4

i) Iteration 4, Step 2.4

j) Iteration 5 (final), Step 2.4

pink
light blue
dark blue

green Local high frequency/ quality
red
Local standard service
black Standard regional

Fast long distance
Fast intermediate distance
Fast regional
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Minor differences that exist are: (1) connections to the east, operated without the detour to the
north; (2) connections to the west, where the location of a mode change is bypassed and in
reality, a type 1 service is present and, (3) a direct connection to the northwest is not identified
by the model (as expected since this service is driven by other demand). Furthermore, the procedure generated a new link into the Zürcher Oberland area to the south-east of the airport
which is plausible, considering that this is a rapidly growing area with already large population
and a large number of trips to the airport. In terms of corridors with already attractive services
that are reproduced, the Bern-Zurich-St.Gallen line and the direct connection to Luzern are
found. These are areas with high public transport mode shares to the airport and a relatively
large number of trips, and the fact that these are generated by the procedure as well is reassuring.
Furthermore, both regional rail lines along the sides of Lake Zurich are generated, which is in
line with these being densely populated corridors with a large number of airport trips that are
already now directly connected to the airport.
The total public transport mode share is estimated at 54.5%, very close to the actual value of
54.4%. A further differentiation by AI and NAI travel yields mode shares of 41.0% and 85.4%,
respectively. These are, again, very close to the measured values of 41.1% and 82.2%. The
public transport mode shares for NAI travel may seem extremely high. But considering that
public transport transfer passengers by definition have a 100% mode share and that they make
up a large part of the NAI travellers, this is quite plausible. Finally, the produced temporal
distribution of travel is compared to the measured one. The result of this comparison is displayed in Figure 16.
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Figure 16

Estimated and measured temporal demand distribution
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The estimated distribution reproduces the behaviour of the measured one very closely and the
total ridership differs by only 1.6%. The average weighted hourly deviation amounts to 15%,
which is mainly due to a slight outward shift of the demand distribution. This may be due to the
estimated demand distribution being the results of superimposing different distinct distributions, of which one or more may not apply exactly to the airport location but to a cross section
of the network that is only in the vicinity. The overall fit however is more than sufficient.
Reaction to Input Changes
The above overview was compiled for the Zurich 2012 AI NAI scenario. In order to test the
sensitivity to changes to the most important inputs, the complete set of ZRH case scenarios (for
details see section 6.2.4) was tested with changed conditions in order to test how the model
would react to those changes and if the results are within the range of what would be expected.
The comparison against a real state is precluded because the model generates a new, optimised,
network that thus cannot be compared with the current conditions. However, the results and the
relative difference between results in different cases show whether changes are reflected in a
plausible way and differences are of the correct magnitudes. The comparison cases were therefore the 2012 scenarios of the Zurich case with and without the NAI demand. The comparison
cases were one in which the pool of transport services was increased twofold by adding a double-frequency service type for every service present in the base situation, one in which the
number of destinations was reduced to those no more than 120 km distant from the airport and
one where this was reduced to 50 km.
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In the case with more service types, the result should be increased mode shares as a more differentiated service should be able to better match demand. Because this affects the waiting time
and service speeds are unchanged, the effective changes should be of small magnitudes however: The aggregate travel time elasticities were calculated to be between -0.20 und -0.12, depending on traveller group. Considering possible travel time reductions, consequent service
improvements and further increases, the overall gain should still be of a magnitude of less than
5% because in-vehicle times, the major part of the journey, remain unchanged.
A smaller diameter of 120 km in which demand is considered should result in higher mode
shares: The far away destinations excluded are also those, tending to have lower mode shares
to public transport due to uncompetitive travel times and many transfers. Because the network
generation considers minimum demand levels per service, most improvements to services
should happen in the closer in areas where demand is higher and more concentrated. This too
should lead to high public transport mode shares, however also in small magnitudes because
there are large breaks in the different travellers groups distance distribution and all groups are
present, albeit with different shares, if the overall distance of destinations included is reduced.
Fort the 50 km range, the 2012 mode shares should drop compared to the 120 km case because
this cuts out Berne, which is the origin or destination for a large number of trips that, due to
very competitive travel times, are made to a very share by public transport. This should be of
an especially large magnitude for the AI only case because the NAI demand distributed closer
around the airport that provides significant utilisation is missing and the absence of the high
mode share AI passengers becomes an even larger impact.
The results for these trials are compiled in Table 13 and indeed the changes to the modes share,
relative to the respective base scenarios, are of the expected magnitude and direction.
Table 13

Model mode share results for different conditions and input values
Abs. %

80

AI NAI (base)

58.0%

∆ % to base

AI NAI e

58.5%

0.5%

AI NAI 120

60.2%

2.3%

AI NAI 50

59.7%

1.2%

AI (base)

45.1%

AI e

46.8%

AI 120

47.3%

2.1%

AI 50

44.7%

-2.1%

1.7%
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Summary
The model produces results that are plausible and within the expected value ranges. Although
the network is generated completely anew, those elements of the current network serving the
airport demand quite well are reproduced. The resulting mix of the different traveller groups’
demand leads to estimated demand distributions that are plausible as well. Looking at changes
due to varied input parameters, it was shown that all changes occur with the expected magnitude
and into the correct direction.
Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the assumptions and simplifications used are valid
and the model quality is sufficient for the analyses during this study.
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6
6.1

Case Studies
Introduction

In this section, the two case studies are introduced and analysed. The purpose of this is to investigate the effects of aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities at the airport location on the
public transport access system and perform analyses considering real-world situations. The
analyses commence with an evaluation of the current situation and whether improvements to
the public transport access system are possible with the present demand. Then, scenarios developed from forecast data with and without NAI activity scenarios will be studied.

6.1.1

Requirements

The setting of the research sets forth a number of requirements to fulfil for a suitable case study.
First, the airport must handle a significant number of passengers so that the traffic volume generated by the aeronautically induced activity is large enough to justify high-quality public
transport links at all. In addition, the airport should host an operation base of at least one major
airline and further facilities such as maintenance service providers so that the volume of airport
employees is high. These conditions result in an airport of roughly 20 million passengers per
year or more which, at that scale, would also see some degree of hub-like operations. In order
to be able to consider the function of the airport within the air transport network, the amount of
hub activity should not be the same in the case studies. This is especially interesting with regard
to the effect that air traffic patterns will have on the travel to and from the airport.
On the non-aeronautical side of the airport, a significant level of activities should be present so
that the traffic volume generated by these is sufficient to have an impact on the airport ground
access system. The actual amount should be different at the two case studies so that differences
and their influences can be looked into. Finally, the area where aeronautical activity centres as
well as the non-aeronautical land uses are located should be contained enough so that the traffic
generated by these activities would be channelled through few access points and no or only
limited interaction with non-airport traffic passing through the area would be present. This
means that all employment centres should be on the same side of the airport and dispersedly
laid out airports should not be considered.
Finally, since the research focuses on the impact on the public transport access system, a welldeveloped system able to capture a significant mode share needs to be in place. Considering the
size of the airports and that the impact of growing NAI activities shall be studied, the access
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system needs to not only provide an airport to city centre link but also a comprehensive service
reaching into the region. This means that in addition to bus links that are present in almost every
case, heavy rail systems able to provide commuter, fast regional and the possibility for long
distance services should be present.

6.1.2

Selected Case Study Overview

The two selected cases are at the airports of Zurich, Switzerland and Dusseldorf, Germany.
Both are major airports functioning as secondary hubs in Europe, however the amount of hub
activity differs. The main characteristics of the two selected case studies are summarised in
Table 14 and more detailed overviews of the local situations will be given in the sections dealing
with the case studies specifically or, for the Zurich case, have already been discussed in detail
during the preliminary analysis.
Table 14

Selected Case Studies Overview (2014 data)
Zurich

Dusseldorf

Distance to main city centre [km]
7.3
Primary catchment area population1
2’575’000
Main City population
405’000
Annual Passengers [Million]
25.5
Local Passenger Share
70%
Business Traveller Share
33%
Destinations Short/Medium-Haul
134
Destinations Long-Haul
52
Swiss Intl. Air Lines
Star Alliance 58.2%
Lufthansa
Top 5 airlines, their alliance
Air Berlin2
affiliations and traffic shares
OneWorld 7.8%
British Airways
Edelweiss Air
none 4.0%
Alliance/network airline traffic share
81.1%
Air Berlin3, Edelweiss Air,
Base operators
Swiss Intl. Air Lines, Helvetic Airways
Employees on site
26’300
NAI Jobs
3’900
Railway stations and locations
1, within terminal area
Central public transport hub
yes
Air passenger public transport mode share
61%
Employee public transport mode share
42%
All trips public transport mode share
43%
Region public transport mode share
30%
PT departures / hour, low/peak period
75/95

5.7
9’088’000
605’000
21.9
89%
33%
177
23
OneWorld 32.4%

Air Berlin
Lufthansa
Star Alliance 26.1%
Germanwings3
Condor
none 4.1%
SunExpress
none 3.1%
80.4%2
Air Berlin, Germania, Germanwings,
Eurowings4, Lufthansa,
20’600
3’300
2, within terminal area and remote
no
20%
22%
19%
8%
40/50

1

area that is the origin/destination of 75% of trips. For ZRH 492/1265, for DUS 157/1409 communities
Although integrated in networks and partially alliance members, significant parts of 4U/AB/EW traffic are point-to-point and
charter services
3
Belair, a fully owned subsidiary of Air Berlin, doing business as Air Berlin
4
Germanwings is being integrated into Eurowings, therefore EW flights are counted towards the 4U number as well. Although
LCC subsidiaries of Lufthansa, the operation is integrated into the Lufthansa network.
2

based on Data from (Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH, 2015a; Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015c)(Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015b) and passenger data provided by the airport of Dusseldorf, employee data, Dusseldorf Airport City occupation list, (Perret et al., 2014),
(Swiss Federal Railways SBB, 2013)(Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr, n.d.), (Canton Zurich, 2013)
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Location and catchment area
The case study airports are both in close proximity to their main city and directly border the
settlement areas, but the overall metropolitan area around Dusseldorf is considerably more populated, denser but also much larger in spatial extent. While 75% of the total ground transport
demand is spread over 38.9% of all locations considered in Zurich, the same share is concentrated at only 11.1% of the locations for Dusseldorf. The population concentration is also much
higher and many of the communities considered in the Dusseldorf case have populations surpassing that of the largest one in the Zurich case. This can be attributed to Dusseldorf lying
within Germany´s largest metropolitan area while Zurich, although being Switzerland´s primary metropolitan area, is much smaller, both in population size and spatial extent.
Air traffic and aeronautical activities
In terms of passenger volume, both airports are in the same range with 21.9 and 25.5 million
passengers per year in 2014, however their roles are slightly different: While the share of business travellers is the same, Dusseldorf has a much higher share of local traffic than Zurich,
which is also reflected in the more than twice as high number of long-haul destinations served
from Zurich, made possible by transfer flows, whereas Dusseldorf has significantly more short
and medium haul destinations. This is in line with the stronger LCC and leisure carrier presence
in Dusseldorf. The top 5 airlines of Dusseldorf amount to 65.7% of all traffic while this share
is 70.0% in Zurich. While these values are in the same range, the traffic thereof served by carriers operating networks drops to 66.0% in Zurich and 58.5% in Dusseldorf. Accounting for the
fact that Air Berlin and especially Germanwings/Eurowings to large extent operate more similar
to LCCs and leisure carriers, the effective share of hub traffic is much lower in Dusseldorf. The
somewhat broad business models of especially AB, but also 4U/EW are also the reason for the
seemingly high share of alliance or network traffic share at DUS that, at 80% is similar to ZRH.
The differences in function become clearer when considering the share of local traffic, which
is almost 90% for Dusseldorf while that number is 70% for Zurich. In addition to not being
operated as a hub as markedly as Zurich, Dusseldorf has a much more populated catchment
area generating more origin and destination traffic, which, if the total passenger numbers are in
the same range, naturally translates into the higher share of local passengers.
Figure 17 shows the daily distribution of air passengers over an average workday for the two
airports. Clearly apparent are the night curfews for flight operations and waves of traffic. The
change from peak to low periods is more pronounced in Zurich, which is to be expected as a
result of the more pronounced hub activity. In contrast, the distribution is less variable in
Dusseldorf. Observable at both airports are the patterns of the air traffic system: After the night
curfew ending at 06:00, activity ramps up quickly. This time usually sees long-haul overnight
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arrivals and departures to European destinations. After a short dip, the next wave take place
which consists of transatlantic and European arrivals, as well as departures to those regions.
This wave lasts longer in Zurich as there were more departures across the Atlantic from there
during the study period and more destinations in the midwest and west of the US are served,
which tend to see later departures than flights to the east coast. The next peak is in the late
afternoon, beginning at 16:00 in Zurich and 17:00 in Dusseldorf, during which primarily shorthaul flights arrive and depart. Both airports then see a decline and sharp drop before 23:00 as
the night curfew begins. The little traffic that is observed later is only due to an extra time
allotment of 30 minutes in Zurich and 60 minutes in Dusseldorf for the compensation of operational delays. While both airports have large traffic volumes right until the curfew, there is a
much larger peak in the final pre-curfew hour in Dusseldorf.
Figure 17

Average daily air passenger distribution for Zurich and Dusseldorf
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Both airports are the base of multiple airlines, with the major ones being Air Berlin (DUS: AB,
ZRH: 4T) and the Lufthansa group (DUS: EW, 4U, LH, ZRH: LX, WK) and accordingly have
large centres of airline employment. In addition, there are maintenance providers (DUS: Air
Berlin Technik, ZRH: SR Technics) present at both airports that serve the respective main airline, but also further customers. A further critical similarity is the presence of high quality public transport connections at the airport, consisting of long distance, regional and urban rail and
bus as well as tram in the case of Zurich.
In summary, while being of a similar size, Zurich is more of a classical hub airport with very
high network carrier shares while Dusseldorf has more point-to-point and LCC-type services.
Both airports however have high traffic volumes, are airline bases, have MRO facilities present
as thus generate sizeable trip volumes from aeronautical sources.
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Non-Aeronautical activities
There are significant non-aeronautical activity centres present at both airports: In Dusseldorf,
the terminal buildings contain shops that are open to the general public and operate nearly 24/7.
While these are primarily targeted at passengers and their companions, in addition there is a
large office park development named “Dusseldorf Airport City” currently housing 3’200 jobs
and that shall see further growth to 6’400 jobs by 2025 (Ingenieurgruppe IVV, 2009, employment data for the Dusseldorf Airport City). In Zurich, there are a large shopping mall with 84
shops and restaurants within the terminal area, as well as 100’000 m² office space and a further
development (“The Circle”), is planned to add another 180’000 m² of floor space in 2018-2025.
Ground Access
Both airports have an overall comprehensive ground access system with direct freeway access,
as well as heavy rail and urban public transport services. In Zurich, the public transport stations
are concentrated in the core area and the airport station is operated as interchange for the northern Zurich area. In Dusseldorf, there are two heavy rail stations, a remote one served by long
distance and regional rail and connected by people mover, and one directly in the centre of the
terminal area, served by regional rapid transit (“S-Bahn”). In both cases, there are multiple bus
stops throughout the airport area, with one difference being that all lines converge onto the
central area in Zurich while the different lines serve partially different stations and do not all
overlap in Dusseldorf. The amount of service is lower in Dusseldorf, which is in line with the
airport not intended to be an interchange. Finally, the mode shares to public transport are much
lower in Dusseldorf, which is largely a reflection of the generally lower public transport propensity in the Rhein-Ruhr area in comparison to the Zurich area.

6.2

Zurich

This section begins with the development of the input values and models, as well as the scenarios designed for this part, followed by the actual model application to the different scenarios
and finally the summarisation and synthesis of the results.

6.2.1

Analysis steps

For the Zurich case study, the current situation and its analysis have largely been conducted in
section 3 already. In order to gain a more complete overview, steps in addition to the model
application and analysis herein will draw on the very detailed data collected during the mode
share surveys. The analysis will then consider four cases and compare the effects that different
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patterns of development have on the public transport access system. These cases are derived
from the current situation and forecast developments and it is analysed how the situation would
change if the non-aeronautical activities were not present.

6.2.2

Traveller composition and mode choice

Due to the mode share requirements implemented as conditions for the approval of the latest
expansion projects (Eidgenössisches Departement für Umwelt, Verkehr, Energie und Kommunikation UVEK, 1999) and continued and elaborated in the Sachplan Infrastruktur Luftfahrt
(SIL), the aviation infrastructure plan (Eidgenössisches Departement für Umwelt, Verkehr, Energie und Kommunikation UVEK, 2013), very detailed data had to be collected, which were
made available for this study. Mode shares are considered bi-modally for this case and the
modes captured in the surveys and their assignment to either individual motorised transport
(IMT) or public transport (PT) is conducted as shown in Table 15.
Table 15

Modes of transport and group assignment of Zurich studies

mode of transport

assignment

Heavy rail (long distance and regional services)
Tram/light rail
Public bus
Hotel bus
Tour bus
Further public transport modes
Automobile, self-driven
Automobile, passenger
Taxi
Further modes of individual motorised transport
non-motorised transport

public transport
public transport
public transport
public transport
public transport
public transport
individual motorised transport
individual motorised transport
individual motorised transport
individual motorised transport
not considered for mode share

(Eidgenössisches Departement für Umwelt, Verkehr, Energie und Kommunikation UVEK, 2013, p. 2)

The Zurich airport mode share study (Perret et al., 2014) excluded public transport transfer
passengers from the estimation of mode shares because that user group was not to be considered
according to the SIL. Still, this group was captured in the survey, allowing for an overview that
shows the whole picture. The studies, having been conducted regularly, have shown that the
target values were achieved and the public transport mode share has been rising, making it
realistic to achieve the 2030 targets (Table 7). The latest mode shares recorded by the 2013
survey per group, as well as trip composition, are shown in Figure 18. The largest group is made
up of passengers and, including their companions, the total share of trips attributable to passengers amounts to 68%. Among the different groups, the mode shares to public transport range
between 11% (passenger pick-up companions) and 65% for business meetings at the airport.
The relatively low public transport mode share of passenger companions can be explained by
the cost advantage of public transport diminishing with increasing group size as well as such
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trips occurring often from areas that are not reachable by public transport competitively and,
finally, the passenger companions wanting to provide a nice experience, which is, still, largely
associated with the automobile. Overall, the mode share is 43%, which fulfils the 2020 SILtarget, but not the 2030 one.
Figure 18

Zurich ground access groups and mode shares, excl. public transport transfers
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In the light of further expansion, it should be pointed out that the groups that have public
transport mode shares of more than 46% are air passengers, visitors of shops and restaurants,
business meeting attendees, spectators and others. Considering the composition of all trips,
among the largest groups are both those with very high, but also very low PT mode shares, so
the impact of growths needs to be studied in more detail. Figure 19 shows the trip-maker composition and mode shares including public transport transfer passengers.
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Figure 19

Zurich ground access groups and mode shares, incl. public transport transfers
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The transfer passengers on public transport account for a tenth of all demand and inherently
have a public transport mode share of nearly 100% (there is a very small number of car to public
transport and vice versa transfers). Effectively, the PT mode share for all trips to and from
Zurich airport reaches 48%.
What becomes apparent from this is that there is no clear outcome of further growth: While the
public transport mode share is high, it varies greatly between traveller groups and the growth
of AI and NAI activities would lead to a growth of both groups using public transport heavily
and those using it only seldom.
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6.2.3

Spatial trip distribution

A further trait that is the result of different types of activities being present at an airport, and
should thus change when the relative weights of these change, is the spatial distribution of trips.
For example, air passengers tend to have more dispersed and further away off-airport origins
and destinations than those coming to the airport to work or for shopping. For transport services,
this is important because longer distance trips are better served by services other than those
suited to serving shorter trips. As is shown in Figure 20, air passengers come from relatively
for away, with more than 10% making trips of 100 km and longer while less than 5% of the
employees do so. In fact, less than 20% of employees make trips of 50 km or more and thus,
the travel distribution of all trips to or from Zurich airport is similarly towards shorter trips. The
addition of more airport city type non-aeronautical development would then add more trips
following the pattern of traditional commute trips, shown at the example of the trip distribution
for Zurich city centre commuters, and further move the overall trip distribution towards closer
areas. This would mean an increase of the relative importance of regional and urban transport
services.
Figure 20
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6.2.4

Study scenarios

There is ample data available on the current situation which can be used for the analysis of the
current situation and the what-if cases. For the future development, detailed forecast data is
available until 2030. Until then, further growth of both the airport and the non-aeronautical
activities at the airport are expected which will lead to a situation with significantly more trips
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being made. This may allow for changes in the public transport system in order to adapt to new
demand conditions. Therefore, four scenarios are defined that will be investigated in detail using the model developed for this study. Thereof, the future case scenarios were developed based
on the airport operator´s forecasts:
1. The current situation (2012 AI&NAI): This is the base scenario for which a public
transport system optimised with respect to airport trips is developed. The results are
used to a) check the results for plausibility and ensure that the method performs as intended and b) compare the current situation to the scenarios of future and hypothetical
situations.
2. The current situation, however without any NAI activity (2012 AI only): This scenario
represents the “airport-only” situation and will allow for an investigation of whether
there is an impact of the additional NAI activity already in the current situation and, if
yes, how it affects the public transport access system and its use.
3. The forecast situation for 2030 (2030 AI&NAI): This scenario is developed from forecasts for the air traffic and NAI developments at Zurich, supported by statistical estimates for the general development of trip-making and economic development of the
area. Thus, this scenario will show whether the planned, respectively forecast, developments will result in a situation with increases in demand sufficient to justify more services and, if yes, what these might look like.
4. The forecast situation for 2030, however with no NAI activity at the airport (2030 AI
only): This scenario reflects the 2012 AI only situation with continued aviation growth
and posits the “airport-only” scenario for 2030.

6.2.5

Scenario Inputs

This section details the data collection and preparation used for the development and study of
the Zurich case scenarios as well as how the model inputs were compiled.
Demand Characteristics
The demand data was assembled from data supplied by the Flughafen Zürich AG and includes
surveys, development plans as well as employment statistics.
Traveller Groups

Six distinct groups of trip-makers are differentiated:
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 AI passengers: Air passengers whose air travel either trip ends or begins in Zurich. In addition, there are connecting passengers leaving the airport during their layover, however no
sufficient data is available on this group and their volume is so small that they have a negligible impact on the situation.
 AI employees: Employees whose work is directly or indirectly caused by the aeronautical
activities at the airport. These are e.g. crews, handling agents, airport and airline administrative personnel, but also retail employees that work in outlets exclusively or primarily serving
air passengers, e.g. duty free stores.
 AI passenger companions: As the second largest group, these trips account for an important
share of the total travel volume.
 NAI employees: Employees whose work is not induced by the aeronautical activity at the
airport. These are, for example, individuals working in retail outlets located in landside shopping centres.
 NAI visitors: This group comprises shoppers at the landside shopping centre as well as individuals who have meetings at the airport.
 NAI public transport transfers: Trip-makers, primarily commuters, using the airport as a
transfer point on their public transport trip between off-airport locations.
These groups do not cover all trips made as surveyed on the 2013 mode choice study, but due
to a small sample size, not all groups could be considered in detail for the further analysis. Still,
the selected groups of travellers account for 97.4% of all trips, making any potential error acceptably small. For these groups, the volume, temporal trip distribution, spatial trip distribution
as well as mode choice behaviour then had to be determined.
Base demand

First, the total volume of trips per group had to be estimated for the reference day.
For AI passengers, the median day in terms of passenger volume is used. This is done because
the spread between peak and low-demand days is large at a factor of 2.44 and using an average
value could be thus excessively skewed by extreme values. The median day for Zurich airport
in 2012 saw 68’155 passengers, while the average value would have been 67’627. The difference between these values is low at 0.8%, therefore choosing the average value would likely
have made an only small difference in any case. To achieve the number of local passengers, the
transfer passenger share of 34.2% is subtracted, resulting in 44’800 local passengers.
For AI employee trip numbers, the 2012 total employee count of 25’458 is used. Based on
employees per company present at the airport, the activities and customers of a given company
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and the estimated share of their AI/NAI activities (e.g. Airlines: 100%/0%), the total workforce
AI share was estimated to 84%, or 21’400 individuals. Assuming two trips per workday and
that, on average, 60% of the workforce is present on a given day, a total of 25’700 AI employee
trips per day is estimated.
AI passenger companions are estimated based on the total group volume posted during the
mode share survey. To these, the median day share of the total demand, determined from the
annual passenger numbers at 2.75‰ is applied and the result was doubled because every person
in this group needs to access and egress the airport, yielding the number of 30’200 trips.
NAI employee trip numbers are estimated similar to the AI trip numbers, but the NAI share
was applied, resulting in a total of 4’800 trips.
The NAI visitor trips are based on the number of 1’293’000 visitors to the shopping centre and
offices reported by the mode share study. Because for these trips, no annual or weekly distributions are available, passenger count data of the Verkehrsbetriebe Glatttal is used. Especially the
shopping demand, the by far largest portion within this group, comes from the closer areas and
is well-captured by counts on the VBG network. The data allows for the determination of the
average weekday demand´s share of the annual demand of 3.17‰. This number is used to determine the average number of individuals of this group being present at the airport and the
result, considering that a trip to and from the airport is made, amounts to 8’200 trips.
Finally, the number of NAI public transport transfer passengers had to be estimated. This
estimation is not based on the mode share survey data because the survey locations did not
cover heavy rail to heavy rail transfers occurring on the same platform and neither were bus/bus
or bus/tram transfers surveyed due to the selection of the interview locations. VBG and SBB
made available passenger count data however. From this data, the average workday number of
boardings and alightings was estimated at 77’700 per day. Because for all traveller groups, the
mode share is known, the number of public transport boardings and alightings from those
groups can be determined to amount to 48’500, which means that 29’200 boardings/alightings,
respectively trip segments to/from the airport and 14’600 public transport transfer passengers
pass through the airport for the reference day.
2030 demand

For the 2030 scenarios, the according trip numbers needed to be estimated. For AI passengers,
passenger companions as well as AI employees, the estimate is based on forecasts for different
development and operation alternatives produced during the SIL process (Bundesamt für Zivil-
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luftfahrt BAZL, 2010). The airport authority gave further information on which forecast scenario was the planning scenario: The variant Eopt+ with a forecast total passenger number of
35.8 Million in 2030 posits a growth of the total air passenger numbers by 45% over the 2012
value. The airport assumes a share of local passengers similar to today and accordingly, the
2012 totals for these groups are increased by this amount.
Because the NAI trips are not influenced by the aeronautical activity, the 2030 volume estimates
had to be conducted differently. For the NAI visitors, the current number was increased by the
growth in the region projected by the Zurich Cantonal Office of Statistics (Statistisches Amt
des Kantons Zürich (STAT), 2014) of 16.6% as this would generate more trips to and from the
activity centres at the airport as well. In addition, “The Circle” will add a completely new facility attracting a large number of trips. For the NAI visitors, the FZAG supplied internal forecasts for employee and visitors generated by this, resulting in a total number of 20’800 trips.
The number of NAI employees was also grown by the general growth rate, assuming jobs
would increase proportionally at the airport (e.g. in shops, where more sales personnel would
be needed at a given time). Then, the average day employee presence as stated in FZAG forecasts was added, resulting in a total of 18’900 trips.
Finally, the number of NAI public transport transfer trips was estimated. These are primarily
driven by the developments in the rest of the region in terms of population, employment and
mode choice behaviour. For this part, the Zurich cantonal traffic model was consulted, which
assumes a growth of public transport trips by 9.4% by 2030, yielding a total of 32’000 public
transport transfer trips.
Demand summary

The estimated demand volumes are summarised in Table 16. While the number of trips for both
groups growths significantly from 2012 to 2030, the growth of NAI trips is notably higher. This
is largely the result of the additional trips created by “The Circle”, which result in 4 and 2.5
times more trips for NAI employees and NAI visitors, respectively.
Table 16

Summary of demand volumes for 2012 and 2030 scenarios

employees
passengers
AI
passenger companions
total AI
employees
visitors
NAI
PT transfer
total NAI
Total AI & NAI
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2012 AI/NAI
25`700
44`800
30`200
100`700
4`800
8`200
29`300
42`300
143`000

2030 AI/NAI
37`400
65`100
43`900
146`400
18`900
20`800
32`000
71`700
218`100

growth 2012-2030 [%]
45%
45%
45%
45%
294%
154%
9%
70%
52.5%
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Catchment area and spatial trip distribution

The catchment area was differentiated into individual communities and the trip distribution
compiled primarily from the mode share survey data. Because it contains the off-airport trip
end location by postal code for every observation and by purpose of trip, the according distributions could be derived directly from there. Postal codes where then consolidated into communities and the geographical location included. This resulted in a total of 1’265 communities
having trips to or from the airport. A list of the communities included can be found in appendix
A 2. The share of each community of each trip purpose was used to estimate the total number
of trips per trip purpose and community.
For the 2030 scenarios, the growth was weighted relative to growth projections by community.
This was necessary because of a study conducted for the FZAG, for which dependable forecasts
were required. For a purely academic study on the effects the additional traffic would have, the
magnitude of each group´s size from the air traffic and development forecasts at the airport
itself would have sufficed. The growth projections by community, or by district, where data at
the community level was not available (see A 3 for a list of the used data), were used to conduct
this adjustment. The population growth per destination was indexed against the average population growth and the individual communities received accordingly lower or higher than aggregate growth.
Temporal trip distribution

The temporal trip distributions for the AI employee, AI passenger and AI passenger companion groups were estimated as illustrated by (Frei, 2014). That study drew on parking garage
entry/exit and mode share survey data for employees. For passengers, the entry/exit times of
passengers were based on actual passenger arrival and departure counts by time and gate area.
Considering the walking distances, average walking speeds, share of passengers with luggage,
share of check-mode use (online, kiosk, counter with/without luggage), luggage delivery times
and further processing times (e.g. for security screening or check-in), it was estimated at what
time arriving passengers would exit the airport, respectively when departing passengers would
arrive at the airport. The distributions for passenger travel were then used for passenger companions as well, as these would travel together with the passengers.
For the NAI visitors, the data from the mode share survey, it being the most comprehensive
information available for this purpose, was used.
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NAI employees were modelled based on a different data set for two reasons: First, the mode
share survey did not differentiate between AI and NAI employees and no accordingly differentiated data was available from airport sources. Secondly, these employees have “normal” jobs
and can therefore be assumed to behave like CBD employees with regard to the workplace
arrival and exit times. Therefore, model data from the Canton of Zurich´s regional transport
model (Gesamtverkehrsmodell für den Personenverkehr des Kantons Zürich (GVM-ZH), 2010)
was used. The same approach was chosen for the NAI public transport transfer passengers
because their times of travel are controlled not by the activities at the airport but by the regional
activities and according traffic flows.
The resulting temporal distributions are illustrated in Figure 21. As can be seen, the time frame
modelled was constrained to the hours of 05:00-24:00. At first glance, it may seem as if a considerable portion of the AI passenger/passenger companion and especially AI employee demand were omitted by this choice of time frame. Due to the night-operation restrictions on
Zurich airport however, there are no flights operated at Zurich before 06:00, but then the operation quickly ramps up, as was illustrated in Figure 17. For this reason, there is little activity
very early in the morning and the 19 hours covered capture the period during which public
transport is available as well as 97.3% of the total AI employee demand.
Figure 21

Temporal trip distribution at Zurich Airport by traveller group
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Public Transport Service Types

The characteristics of the available transport modes are based on an evaluation of existing services with respect to the properties relevant for the model. The public transport system in the
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catchment area was classified into 6 distinct service types, with two reflecting long distance
services and four regional or urban services. Table 17 shows a summary of the modes and their
characteristics.
Table 17

ZRH case public transport service types

Service Type

Example
products

Service Access
speed time
[km/h] [min]

smallest
Frequency
unit cap.
[dep./h]
[P]

Min. utilisation [-]

1 fast long distance1
2 fast intermediate distance
3 express regional
4 local high frequency
5 local standard service
6 standard regional service

IC, ICN, ICE, EC, TGV
IR (RE)2
RE2, S
LRT, BRT
city bus, tram
regional rail/ bus

90
75
50
25
15
30

1
1
2
8
4
2

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

10
10
5
5
5
5

800
600
180
150
50
60

1

This class contains both services that would be considered traditional long distance and high-speed rail because within the
Swiss network, no high-speed rail according to the European understanding of >200km/h operation is present and international
high speed services (ICE/TGV) operate at lower speeds
2
RE (RegioExpress) products cover a wide range of services, from S-Bahn (commuter rail) type operations to the replacement
of IR services. Therefore, both type 2 and 3 services could be labelled RE.

The speed and frequency values were calculated based on current timetables and access times
were chosen to reflect that while the distance to reach departure platforms of regional services
is usually very short, it can be longer for long distance services as those typically depart from
larger stations. The capacity of the smallest units were based on the trainsets typically deployed
on a given type of service and bus or tram capacities, respectively. Finally, the critical utilisation
values were chosen as reported for the SBB national long distance network and the ZVV regional services. The share of this utilisation that would have to be provided by through users
was then set to 0.49, a value gained from passenger count and boarding/alighting numbers. This
ensures that not all of the critical utilisation would have to be provided by airport users, recognising there significant number of through passengers that would be present anyways as long
as the airport is not a terminus but a node along a line in the network. The availability for mode
1 and 2 at a given location was set manually, considering current service availability or where
additional service could be justified. For modes 3-5, availability was controlled by population
and size of a community. Mode 6 was made available everywhere as it functions as the basic
system level and reflects the Postauto regional bus services that serve virtually every community of Switzerland.
Mode Choice Models

Next, mode choice models had to be estimated for the different travellers groups, for which the
tool Biogeme (Bierlaire, 2003) was used. For most groups, these models were based on the data
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of the mode share survey as that survey contained a wealth of data both in quantity of observations and attributes2 gathered. Because every off-airport trip end was referenced by postal code,
the according community could be identified and further information was added to each observation. Specifically, linear distance, road distance, driving time, public transport trip time, public transport transfers, public transport service frequency, general public transport mode share
for trips in that community, size of the community, average age, income levels and share of
non-citizen population were added. Furthermore, dummy-variables were introduced for distance classes and effective trip times including wait and transfers were computed.
The choice alternatives included were automobile, public transport, non-motorised transport
and taxi. Due to these alternatives being quite distinct and the choice being a single-stage one,
i.e. only mode was to be chosen and not mode and e.g. destination, a multinomial logit formulation was deemed appropriate. For all models, goodness of fit was satisfactory and all the parameters exhibit the expected signs. A brief overview of the models is given below, with a
summary compiled in Table 18 and appendix A 4 containing detailed information.
AI employee mode choice

For AI employee trips, automobile, public transport and non-motorised were the alternatives
considered, for which a total of 3’381 individual observations were available. Due to the large
set of data available, 20 different model formulations seemed potentially fitting and were tested.
Some of these formulations included dummy variables for the different workplaces, so as to
test whether there was a significant link between place of employment and accordingly work
type (e.g. aircraft maintenance) and mode choice behaviour. However none of these formulations yielded an acceptable quality, thus indicating that within any workplace at the airport, the
individual work patterns are too different to introduce a segmentation by that trait. The best
fitting model contained 12 parameters and for values varied during the analysis, the public
transport mode share aggregate cross-elasticity is 0.096 for the ratio of the automobile to public
transport travel time (a parameter for automobile mode choice), and the aggregate direct elasticities are -0.126 for the effective public transport travel time and -0.099 for the number of
transfers.
AI passenger mode choice

For this group, the by far largest number of observations was available, which containing the
choice alternatives automobile, public transport and taxi, amounted 17’009 usable observations.
2

Contained attributes were: postal code, trip purpose, mode of travel, time of record, survey location, for employees place of employment
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45 different model formulations were tested and the best model contained 13 parameters. Out
of these, those affected by changes in the public transport access system are the effective public
transport travel time, with an aggregate direct elasticity of -0.191 and the number of transfers,
with an aggregate direct elasticity -0.021.
AI passenger companions

Interestingly, there were not only automobile and public transport, but also taxi trips occurring
in this group to an amount making unacceptable to exclude them. Furthermore, the behaviour
is apparently not entirely connected to the passenger trips so that modelling this group identically to the passengers would not have been sensible. The explanation for this is that passenger
companions may use different modes for access and egress, or see the passenger off or greet
them but not travel to or from the airport together, in a large enough number of cases for their
behaviour to needed to be modelled differently. This yielded a set of 8’396 observations to
work with. Out of 35 different formulations tested, the best one contained 11 parameters. Those
affected by a change in the public transport access system are the natural logarithm of the travel
time and the number of transfers, with aggregate direct elasticities of -1.644 and -0.344, respectively.
NAI employees

This group was approached differently than the others because the present data did not allow
for a differentiation of NAI employees from other employees at the airport. Furthermore, their
numbers were, at the current situation, likely too low in any case for them to be surveyed in
sufficient numbers. Assuming these employees to have work habits like employees in typical
employment areas, data from the Zurich cantonal mode choice model was used and a mode
choice model estimated from that. 26 models were formulated and tested and the chosen one
contained 7 parameters. Of these, the number of transfers and the ratio of automobile to public
transport travel time by public transport were those varied during the model and their aggregate
direct elasticities on the public transport mode share were -0.214 and 0.544, respectively.
NAI visitors

Individuals within this group used all four mode alternatives in significant amounts and the total
number of observations for these was 2’880. 41 model formulations were developed and tested,
the best of which contained 17 parameters. The number of transfers and the travel time are those
parameters updated during the analysis and the aggregate direct elasticities were calculated to
-0.103 and -0.204 for them.
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NAI public transport transfers

The approach chosen for this group was quite straightforward: Due to the very nature of the
public transport transfer activity, a 100% mode share to public transport could safely be assumed. This assumption is not entirely correct because, quite interestingly, considering the relatively high price of parking at the airport, individuals were recorded to use the airport as a park
& ride location and transfer from automobile to public transport. However, at a total of 146
observations, or 0.31% of the sample, this group has an only negligible impact on the total
travel at the airport.
Summary

The respective modes included in each model, as well as the number of observations and goodness of fit measures are summarised in Table 18. With the large number of observations available for most of the traveller groups, a satisfactory model quality was achievable for every case.
Table 18

Summary of ZRH mode choice models
Group

employees
passengers
passenger companions
employees
NAI visitors
public transport transfers
AI

Observations

Adjusted ρ²

3’381
17’009
8’396
1’684
2’880
n/a

0.354
0.244
0.500
0.328
0.374
n/a

IMT

PT

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Taxi

Nonmotorised
x

x
x
x

x
x

Further Inputs

Barriers had to be specified that would prevent the introduction of links that would equate to
excessively costly infrastructure, e.g. new base tunnels below major mountains massifs. Of
these, the country likely would rather focus on finishing existing ones and completing projects
deemed complete after building only two thirds of the total planned infrastructure, rather than
enter into new endeavours. An overview of these barriers can be found in appendix A 5.
Finally, all the data relevant for the mode choice was compiled into a single file to be read,
updated accordingly to the generated transport network, and used for the re-estimation of mode
choice for each traveller group and destination.

6.2.6

2012 AI NAI scenario

This case represents the current situation and potential service improvements tailored to the
airport.
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Network and public transport modes
As mentioned in section 5.4.5, the current network is reproduced with respect to those services
that are already well-adjusted to the airport demand (see Figure 22). This applies especially for
the main east-west service type 1 line, which can be related to the existing IC services on the
Berne-Zurich-St. Gallen corridor. Important additions would be possible in the form of express
regional services to destinations that are currently not served directly.
Figure 22

ZRH 2012 AI NAI resulting non-basic service network

Looking at the closer area shown in Figure 23, it can be seen that for Opfikon and Kloten, an
LRT link is suggested, which is already present to Opfikon in the form of the Glattalbahn 10
and 12 services, and for Kloten part of long term plans (Richtplan) that propose an extension
of line 10 from the airport to Kloten. Newly suggested links by express services are to Regensdorf and from there on into the Limmat valley. While the current network structure would
require such a link to be implemented in two separate branches, both areas are currently not
directly connected to the airport. Similarly, new type 3 service links are suggested for the region
to the south-east of the airport, which currently is connected only indirectly or by less attractive
services.
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Figure 23

ZRH 2012 AI NAI local area network

A summary of the number of locations connected by the respective service types is provided in
Table 19. These results are in line with the overall function and range of markets the specified
services can serve: There are few but long type 1 links, but only one type 2 link. This can be
explained by the sometimes ambiguous separation between IR and IC services and their function in Switzerland reflected in this case. The bulk of the regional trunk line connections would
then be on type 3 services, which basically equate to regional and commuter rail services. Only
a few links are operated by urban systems (types 4 and 5) as the combination of distance range
and community population for them to be the best choice is present only in few cases in the
direct vicinity of the airport. Lastly, most services, especially feeder ones, are assigned to type
6 services, representing a wide network of regional services providing the link between remote
and small communities and the high-quality trunk network.
Table 19

ZRH 2012 AI NAI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service
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1
4

2
1

Service type
3
4
53
2

5
1

6
1203
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Mode shares
A major increase in mode shares of 10% in comparison to the current situation could be
achieved with the improvements of the access system generated in this case, as is summarised
in Table 20. The total share of public transport use would rise from a current 48% to 58%,
driven primarily by an increase of the mode share amongst employees.
Table 20

ZRH 2012 AI NAI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

100'700
42'300
143'000

46'500
36'500
83'100

54'200
5'800
59'900

46.2%
86.3%
58.1%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
The temporal demand distributions resulting for the 2012 AI NAI case are shown in Figure 24
and Table 21. The most striking result is the very high variation between peak and non-peak
periods for general public transport use (to a large part work commuting) being countered by
more balanced and even counteracting AI demand. The peak hour values are reduced from 15%
of the total daily demand to 10% of the daily demand, which has significant benefits for capacity
requirements and utilisation of public transport services.
Figure 24

ZRH 2012 AI NAI public transport demand temporal distributions
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17
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The numerical analysis makes this quite obvious: While the NAI PT transfer demand has a
maximum to minimum ratio of 11.5, this number is only 1.8 for the AI demand and the resulting
demand´s ratio is, at 2.8, much lower than a simple weighted combination would suggest. This
effect takes place even though the non-PT-transfer NAI demand exhibits a pattern resembling
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that of the normal work commute, albeit lessened by the NAI visitor component contained
therein. Especially in the hours of 08:00-09:00, 13:00-16:00 and 17:00-20:00, peaks of the NAI
distributions being met by lows of the AI travel distribution can be observed, which leads to the
great magnitude of the balancing effect.
Table 21

ZRH 2012 AI NAI public transport demand temporal variation
All PT demand

AI PT demand

4'313
2'015
0.053
0.025
0.47
2.83

2'444
659
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.82

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min 1

NAI PT demand
excl. PT transfer
327
205
0.053
0.033
0.63
5.21

NAI PT transfer
1'542
1'493
0.053
0.051
0.97
11.53

1

For the period of 06:00 to 21:00, covering 92% of the daily demand

6.2.7

2012 AI only scenario

This scenario was designed to evaluate whether the airport by itself would be able to sustain a
comparably attractive access system and thus comparably high public transport mode shares.
Network and public transport modes
The resulting high-quality and local area networks are shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26, respectively, with an overview of the number of communities connected by a given service type
compiled in Table 22.
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Figure 25

ZRH 2012 AI resulting non-basic service network

In comparison to the 2012 AI NAI case, the network would lose a number of high-quality links
and type 2 services to Winterthur and Fribourg and type 3 service to Lausanne would become
unsustainable. In addition, the whole type 3 branch to the north of the airport would be lost,
resulting in a significant service reduction to the northern canton Zurich area, where a sizeable
share of demand, especially by employees comes from.
In the very close vicinity however, the type 4 links to Opfikon and Kloten would be retained,
however the link to the city of Zurich would be degraded from type 3 to type 4 service. This
finding is especially interesting, considering that Zurich city is by far the largest population
centre in the airport´s catchment area and, despite it being close to the airport, the aeronautical
demand only to and from there would not suffice to justify type 3 services.
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Figure 26

ZRH 2012 AI local area network

This becomes apparent as well in the summary of the service types per destinations: type 1
through 3 services, which represent high quality rail based public transport are all reduced in
number and the number of destinations served by basic services grows.
Table 22

ZRH 2012 AI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
3

2
0

Service type
3
4
46
3

5
0

6
1212

Mode shares
The reduction of higher quality services is not without effect on the mode shares, as is shown
in Table 23. The overall mode share is reduced to 45%, however this would be expected due to
the more public transport prone NAI demand missing. The AI mode shares are still lower
though. This is the direct result of fewer high quality services in the airport´s vicinity, especially
the loss of the complete northern branch, showing that through the presence of the NAI activities, benefits also for the AI travellers are generated.
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Table 23

ZRH 2012 AI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

100'700
100'700

45'500
45'500

55'200
55'200

45.2%
45.2%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
The resulting temporal demand distributions for the overall public transport use are identical to
those of the AI demand because there is no other demand present in this case. Obviously, the
variation is lower in this case because it follows the comparatively very balanced AI distribution, which is shown by both by the demand curve of Figure 27 and the values in Table 24.
Figure 27

ZRH 2012 AI public transport demand temporal distributions
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Table 24

AI

ZRH 2012 AI public transport demand temporal variation

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min 1

All PT demand

AI PT demand

2'396
650
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.83

2'396
650
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.83

NAI PT demand
excl. PT transfer
-

NAI PT transfer
-

1

For the period of 06:00 to 21:00, covering 87% of the daily demand
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6.2.8

2030 AI NAI scenario

The 2030 AI NAI scenario includes the sizeable growth of the activities at the airport location,
both in the AI sector and in the NAI sector, of which the NAI sector demand grows at a 50%
higher rate.
Network and public transport modes
The resulting networks for this case are shown in Figure 28 for the non-basic services and in
Figure 29 for the area in the vicinity of Zurich airport. Due the higher demand, significant improvements to the services were generated, them being an upgrades of the link to Basel to type
2 service, Fribourg to type 1 service and the replacement of a type 3 branch to Luzern by a new
type 1 service.
Figure 28
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Figure 29

ZRH 2030 AI NAI local area network

These improve access to further away locations and are therefore driven primarily by the higher
air passenger volumes. In the closer area, it is interesting to note that Zurich remains connected
by type 4 service instead of the type 3 service in the 2012 AI NAI case. This means that Zurich
is in a distance range where the threshold between type 3 and 4 services is a thin one and at the
projected demand levels, the type 4 link would provide a better connection, however the demand was not sufficient in the 2012 AI NAI case. It has to be noted that this finding is somewhat
ambiguous due to Zurich being so large and close that for some areas of the city, a type 4
connection could be most suitable, while for further away areas, a type 3 service would be more
fitting, if the analysis could have been further differentiated. A further addition is that the northern branch of the type 3 service is now split into two branches, one of which serves the northern
area as before, while the other one provides a new connection to the northwest. As the summary
of Table 25 shows, the number of non-basic services increased significantly from 61 to 84, of
which there are now 81 type 1-3 services, while there were only 58 thereof in the 2012 AI NAI
case.
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Table 25

ZRH 2030 AI NAI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
6

2
1

Service type
3
4
74
3

5
0

6
1180

Mode shares
As shown in Table 26, the PT mode shares do not further increase in comparison to the 2012
scenario but decrease for the NAI demand group, albeit remaining at high levels. Within this
group, the employee mode share to public transport decreases due to a higher share of trips
being made by non-motorised modes, which is a direct result of increased growth in the communities in the immediate vicinity of the airport close enough for work trips to be made on
those modes.
Table 26
Group

ZRH 2030 AI NAI mode shares
Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

146'400
71'700
218'100

67'300
52'900
120'200

79'000
18'900
97'900

46.0%
73.8%
55.1%

AI total
NAI total
All trips

The NAI traveller groups themselves each see further slight increases of PT mode share, so the
further network improvements benefit this group. Still, the total NAI PT mode share falls from
86% in the 2012 AI NAI scenario to 74%. This is the result of the very high growth rate of the
NAI visitor and employee groups who, as such, have high PT mode shares, but lower ones than
the PT transfer passengers with a 100% public transport mode share. Their share of the PTtransfer passengers decreases within the NAI group due to their lower growth rate, which results
in the lower overall mode share.
Temporal demand distribution
The temporal demand distribution is shown in Figure 30, with the numerical values for the
distributions compiled in Table 27. Fundamentally, the same balancing effect as in the 2012 AI
NIA case can be observed.
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Figure 30

ZRH 2030 AI NAI public transport demand temporal distributions
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The total demand distribution becomes, overall, even more balanced, with the coefficient of
variation reduced to 0.42 and the maximum/minimum hour quotient reduced to 2.26. This is
due to the growth of the NAI employee and visitor groups, reducing the impact of the highly
variable distribution of the public transport transfer passengers on the total NAI public transport
demand distribution. The peak hour demand is therefore further reduced to 9% of the total daily
demand, while the low hour demand (outside of the fringe periods) increases to over 4%.
Table 27

ZRH 2030 AI NAI public transport demand temporal variation
All PT demand

AI PT demand

6'328
2'679
0.053
0.022
0.42
2.26

3'544
958
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.82

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min 1

NAI PT demand
excl. PT transfer
1'098
662
0.053
0.032
0.60
5.54

NAI PT transfer
1'686
1'633
0.053
0.051
0.97
11.53

1

For the period of 06:00 to 21:00, covering 92% of the daily demand

6.2.9

2030 AI only scenario

This scenario presents the development of the 2012 AI´s airport only situation into the corresponding situation of 2030.
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Network and public transport modes
The overviews of non-basic service nationally and all services in the area close to Zurich airport
are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. The demand in this case is apparently still sufficient to
bring the utilisation to acceptable levels for most of the long distance services. This finding is
in line with most of the expansions of the 2030 AI NAI case being driven by air passengers
who would still be present in this scenario.
Figure 31

ZRH 2030 AI resulting non-basic service network

Looking at the airport´s vicinity, also here many of the services introduced in the situation with
the NAI demand can be sustained in the airport-only scenario. Changes are to the east and southeast of the airport, where a type 3 branch to Illnau-Effretikon is lost and a type 3 branch off to
the south from Schwerzenbach terminates in Greifensee instead of continuing further as it did
in the 2030 AI NAI scenario.
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Figure 32

ZRH 2030 AI local area network

The total number of services per type shown in Table 28 reveals reductions taking place especially concerning type 3 regional express services which drop from 74 to 64.
Table 28

ZRH 2030 AI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
5

2
1

3
64

Service type
4
3

5
0

6
1191

Mode shares
As can be seen from Table 29, the total mode shares that can be achieved in this scenario are
considerably lower than in the 2030 AI NAI scenario. This is largely the result of the high PTuse NAI group missing, but, still, the mode share of the AI travel as well is slightly lower than
in the with-NAI case. This change is of the largest magnitude for the AI employees. This means
that although much of the network was sustained, the lesser service still had an impact on the
mode shares as areas were affected where many trips came from.
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Table 29

ZRH 2030 AI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

146'400
146'400

66'400
66'400

79'900
79'900

45.4%
45.4%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
Regarding the temporal demand distribution, the same pattern as in the 2012 AI scenario is
observed (see Figure 33). This was to be expected, considering that the demand, while higher
in absolute terms, follows the very same distribution. Likewise, the balancing effect does not
take place but instead, the already quite even AI-distribution controls the total distribution and
its variation (Table 30).
Figure 33

ZRH 2030 AI public transport demand temporal distributions
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Table 30

ZRH 2030 AI public transport demand temporal variation

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min 1
1

All PT demand

AI PT demand

3'496
945
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.82

3'496
945
0.053
0.014
0.27
1.82

For the period of 06:00 to 21:00, covering 87% of the daily demand
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6.2.10

Summary

The analysis of the four ZRH scenarios has shown that the NAI presence at the airport location
has considerable influence on the amount of service that can be provided to and from the location, the temporal distribution of the total demand to public transport as well as the mode shares
to public transport for those trips. Table 31 summarises the networks generated for each of the
scenarios.
Table 31
Case
2012 AI NAI
2012 AI
2030 AI NAI
2030 AI

ZRH summary of network compositions per scenario
1
4
3
6
5

Service type and occurrence
2
3
4
1
53
2
0
46
3
1
74
3
1
64
3

5
1
0
0
0

6
1203
1212
1180
1191

The combined demand situations resulted in more high-quality services than the respective
without-cases. However, the growth of the aeronautically induced demand from 2012 to 2030
was enough for this demand alone to enable some improvements over the 2012 AI NAI scenario. For all scenarios, the mode types 2 and 5 were selected on no or only one occasion. This
indicates that for type 2 services, the higher number of locations where it could be available
and the lower capacity to utilise in comparison to type 1 services still do not make them a viable
option for most locations: Where both type 1 and 2 services are available, the demand would
justify a type 1 service as well. Locations where type 1 services are not available however,
appear to have so little demand that only type 3 services can be sufficiently utilised. Type 5
services are also almost non-present. Resembling rapid transit services that require passenger
loads similar or in excess of those of express regional services, but operating at lower speeds,
the time savings of the high frequency services materialise only for short trips. These service
traits are suitable only for internal trips within large urban areas and the application cases for
airport access are therefore very limited, even where the airport is as close to the city centre as
it is in the current case. The share of passengers arriving at or departing from the airport by
service type shows that for airport access, the most important services are regional connections
(Table 32). Long distance services do play an important role as well, but make up for only a
sixth of all public transport passengers to and from the airport. When NAI activities and the
according increase of commuters from the closer area are present, the share transported by long
distances modes is lower.
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Table 32
1
2
3
4
5
6

ZRH service type share of passengers at airport

service type
Fast long distance
Fast intermediate distance
Express Regional
Local high frequency
Local standard service
Standard regional service

2012 AI NAI
15.3%
0.0%
60.6%
17.1%
0.8%
6.2%

2030 AI NAI
16.9%
0.0%
36.7%
46.4%
0.0%
0.0%

2012 AI
16.7%
0.0%
47.5%
35.8%
0.0%
0.0%

2030 AI
23.1%
0.0%
45.6%
31.3%
0.0%
0.0%

A consideration of the mode shares shows that in every case, the removal of NAI activities led
to a situation in which the access system was less able to attract trips to public transport (Table
33). This does not only apply to the total demand, where the impact of the public transport
transfer passengers is large, but for the AI demand by itself as well, albeit the total market share
lost is 0.6% or 1.0% only. The group most affected were the AI employees, who profited the
most from additions to the regional networks made possible by the NAI demand. For passengers, this effect is smaller, which can be explained by their trips being much more disperse and
thus benefitting from the general network rather than contributing much to its presence.
Table 33

ZRH summary of mode shares per scenario

2012 AI NAI
2012 AI
2030 AI NAI
2030 AI

total
100'900
100'900
146'300
146'300

AI

NAI

PT PT share
46'400
46.0%
45'500
45.1%
67'200
46.0%
66'400
45.4%

total
42'300
71'800
-

All

PT PT share
36'500
86.3%
52'900
73.7%
-

total
143'200
100'900
218'100
146'300

PT PT share
82'900
57.9%
45'500
45.1%
120'100
55.1%
66'400
45.4%

Next, and this is the most striking result, it was shown that for the combined cases, the variation
of the total demand was, while higher than for the AI only cases, much lower than it was the
NAI portion (see Table 34).
Table 34

ZRH summary of public transport demand variation per scenario

Average Hourly
Demand

Coefficient of
Variation

Maximum/Minimum Hour Ratio
PTT: public transport transfer
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AI total
NAI ex PTT
NAI PTT
NAI total
Total
AI total
NAI ex PTT
NAI PTT
NAI total
Total
AI total
NAI ex PTT
NAI PTT
NAI total
Total

2012 AI NAI
2'444
327
1'542
1'869
4'313
0.27
0.63
0.97
0.89
0.47
1.82
5.21
11.53
8.48
2.83

2012 AI
2'396
2'396
0.27
0.27
1.82
1.82

2030 AI NAI
3'544
1'098
1'686
2'784
6'328
0.27
0.60
0.97
0.75
0.42
1.82
5.54
11.53
5.28
2.26

2030 AI
3'496
3'496
0.27
0.27
1.82
1.82
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Clearly, there is a compensation effect the AI demand distributions have on the NAI distributions. One effect takes place within the NAI demand: The public transport transfer demand is
extremely varied, with a high/low ratio of 11.5 and a coefficient of variation of 0.97. The variation of the non-transfer NAI demand is much lower at 5.21 in 2012 and 5.54 in 2030 and the
coefficient of variation is much lower as well. The share of the non-transfer NAI traffic being
18% of the total NAI traffic in 2012 and 39% in 2030, the total NAI variation however is much
less than a weighted combination of the components would suggest. This means that their temporal distributions are partially complementary. Including the AI demand in this, the balancing
effect becomes greater by magnitudes and the coefficients of variation drop to 0.47 and 0.42
for 2012 and 2030, respectively, and the maximum/minimum hour ratios to 2.83 and 2.26, respectively. Even though the share of the AI demand is higher, the resulting variation is much
less than the relative volume of the groups would suggest. Even more, the total variation drops
from the 2012 to the 2030 although the share of the NAI public transport trips grows.
Finally, the utilisation of services these demand levels and the according variations would lead
to are estimated. For this purpose, the minimum capacity per service at the airport is estimated
by matching it to its demand so that it must be equal or greater than the demand. In order to
reflect capacity per service oftentimes being changed to better match demand, e.g. by addition
or removal of EMUs to/from a train consist, 4 cases are estimated, during which the capacity is
matched to the respective service´s and service period´s maximum demand:
 hourly adjusted capacity
 5 service periods: morning, morning rush, mid-day, evening rush, evening
 3 service periods: morning fringe, day, evening fringe
 1 service period
This leads to the estimated utilisation per service class and overall as shown in Table 35. As
can be seen, the utilisation would be relatively high and well above the minimum thresholds
based on currently observed utilisations. More importantly, in comparison to utilisation levels
achieved if only the NAI activity was present, shown in Table 36, the utilisation is markedly
higher for the combined case. Being able to operate with higher utilisation levels translates into
better cost recovery because less capacity is produced that is neither consumed nor paid for.
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Table 35

Estimated service daily utilisation for 2012 and 2030 AI NAI scenarios
2012

2030

service patterns

Regional/Urban

Long Distance

hourly adjusted

75.9%

60.6%

73.1%

5 periods

60.0%

54.5%

3 periods

54.7%

1 period

47.9%

Table 36

All Regional/Urban

Long Distance

All

80.2%

62.8%

76.6%

59.1%

61.1%

53.7%

59.7%

45.9%

53.2%

55.6%

50.0%

54.6%

42.3%

46.9%

48.0%

45.2%

47.5%

Estimated service daily utilisation for 2012 and 2030 NAI only scenarios
2012

2030

service patterns

Regional/Urban

Long Distance

Long Distance

All

hourly adjusted

56.5%

-

56.5%

70.0%

-

70.0%

5 periods

42.5%

-

42.5%

47.9%

-

47.9%

3 periods

36.1%

-

36.1%

40.2%

-

40.2%

1 period

30.8%

-

30.8%

33.4%

-

33.4%

6.2.11

All Regional/Urban

Conclusions

The NAI demand does enable the introduction of services and as a result, the public transport
mode share can be increased also for the AI-travellers. However, the AI mode share increases
are of a relatively small absolute value compared to the AI-only situations. It was also shown
that for airport access, long distance connections are important, but regional access is much
more so, also in the AI-only scenarios, but especially if there are NAI-activity centres present
at the airport. The most prominent result is the demand distribution for all public transport users
being much more balanced then that of the NAI-travellers. This means that the airport generates
a demand pattern which is to a large part complementary to those of traditional commuters.
Effectively, this makes the location of the public transport hub and the NAI-activities at the
airport of Zurich a decision providing great benefits for the operation of the public transport
system, but to the airport as well.
Assuming that the NAI activity centres had to be placed in any case, a placement at another
location where the balancing effect of the airport is not present would have led to a situation
much less conducive to the provision of public transport services.
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6.3

Dusseldorf

This section considers the Dusseldorf case study. It begins with an introduction of the current
situation. Then, the study scenarios are formulated and the input values are introduced. The
subsequent analysis is followed by a summary of the results and findings, concluding the case
study. In addition to the references cited, a number of data sets were made available by the
Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH (FDG), the Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr (VRR) and the city of
Dusseldorf, of which a list can be found in appendix A 6.

6.3.1

Analysis steps

For the Dusseldorf case study, the current situation is briefly summarised in the beginning of
this chapter. This includes an overview of the air traffic situation in Dusseldorf, the public
transport access system as well as non-aeronautically induced developments. From this data,
the study scenarios are formulated and the input data is prepared. For the analysis of the impact
of the non-aeronautical activities, 4 cases are formulated that are based on the situation of 2014.
Traffic and development forecasts for Dusseldorf airport for 2027 are then used as a basis for
forecast scenarios. The scenarios are then investigated, focusing on the same aspects as the
Zurich case study.

6.3.2

Overview

The airport is situated about 5 km from the city centre and is directly adjacent to the city districts
of Lohausen, Lichtenbroich, Stockum and Unterrath. (Figure 34). Almost all of the airport facilities are located along the southern side, with the passenger terminal being a concentrated,
semi-ring with 3 piers. The airport operator, the Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH is owned 50% by
the city of Dusseldorf and 50% by Airport Partners GmbH (Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH,
2015b).
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Figure 34

Overview of Dusseldorf airport situation

© Geobasis NRW 2015
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Air transport
In 2014, a total of 210’732 air traffic movements were recorded, carrying 21.9 million passengers, of which 89% were local passengers. This makes it the third-largest airport of Germany
and the catchment area of the airport encompasses a wide area, including the German states of
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Niedersachsen, Rheinland-Pfalz and Hessen as well as reaching far into
the Netherlands and Belgium.
The largest airline in Dusseldorf is Air Berlin, a hybrid carrier operating long-haul flights fed
by the European network while the European services themselves are between the network and
an LCC model, with a hub being operated in Dusseldorf, but the leisure market being the major
focus and services comparatively simple. AB operates a large aircraft and maintenance base
including long-haul aircraft in Dusseldorf and carried 32% of all passengers in 2014. Together
with its partners, primarily airlines in the OneWorld alliance as well as shareholder Etihad Airways, the share of the total traffic it served rises to 38%. Due to Etihad having forged a cooperation between the airlines it is invested in, in Europe Alitalia, Air Serbia and Etihad Regional
(formerly Darwin Airline), there will likely be increasing mutual cooperation and this share
would thus rise. The next largest group at Dusseldorf is Lufthansa, which operates a secondary
hub with long-haul flights to North America. Except for services to Munich and Frankfurt however, European services are operated by its subsidiaries Germanwings and Eurowings, both of
which are intended as LCCs, however offer some premium service elements and are integrated
into the Lufthansa network as well. Germanwings is in the process of being transitioned into
Eurowings, which is why a clear distinction between the two is not sensible. Together, the
Lufthansa group accounted for 26% of all traffic at Dusseldorf and including their Star Alliance
partners, this rises to 35%. Further major airlines in Dusseldorf are Condor and SunExpress,
both leisure and charter carriers, together accounting for 7% of the total passenger numbers.
Overall, this shows a much lesser extent of market concentration present in Dusseldorf. Furthermore, although the share of business travellers is a third, the services overall seem more
focused on the leisure market, which is also exhibited by the very large number of destinations
in the short/mid-haul range and small number of long-haul destinations. This may seem counterintuitive, considering that the total share of passengers carried by network carriers is about
80%, however when considering that this includes Air Berlin, Eurowings and Germanwings,
the effective share of such traffic should be much lower.
Non aeronautical activities
Conceived in 2003, the Dusseldorf Airport City is a real estate development project on the area
directly adjacent to the airport terminals in the south and south-west. It sits on the location of a
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former U.K. military base and the first buildings were completed in 2007 (Flughafen Dusseldorf
GmbH, 2014). As of 2014, there were 3’100 persons employed and the development is primarily offices, but there are some food & beverage outlets as well as retail outlets targeted at nontravellers in the terminal buildings. The total space available is 230’000 m² and studies are
working with estimates of 6’400 jobs once the development is completed (Ingenieurgruppe
IVV, 2009).
Ground Access
As can be seen from the overview of the situation in Figure 34, Dusseldorf airport is very well
connected to the road network: It has direct and dedicated freeway access to the freeway A44,
from which all major freeways in the regions can be reached, providing very good access into
the whole catchment area, including the Netherlands and Belgium. Travel times into the city
centre of Dusseldorf are relatively short at as low as 10 minutes, however vary subject to traffic
conditions. All major cities in the vicinity are directly accessible via the freeway system and,
for example, Bochum, 40 km away, is reachable within half an hour.
With regard to the public transport access system, there are many stops and stations serving the
airport, as can be seen in Figure 35. The two main interfaces are the mainline railway station
Flughafen Bahnhof in the north-east of the airport connected to the terminals by people mover,
and the Flughafen Terminal station, a stub line terminating practically below the airport terminal and just below the bus stops at Flughafen Terminal A/B/C. There is no central station served
by all services. The mainline station is served by long distance, regional as well as regional
rapid transit rail services, while the terminal station is served by one regional rapid transit rail
line only. These provide access into the city and the wider region at, along the main routes,
oftentimes competitive travel times. The bus services serve different sets of stops in the airport
area and connect the airport to the neighbouring city districts as well as the towns of Ratingen
and Kaarst.
There are 40-50 public transport departures per hour, depending on whether it is a rush or nonrush period and 76% of the services are regional and commuter rail, 18% urban bus and 6% are
long distance rail. Planning is underway for an extension of the U81 LRT line into the airport
from the west, terminating at the terminal area. Long distance services operate irregularly, with
a mix of different services and lines, regional rail hourly, rapid transit rail every 20 minutes and
bus services, depending on the line, with headways of 12-60 minutes. The regional rail system
is subject to an upgrade with higher frequency integrated services called “Rhein-Ruhr Express”
(RRX).
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Figure 35

Dusseldorf airport access overview

Section from (Rheinbahn AG, 2013)

Due to the spread out situation and lack of a single focus point for public transport services, no
hub-function within the public transport network can be identified. No data was available regarding this aspect, but it would seem implausible for the airport to be used as a public transport
transfer point on a scale relevant for this study. Where this could sensibly take place would be
the somewhat remote Flughafen Bahnhof mainline station as it is served by buses from Ratingen
and thus provides connections from Ratingen into the regional rail network. However, Ratingen
itself is served by a regional rapid transit rail line connecting to both Essen and Dusseldorf, two
major cities with significant employment as well as stations that offer many more connections
to further services. Therefore, no transfer function is studied for this case.

6.3.3

Traveller composition and mode choice

Because the regulatory requirements are not as strict in Dusseldorf, no mode choice study of
comprehensiveness comparable to the Zurich case has been conducted there. Still, there are
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studies conducted for different purposes by different entities that allow for the necessary insights. In addition, the airport operator has made available data from a passenger survey as well
as aided in a small survey of the airport´s employees.
Figure 36 summarises the composition of travellers and mode shares for the Dusseldorf case.
The largest groups were identified as air passengers, making up 42% of all trips, followed by
passenger companions (32%), employees (22%), and the remaining (4%) shoppers, visitors and
further unspecified trip purposes3, henceforth referred to as “other” trips. For the passengers, a
public transport mode share of 23% (Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH, 2015a) was recorded, for
employees this number was 23% as well and for the latter group 30%, with the mode share for
all trips resulting to 16%.
Figure 36

Dusseldorf ground access groups and mode shares

a)
AI employees
18%

AI passenger companions
32%

NAI employees
4%
NAI other
4%

AI passengers
42%

b)
AI passengers

23%

77%

AI passenger companions 0%
AI employees

100%
23%

NAI other

77%

30%

NAI employees

70%

24%

Total

76%

16%
0%

10%

84%
20%

30%

public transport

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

other

based on data provided by FDG and the city of Dusseldorf

3

This data was not available from the airport operator and therefore was sourced from the city of Düsseldorf´s
transport model.
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No data on the passenger companions specifically was available. For Zurich, their public
transport mode share was 11% and considering that the general public transport mode shares in
the Dusseldorf area are substantially lower, this share should be well below 10%, if not even
negligible, for this case.
For the surrounding areas, the mode shares are at 19% for the city of Dusseldorf (Institut für
Verkehrsplanung und Straßenverkehr, TU Dresden, 2014) and 8% for the state of NordrheinWestfalen (infas Institut für angewandte Sozialwissenschaft GmbH and Deutsches Zentrum für
Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V., 2010). This shows that in relation to the surrounding areas, the overall mode shares at the airport are still relatively high, despite possibly seeming low in comparison to the Zurich case.

6.3.4

Spatial trip distribution

A good first indicator on how far the airport´s catchment area reaches into the surrounding
region and which are the largest markets can be gained from plotting the cumulative distribution
of trip ends over the distance from the airport, as shown in Figure 37. As would be expected,
the distributions for employees and others are steep in the beginning, with only few trips being
made over distances longer than 40 km. This holds especially for the ”other” group, the majority
of whose trips are shorter than 20 km. The passenger distribution is flatter and almost 15%
come from more than 100 km away. Clearly observable is also the impact of the large population centres that are responsible for a major share of the traffic, for example Dusseldorf itself,
Essen or Cologne. The distribution of all trips is skewed towards the very short trips in the
closer areas, but then increasingly aligns with the passenger distribution, which would be expected considering their large share of the total trip numbers. With a growth of the NAI activities, it should be expected that the overall trip distribution would move further inward.
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Figure 37

Distance distributions of trips to and from Dusseldorf airport
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6.3.5

Study scenarios

Based on the currently available data as well as the time frame for which the available documents contain forecasts, four scenarios are designed. Similar to the case in Zurich, they are
defined as the current situation with and without the NAI-activities and a future, in this case
2027, situation with and without NAI activities:
1. The base scenario 2014 AI & NAI is designed according to the current situation. This
will allow for a plausibility check of the results as well as the formulation of potential
improvements from the perspective of the airport-bound demand. This being the base
scenario, it will also be used to compare the effects of further growth, or lack of NAI
activity, respectively.
2. The second scenario, 2014 AI, is the current case without NAI activity. With the level
of NAI activity being relatively low in comparison to Zurich, it will be interesting to see
whether even these lower levels would still have an impact on the overall situation.
3. Documents provided by the airport operator contain forecasts for 2027, which are used
as the basis for the 2027 AI & NAI scenario. The growth rates for the NAI and AI
activities are different, with the projected number of jobs in the NAI sector growing 1.5
times more than air traffic.
4. As before, the final scenario is the airport-only growth scenario, 2027 AI.

6.3.6

Scenario Inputs

Within this section, the input data and its preparation for the Dusseldorf scenarios are described.
Demand Characteristics
Unlike for the Zurich case, there was no study in which a comprehensive overview of all trips
to and from the airport was compiled. Therefore, the demand data, including its volume had to
be combined from different sources of data and, where no data was available, reasonable assumptions had to be made. These will be noted and discussed in the according sections below.
Traveller Groups

For the Zurich case, the main groups of travellers have been defined. As these cover almost all
the trips made to and from the airport, they will be used as a starting point for the Dusseldorf
study:
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 The data for the AI passenger group was readily available from the airport´s passenger survey and very detailed. Other than the Zurich study, this study contained air passenger trip
purpose, split between business and non-business, which allowed for a further differentiation. Furthermore, the share of passengers coming from abroad is much larger. During the
estimation of mode choice models for this group, different segmentations of the whole passenger group were tested and as a result, the three passenger groups of AI passengers with
an off-airport trip end in Germany travelling for business (AI passengers G-B), for nonbusiness (AI passengers G-NB) and passengers from abroad (AI passengers NG) were
differentiated.
 Next, there are the AI passenger companions. The available data did not contain them as a
specific group, so their volume had to be estimated from the passenger data. These show that
38.7% of the air passengers used an automobile that was either parked for a short time or
returned right away, which means that they were dropped off or picked up. No mode share
is available for this group. For Zurich, the mode share to public transport of this group was
11%. Considering that the overall public transport use in the region around Dusseldorf is
much lower than around Zurich, the assumption is made that a negligible number of these
group´s trips are made by public transport and the mode is effectively 0%.
 The AI employees traveller group was directly available from airport data and contains the
same types of persons as in the Zurich case.
 The first NAI traveller group are the NAI employees, in this case those individuals working
in the Airport City.
 The final group are the NAI other group, which is made up of shoppers and visitors to the
location.
It has to be remarked that there was no complete study of trips to and from the airport location
available that could have been used to cross-check the results of the total trip numbers against.
Furthermore, no data at all was available on the mode shares of air passenger companions. The
estimation of the total trips for this case therefore contains some assumptions introducing the
possibility of errors, however is conducted to the best of the author’s knowledge and with the
diligence appropriate. Considering that for this study, the main focus was on the academic consideration of the impact of the NAI traffic on the whole public transport access system at a
relatively high level, this is deemed acceptable, but nonetheless needed to be noted.
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Demand

For the AI passenger G-B, G-NB and NG groups, at first the total number of air passenger
trips to and from the airport had to be estimated. With the complete 2014 passenger data having
been provided by the airport, this was a straightforward task and only the selection of the reference day had to be done. On the median day of 2014, 54’300 local passengers were handled.
These were separated using the data from the 2013 passenger survey into 34’700 non-business
and 16’500 business travellers from/to Germany and 3’100 travellers from the Netherlands and
Belgium.
The AI employee trip number was estimated from the employee summaries provided by FDG.
Starting with a total of 16’732 employees at the airport, an average presence of 0.7 and two
work-trips were assumed, yielding a total of 23’400 trips.
NAI passenger companions were estimated from the share of passengers using an automobile
for the airport trip that was either parked for short time or returned right away. This gave an
estimate of 42’000 individuals.
NAI employees were estimated from data provided by the FDG on employment at the airport
city. With a total of 3’300 employees and a presence quota estimated for the airport city of 0.85
and 2.3 trips per employee (Ingenieurgruppe IVV, 2009), this yielded 6’400 NAI employee
trips for the reference day.
Finally, the NAI other group had to be estimated from data provided by the city of Dusseldorf´s
traffic model because no such information was available from the airport itself. That model
estimated 4’300 trips for this group.
For the 2027 case, the AI and NAI values are increased by the respective expected growth rates.
For the AI demand, the projected passenger numbers for 2027 are used. There are two forecast
values, one of 23.6 Million and one of 25.6 Million passengers in 2027, depending on whether
a proposal for a change in the operation regime is approved. For this study, the higher value is
used, resulting in a growth of the NAI activities by 17.1% that leads to 27’400 AI employee
trips and 19’300, 40’600, 3’700 AI passenger G-B, G-NB and NG trips, respectively, and
49’300 NAI passenger companion trips. For the NAI activities, the target value for the realisation of the airport city is used. These estimate 6’400 jobs in the airport city by then, representing a 95.4% growth over current numbers and resulting in 12’500 NAI employee and 8’500
NAI other trips.
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These calculations lead to the values as summarised in Table 37. Similar to the Zurich case, the
growth rate of the NAI demand is much higher than that of the AI demand. The overall proportion is also different, with the ratio of AI to NAI decreasing from 11.2 to 6.7 whereas in Zurich
this ratio went from 2.4 to 2.0. Another point to be noted in comparison to the Zurich case is
the number of AI-trips being higher in the base scenario and not much lower in the 2027 scenario, which is due to the higher companion to passenger ratio of 0.77 in Dusseldorf, versus a
value of 0.67 in Zurich.
Table 37

Summary of demand volumes for 2014 and 2027 scenarios

employees
passengers G-B
passengers G-NB
AI
passengers NG
passenger companions
total AI
employees
NAI others
total NAI
Total AI & NAI

2014 AI/NAI
23'400
16'500
34'700
3'100
42'000
119'700
6'400
4'300
10'700
130'400

2027 AI/NAI
27'400
19'300
40'600
3'700
49'300
140'300
12'500
8'500
21'000
161'300

growth 2014-2027 [%]
17%
17%
17%
19%
17%
17%
95%
98%
96%
24%

Catchment area and spatial trip distribution

Similar to the Zurich case, the catchment area was differentiated into communities. Trip ends
for passengers, passenger companion and employee trips were assigned according to the data
provided about these groups by the airport, which contained postal codes that were matched
with the according community. For NAI other trips, the data provided from the city of Dusseldorf was used. The traffic cells in the data set provided were identified by cell name, with the
granularity decreasing with distance: For the city itself, subdivisions of city districts were available, which were aggregated by city district, while further out, whole communities and even
further out states and then countries were the level of aggregation. While especially the state
and country levels are too aggregate for this purpose, there were no NAI trips at all between
these and the airport, which is a) quite plausible considering the trip purposes and b) means that
the too aggregate differentiation there is not an issue. This resulted in a total of 1’409 locations,
of which a list is available in appendix A 7.
Temporal trip distribution

For AI employees, a survey of the employees at the airport of Dusseldorf was used. Because
the sample size was, at 355, relatively small compared to the other data sets available, additional
controls were conducted to ensure that the quality and representativeness are sufficient. First of
all, the distribution of the distance from the airport to the employees’ residence locations is
compared for the survey and the employee data, for which a full data set was available. The
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plot of these distributions in Figure 38 shows that the match is in fact relatively good. The qqplot in the right half also highlights that the fit is extremely good, which is also confirmed by
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test yielding a p-value of 1. The data is therefore, despite the small
sample size, of more than sufficient quality for this purpose.
Figure 38

Dusseldorf airport employees survey and data residence distance plots
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The temporal distribution was then taken from this survey data. The data contained a differentiation between regular and shift-working employees, however the ratio of shift to regular worktime employees did not match expectable values, which could be due to different response rates
of the employee groups. A standard ratio of regular to shift-working employees of 1:3 gained
from personal communication with airport personnel was therefore applied to correct the temporal trip distribution for the AI employees accordingly. A complete distinction between shift
and regular worktime employees was not conducted because the sample size of shift-employees
was too small to produce a mode choice model with acceptable goodness of fit.
The AI passenger G-B, G-NB and NG travel distribution were estimated from the airport´s
passenger data. The data contained flight number, destination/origin, time of departure/arrival
and the number of local passengers. Passengers were separated by arriving or departing passengers and according to their origin or destination (long-haul, mid/short-haul non-Schengen4,
mid/short-haul Schengen) and their arrival at, respectively departure from, the airport landside

4

The Schengen area refers to the group of countries participating in the Schengen Agreement, between which
travel is not subject to passport controls.
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modelled using log-normal distributions. The detailed distributions are compiled in appendix
A 8.
For AI passenger companions, the temporal distribution was not modelled because their public
transport mode share was set to 0% and they would thus not have any impact on the public
transport access system.
For NAI employees, the distribution exhibited by the regular worktime employees was used.
Finally, for the NAI other group, there was no distribution data available at all. Under the
assumption that the population behaves similar enough in the two case study areas, the distribution of the Zurich NAI visitors was used because that group is made up of effectively similar
individuals.
This leads to the distributions summarily shown in Figure 39. Regarding the employees, the
NAI employees exhibit a traditional working pattern with the very pronounced peaks occurring
at in the morning and evening. For the AI employees then, the strong influence of the shift
worktimes can be seen, with the three peaks observable, of which the morning period is the
highest one. The passenger distribution is relatively even in its distribution, with smaller peaks
at 05:00-06:00, 14:00-15:00, 18:00-19:00 and in the late evening, just before the night curfew
begins. The distributions seem partially complementary, so some balancing effects are expected
in this case as well.
Figure 39

Dusseldorf airport daily demand distributions
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Public Transport Service Types

The characteristics for the public transport service types were set according to the service types
found operating in the case study area. For this, the relevant data for all regional and urban
public transport lines to and from the airport, as well as a selection of service in the city and
region were used as a basis. For long distance services, this would have been too restrictive and
therefore, also services that pass through the region but begin and terminate far outside of it
were considered. The capacities were based on rolling stock found in those services and the
minimum utilisation was based on values computed or posted for the according types of operation. The resulting values are compiled in Table 38 below. The range of services is much wider
than for the Zurich case, which is in line the with service structures: In the Dusseldorf area,
services are less standardised than in Zurich, e.g. leading to many more different sets of frequencies. Furthermore, with the city of Dusseldorf as well as the Rhein-Ruhr area being much
denser and more populated, there are more high capacity urban and interurban service types
present that do not exist in the Zurich case. Lastly, the long distance services are also more
differentiated, with a large number of services operated only bi-hourly, which was not the case
in Zurich.
Table 38
Service Type
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

DUS case public transport service types
Example products

increased fq. fast long distance
ICE, TGV
fast long distance
ICE, TGV
increased frequency long distance IC, EC
long distance
IC, EC
high frequency express regional
RE
express regional
RE, RB
high frequency regional rapid transitcommuter rail, S-Bahn
regional rapid transit
commuter rail, S-Bahn
high frequency rapid transit
subway, metro, LRT
rapid transit
subway, metro, LRT
express urban or regional
LRT, BRT, express bus
high frequency urban
city bus, tram
increased fq. standard urban
city bus
basic service
city bus

Service Frequency smallest unit Min. utilispd. [km/h]
[dep./h]
cap. [P] sation [-]
100
100
70
70
60
60
38
38
23
23
17
12
12
12

60
120
60
120
30
60
10
20
10
20
30
10
30
60

380
380
240
240
120
120
192
192
150
150
50
50
50
50

0.49
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17

The data the mode choice models was modeled to contained trips only from centre stations and not city districts or other, smaller
units. Since that data therefore did not contain access times, including such times here would have introduced a bias against public transport.
1
Calculated based on the Dusseldorf bus/LRT operator, Rheinbahn, published passenger-km and vehicle-km (Rheinbahn AG,
2014)
2
Based on utilisation including standees for S-Bahn commuter rail services in the VRR data
3
Based on utilisation including standees for Regionalexpress and Regionalbahn regional rail services in the VRR data
4
Average utilisation for DB long distance services (Deutsche Bahn AG, 2015)

The share of the minimum demand that would have to be provided by passengers to and from
the airport was calculated to 22.2% from the ratio of passengers that board or alight at the airport
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to the total service passenger numbers. The availability of services at a given location was controlled by population for all service types except 14. Type 14 services represent basic bus service providing basic access to even the smallest communities. Furthermore, the availability of
type 1-7 services had to be adjusted manually for the city district locations close to the airport
in order prevent unrealistic results.
Mode Choice Models

The mode choice models were estimated based on the trip alternative characteristics compiled
from the survey data. Also for this case, Biogeme (Bierlaire, 2003) was used to estimate the
models. As in the Zurich case, every off-airport trip location could be gained from the postal
code contained in the data and the characteristics of the alternatives could thus be gathered.
Specifically, linear distance, automobile trip distance, travel time by automobile and public
transport, number of transfers by public transport and average waiting times were added to the
data. Dummy variables were introduced for distance classes.
Choice alternatives tested were, again, automobile, public transport, taxi and non-motorised
trips and multinomial logit models were estimated. As discussed above, there was insufficient
data on the AI passenger companion group, however the mode shares to public transport are
expected to be negligibly low. The sum of their trips is retained however in order to estimate
the total mode shares. The models are briefly described below and a summary of the parameters
and goodness-of-fit measures can be found in appendix A 9. For all models, goodness of fit was
satisfactory and all of the parameters exhibit the expected signs.
AI passengers G-B

For this traveller group, the passenger data provided by FDG was used and the subset of business-purpose travellers with an off-airport destination or origin in Germany selected. The resulting set contained 7’419 observations and the choice alternatives were automobile, public
transport and taxi. Overall, 55 different formulations were tested, of which the better ones employed dummy variables for public transport and taxi trips for a given location being closer to
the airport than a threshold. The chosen model design employs 13 parameters. Those parameters
thereof that are to be modified during the case study are the number of transfers, the service
frequency and the travel time on public transport with direct aggregate elasticities of -0.068,
0.281 and -0.866, respectively. With an adjusted ρ² of 0.147, this was the model with the lowest
goodness-of-fit measure, however the quality was still acceptable.
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AI passengers G-NB

For this group, the data contained 15’591 observations, with the choice alternatives as in the AI
passengers G-B group. Dummy variables were tested for different distance ranges, of which it
was found that a threshold of 30 km was significant for taxi use. 44 different model formulations
were tested and the chosen model contained 9 parameters. Of these, the service frequency, with
a direct aggregate elasticity of 0.307, and the travel time, with a direct aggregate elasticity of 0.614 will be subject to change during the model while the other variables will remain unchanged.
AI passengers NG

1’398 observations were available for the modelling of this group. The choice alternatives were
the same as in the other passenger groups and 40 different formulations were tested. No dummy
variables for distance ranges were tested in this model because all non-German off-airport locations were further away than any of the thresholds of significance in the previous models.
The final formulation contained 7 parameters and of these, the logarithm of the public transport
travel time and the number of transfers variables that will be affected by the network generation
procedure. The aggregate direct mode share elasticities for these parameters are -7.804 for the
logarithm of the public transport travel time (the high number being the result of the logarithm
compressing any changes into smaller numerical value steps) and the -0.171 for the number of
transfers.
AI employees

The employee data set contained 355 observations gained from an employee survey. As was
shown above, the quality of the sample was quite good, despite the small sample size. Because
it contained a differentiation between regular and shift-working employees, it was tested
whether the according differentiation would produce acceptable quality models. However, for
the shift-work differentiated model, the quality was not satisfactory, with important parameters
showing high p-values. Because the actual mode shares to public transport were very similar at
24% and 22% for regular- and shift-working personnel, a combined mode formulation was
tested as well, which produced much better results. Effectively, a total 147 models were tested
for this group and the result of a combined model was, at last, satisfactory. This contained 4
parameters, the only of which related to public transport service quality was the total travel time
including transfers and waits, the calculated aggregate direct elasticity of which was -0.837.
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NAI passenger companions

As explained above, insufficient data was available for this group and the assumption of a 100%
automobile mode share for this group was considered reasonable.
NAI employees

This group was modelled according to the regular-worktime group contained in the employee
survey. Based on 275 observations, the model did still exhibit an acceptable quality. It contained
6 parameters and, thereof, the total travel time including transfers and waits was the only parameter reflecting the public transport services. The aggregate direct elasticity of mode share in
reaction to this parameter was -0.812.
NAI other

For this group, no sufficiently accurate data was available. The data set received from the city
of Dusseldorf, while providing detailed estimates for trips from the city itself, contained tripends outside of the city of Dusseldorf at a level too aggregated for modelling mode choice based
in the resulting trip characteristics and consequently, the estimation of a mode choice model
was foregone for this group. Instead, a fixed mode share of 30% as reported in the data was
used.
Summary

The result was a total of 7 mode choice models, two of which were fixed share (i.e. constants
only) models. An overview of the models and their characteristics is shown in Table 39
Table 39

Summary of DUS mode choice models
Group

employees
passengers G-B
AI passengers G-NB
passengers NG
passenger companions
employees
NAI
others

Observations

Adjusted ρ²

355
7’419
15’591
1’398
n/a
275
n/a

0.452
0.147
0.213
0.504
n/a
0.447
n/a

IMT

PT

Taxi

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

Nonmotorised
x

x

Further Inputs
Other than for the Zurich scenarios, no hard barriers were specified in this case. The reason for
this is that, other than in the Zurich case, there are no mountain massifs or large bodies of water
nearby that would render new infrastructure excessively costly. River crossings, of e.g. the
Rhine, are thus explicitly possible.
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6.3.7

2014 AI NAI scenario

This case reflects the current conditions and a network generated specifically to serve the airport
under these circumstances.
Network and public transport modes
In Figure 40, the resulting network of non-basic services is displayed.
Figure 40

DUS 2014 AI NAI resulting non-basic service network

The core area with the densest services are the Rhein-Ruhr and Rheinland areas in the close
vicinity, served primarily by express regional type services. There is a long distance service
generated going east from the airport, as well as a longer branch going south. This network does
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represent the current conditions insofar as they serve the airport well: The closer area is indeed
served by regional rail quite well and the longer branch to the south-west can be equated to the
RegionalExpress service to Aachen. The longer distance services follow actual corridors of
service, namely the main line east through the Ruhrgebiet to Hamm and then Hanover and the
high-speed line in the south, between Cologne and Frankfurt. While services reach very far out,
it has to be kept in mind that the quota of the utilisation was calculated from VRR occupation
data to be to only 22.2%, so these links rely on there being other traffic, to bring the total passenger numbers to a sufficient level. These branches being in accordance with existing main
lines, this is quite plausible.
Figure 41 shows a close-up of the local area and the links generated to serve those areas. The
larger communities, e.g. Erkrath or Kaarst, are connected by express regional type services
while the city districts are linked by urban express and rapid transit type services. This shows
that the frequency advantage of those service types far outweighs the speed advantage of other
ones. Partially, these services exist in the form of high-frequency bus service already.
Figure 41
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Furthermore, especially the link from Dusseldorf Niederkassel via Lohausen and Stockum to
the airport is largely equivalent to the planned U81 extension of the Stadtbahn LRT system to
the airport. This is in line with what would be expected and the improvements over the current
situation are either planned, or target areas from which access to the airport by public transport
is currently not as convenient. Furthermore, the extended regional rail network supports the
case for the RRX services that will improve access within the region and resemble the express
regional service type proposed by the model.
The number of locations served by a given service type is compiled for this case in Table 40.
Table 40 DUS 2014 AI NAI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
4

2
2

3
0

Service type
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14
4 31 25 3 1 0 0 14 0 0 1'325

As in the Zurich case, there are few high-level services and the vast majority of locations is
connected by the most basic service type, which should be expected when considering a hierarchic system design. There is also a large number of locations connected by type 5 and 6
services, which are express regional ones. This should be expected because there are many large
population centres nearby able to justify a high capacity service at higher speeds. A further
observation is the large number of type 11, express urban, services. These are found in the
closer vicinity and connect city districts or communities close to the airport, where especially
the high frequency is more relevant than travel speeds. Service types not or only seldom occurring are non-high-speed long distance services. Their speed advantage over express regional
services is limited and high-speed services are much more attractive at such distances. In reality,
there is a price differentiation between these service types which creates a niche, however it
can be observed that also in reality, there are few conventional long-distance services successfully operating alongside high-speed ones. Also absent are type 9 and 10 services which are
urban rapid transit ones. While these should be expected in the study area in general, their high
capacity and frequency makes them difficult to sufficiently utilise for this purpose. Furthermore, the aggregation level of this analysis likely prevented their prime markets being present
as most of the locations were aggregated at a level too high. Lastly, type 12 and 13, standard
urban, services are absent as well. This can be explained by the low frequency and speed making
them attractive as district and sub-district feeders to trunk services at best, which would not be
present at this level of aggregation. At longer distances and for inter-community services, they
would not be able to deliver a sufficient quality service.
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Mode shares
The public transport mode shares estimated for the generated network are shown in Table 41.
These values are slightly (2.6%) higher than currently observed, which means that there is some
potential for further optimisation of the access situation, however it is limited. The overall demand is too low to justify large service upgrades and instead it is more likely that the travellers
to the airport profit mainly from the strong demand along the mainline passing by the airport
justifying the services that they use. The increases over the current situation are the largest for
the NAI traveller group, resulting from a better access system for NAI employees attracting
more of their trips to public transport.
Table 41
Group

DUS 2014 AI NAI mode shares
Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

119'800
10'700
130'500

20'600
3'700
24'300

99'200
7'000
106'200

17.2%
34.6%
18.6%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
The resulting temporal distribution of public transport demand is displayed in Figure 42, with
Table 42 showing the computed values describing the variation. The overall distribution is more
even than the NAI traveller distribution, with the peak value reduced from 0.13 to 0.09 of the
daily demand. The curve of the overall distribution follows that of the AI travel distribution
very closely, which is a direct result of that demand making up 85% of the total demand. Still,
the peaks of the AI and NAI distributions are complementary, e.g. at 16:00-19:00, and the analysis shows that the overall distribution is much less extreme than the mere proportional combination would suggest: Such a procedure would result in a Cv of 0.52 and a max/min ratio of
6.12, however the calculated values are 0.47 and 2.96, marking a decidedly smaller variation.
This is even though the share of the NAI traffic of public transport users is, at 23%, much higher
than of the total traveller volume, which is 13%
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Figure 42

DUS 2014 AI NAI public transport demand temporal distributions
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Table 42

AI

15

16

17

18

19

20
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22

23

00

NAI

DUS2014 AI NAI public transport demand temporal variation
All PT demand

AI PT demand

NAI PT demand

1'107
515
0.045
0.021
0.47
2.96

937
409
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.78

170
161
0.045
0.043
0.95
21.24

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min1
1

For the period of 05:00 to 22:00, covering 90% of the daily demand

6.3.8

2014 AI only scenario

This scenario represents the airport-situation of today and will show whether the current levels
of NAI activity already impact the public transport access system. While the NAI activity is of
considerable size, it makes up for only 8.2% of all trips while this share is 29.5% in the Zurich
case study. Consequently, this comparison will deliver valuable insights on the scale at which
NAI activities begin to have an effect.
Network and public transport modes
As before, an overview of all non-basic services for the whole catchment area (Figure 43) and
a closer view at the immediate vicinity (Figure 44) are compiled.
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Figure 43

DUS 2014 AI resulting non-basic service network

The changes are relatively small: A short link from the airport to the northwest is changed from
high frequency rapid transit to express regional. This is a downgrade in service quality because,
although the express regional service is faster, the service frequency is much higher for rapid
transit, which at short distances translates into better travel times. The change occurs because
the number of passengers required to utilise a rapid transit service is much higher than for express regional services.
In the closer area, changes are downgrades from express to standard urban services or from
rapid transit to urban services. However, no truncations of service branches occur, which is
plausible considering the relatively small difference in total demand. The summary of link types
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in Table 43 also shows that there are some downgrades from type 5 and 6 services, fewer type
11 services and a larger number of basic type 14 services. Interestingly, the number of type 2
services is increased by two however. This occurs for two relatively short segments where the
minimum demand for services that are slower, but have a higher frequency, is not reached.
Figure 44

DUS 2014 AI local area network

Table 43 DUS 2014 AI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
4

2
4

3
0

Service type
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14
6 26 24 2 0 0 0 11 0 0 1'332

Mode shares
The public transport mode shares for this case are compiled in Table 44. The total mode share
to public transport declines slightly, from 18.6% in the AI and NAI scenario to 17.2% in this
scenario. This is almost exclusively due to the lack of the NAI activity as the 17.2% mode share
is that of the AI travellers, and unchanged from the with-NAI scenario. This shows that the
impact of the NAI activity on the services operated is small, the resulting difference in the
resulting number of public transport trips for the AI traveller group amounting to only 0.2%
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Table 44

DUS 2014 AI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

119'800
119'800

20'600
20'600

99'200
99'200

17.2%
17.2%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
The demand distribution resulting in this case is shown in Figure 45, with the analysis compiled
in Table 45. This shows the distribution of the AI travellers only, which solely controls the
variation. Consequently, the variation is low, at the values of the AI traveller distribution. The
peaks amount to no more than 9% of the total daily demand and, aside from the shoulder periods, there are no lows throughout the day that see less than 3.5% of the daily demand.
Figure 45

DUS 2014 AI public transport demand temporal distributions
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18

19

20

21

22

23

00

NAI

All PT demand

AI PT demand

NAI PT demand

936
409
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.78

936
409
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.78

-

For the period of 05:00 to 22:00, covering 90% of the daily demand
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6.3.9

2027 AI NAI scenario

This scenario includes the growth projections for the airport as well the airport city at the full
extent as was projected initially.
Network and public transport modes
The display of the non-basic links in Figure 46 shows that the access system has seen upgrades,
with several higher service level branches extended, moving the point at which they are degraded to lower level services further away. This can be observed in the south branch where the
type 1 service runs for a longer stretch and the northern fringe of the Ruhrgebiet area where all
express regional services now reach further away from the airport before terminating.
Figure 46

DUS 2027 AI NAI resulting non-basic service network
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In the local area, shown in Figure 47, fewer changes are observed. These are an upgrade of the
link to the north from express urban service to low frequency rapid transit and an upgrade of
the connection at Oberkassel from basic bus service to express urban service.
Figure 47

DUS 2027 AI NAI local area network

The number of higher level services overall increases as can be seen in Table 46: The number
of basic services drops from 1’325 in the 2012 AI NAI scenario to 1’307 in this one while the
number of all higher level services increases. One low frequency high-speed service is upgraded
to high-frequency high speed service and the number of the type 5 and 6 express regional services increases decidedly, as does the number of express urban services. Apparently, the total
growth of the transport demand by 24% and its allocation throughout the region are such that
improvements in the regional network can be triggered.
Table 46

DUS 2027 AI NAI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service
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2
1

3
1

Service type
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14
2 35 31 3 3 0 1 20 0 0 1'307
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Mode shares
The higher number of high quality services and the consequently more attractive public
transport system translates into the higher mode shares compiled inTable 47. The gain is still
relatively low for both the AI and NAI traveller groups at 0.3 and 0.7 percentage points, however the total mode share grows by 1.2%. This is largely due to the more public-transport prone
NAI-traveller group growing at a higher rate than the air travellers. The relatively low growth
is remarkable, considering that the mode choice models estimated for the Dusseldorf case
tended to have higher demand elasticities in regard to travel time. This means that, although
network improvements take place, the relative improvements are of a smaller magnitude.
Table 47

DUS 2027 AI NAI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

140'300
21'000
161'300

24'600
7'400
32'000

115'800
13'600
129'300

17.5%
35.2%
19.8%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
Due to both AI and NAI demand being present in this scenario, the balancing out of the total
distribution takes place again, as is evident from Figure 48. Even though the more variable NAI
demand grows at a higher rate, the variation increases only slightly. While the morning peak
value is slightly higher, the evening peak value is actually lower than in the 2014 AI NAI scenario, indicating that the complementarity of the different traveller types is increasing.
Figure 48

DUS 2027 AI NAI public transport demand temporal distributions
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Table 48 summarises the variability of the AI, NAI and resulting total demand distributions.
Both the coefficient of variation and the maximum/minimum hour ratios increase, which should
be expected considering the much higher growth rate of the NAI travellers now making up 23%
of the hourly public transport demand, up from 15% in the 2014 scenario. The increase of the
variation is of a less than proportional magnitude, however: While the NAI share grew by 50%,
the variability grew only by 4% and it is still considerably less than could assumed from the
respective shares of the total demand. This means that even though the total variability has
indeed grown, the mutual balancing effect has increased.
Table 48

DUS 2027 AI NAI public transport demand temporal variation
All PT demand

AI PT demand

NAI PT demand

1'451
715
0.045
0.022
0.49
3.34

1'116
489
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.77

335
319
0.045
0.043
0.95
21.44

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min1
1

For the period of 05:00 to 22:00, covering 90% of the daily demand

6.3.10

2027 AI only scenario

This last scenario represents the growth of the airport-only situation in Dusseldorf as if there
were no airport city present.
Network and public transport modes
The overview of the non-basic services in Figure 49 shows that with the larger share of NAI
demand, the differences between AI&NAI and AI only scenarios increase. In comparison, there
are now more branches that end short or are degraded. At first glance, this applies to the northeastern branch which now lost the northern extension and has fewer non-basic service links. In
the region around the airport, there are more reductions: Many express regional services are
degraded into slower service types and branches are shortened.
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Figure 49

DUS 2027 AI resulting non-basic service network

In the airport vicinity and the city of Dusseldorf, the reductions are severe link degradations,
with many links reduced from urban express or even rapid transit type services to basic bus
services, as is shown in Figure 50. This affects the link to the north, to Lichtenbroich, as well
as the city centre area, where many of the feeders into locations representing the city district
housing the main railway station are degraded from express urban to basic service.
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Figure 50

DUS 2027 AI local area network

The summary of link types in Table 49 shows that the reductions are, overall, quite limited
however: the number of basic links increases slightly while the number of regional services
decreases. As was observable in the comparison of the 2014 AI NAI and AI only scenarios,
there is an increase in the lower tier long distance links again. As before, this takes place, where
lower frequency or lower speed services replace high frequency services that need higher passenger numbers to be utilised sufficiently. The reductions that do take place affect those locations close to the airport and have a large number of trip ends, however.
Table 49

DUS 2027 AI service type summary

Number of locations with direct access to service

1
5

2
2

3
3

Service type
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14
2 30 32 3 0 0 1 17 0 0 1'314

Mode shares
With the general changes to the network being small, the difference in mode share is again
relatively small, but not negligible: While dropping only 0.1% for the group of AI travellers,
the all trips public transport mode share is reduced from 19.8% to 17.4%, almost exclusively
being the result of the NAI travellers missing (Table 50).
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Table 50

DUS 2027 AI mode shares

Group

Total volume

PT

Other modes

PT mode share

140'300
140'300

24'400
24'400

116'000
116'000

17.4%
17.4%

AI travellers
NAI travellers
All trips

Temporal demand distribution
As before, with the AI travellers alone present, the distribution exhibits their relatively even
behaviour. The overall demand does increase compared to the 2014 AI only case, but the variation is unchanged.
Figure 51

DUS 2027 AI public transport demand temporal distributions
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Table 51

AI

NAI

DUS 2027 AI public transport demand temporal variation

Average hour demand
Standard deviation
Average hour share of daily demand
Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation
Max/Min1

All PT demand

AI PT demand

NAI PT demand

1'108
484
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.78

1'108
484
0.045
0.020
0.44
2.78

-

1

For the period of 05:00 to 22:00, covering 90% of the daily demand
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6.3.11

Summary

The analyses of the 2014 and 2027 AI and AI NAI scenarios have shown that due to the smaller
share of the NAI activity of the total travel demand, its influence is smaller as well and the
differences between the with and without scenarios are smaller in magnitude than for the Zurich
scenarios. Table 52 shows that while the number of high quality links is slightly higher in the
with-NAI scenarios, the difference itself is small and much larger between the 2014 and 2027
scenarios than between the with and without scenarios.
Table 52
Case
2014 AI NAI
2014 AI
2030 AI NAI
2030 AI

DUS summary of network compositions per scenario
1
4
4
5
5

2
2
4
1
2

3
0
0
1
3

4
4
6
2
2

Service type and occurrence
5
6
7
8
9
10
31
25
3
1
0
0
26
24
2
0
0
0
35
31
3
3
0
1
30
32
3
0
0
1

11
14
11
20
17

12
0
0
0
0

13
0
0
0
0

14
1'325
1'332
1'307
1'314

Regarding suitable service patterns a similar picture as in the ZRH case study is evident: There
are few long distance services, some express urban services, and a large number of express
regional services. Basic type services account for 90-95% of all links which reflects their function as low demand feeders channelling demand into the few high capacity, high speed trunk
services. In no scenario were type 9, 12 and 13 services generated. This does not necessarily
mean that they are obsolete in general. However, they provide connections on a level likely too
disaggregate to be considered in this analysis and are of little use for the airport access task.
In Table 53, the share of public transport riders at the airport per service type is compiled. As
before, for most passengers, regional modes are the most suitable and thus used service type,
followed by long-distance services and then regional rapid transit. The share of demand delivered to the airport by long distance is higher, which can be explained by the larger catchment
area as well as the presence of some distant large cities in comparison to the Zurich case. In the
AI-only scenarios, the share of long-distance services increases, which is in line with fewer
commuters, shoppers, and other individuals from the closer region being present.
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Table 53

DUS service type share of passengers at airport

service type
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2014 AI NAI
27.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
52.3%
0.0%
15.7%
1.2%
0.0%
0.0%
3.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2027 AI NAI
23.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
53.8%
0.0%
16.3%
3.9%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2014 AI
31.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
54.9%
0.0%
11.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2027 AI
29.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
53.5%
0.0%
14.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

The summary of the resulting public transport mode shares in Table 54 shows that the differences are of a relatively small absolute amount, but the situations with NAI activities do result
in higher mode shares to public transport. With the increasing share of the NAI travellers relative to the AI ones, the differences increase however, showing that there is indeed an impact.
Looking at the AI traveller mode shares only, the differences remain very small. This means
that the improvements made possible by the additional demand are, at these levels, too small to
have a large impact on the mode choice of the AI travellers and the majority of the difference
is due to more public transport prone travellers being present at the airport.
Table 54

DUS summary of mode shares per scenario

2014 AI NAI
2014 AI
2027 AI NAI
2027 AI

total
119'800
119'800
140'300
140'300

AI
PT PT share
20'600
17.2%
20'600
17.2%
24'600
17.5%
24'400
17.4%

NAI
total
10'700
21'000
-

PT PT share
3'700
34.6%
7'400
35.2%
-

All
total
130'500
119'800
161'300
140'300

PT PT share
24'400
18.7%
20'600
17.2%
31'900
19.8%
24'400
17.4%

As is shown in Table 55, the addition of the considerably more variable NAI travellers has little
effect on the overall public transport passenger variability. The resulting variation in the 2014
scenario is much less than would be suggested by the relative size of the traveller groups. Furthermore, the increase in variation from the 2014 to the 2027 AI NAI scenario is much less than
the increase of the NAI-share, with the total NAI share growing by 58%, its share of the hourly
demand growing by 50%, but the total public transport demand’s coefficient of variation growing from 0.47 to 0.49 by only 6% and the maximum/minimum hour factor growing by only
13% from 2.96 to 3.34.
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Table 55

DUS summary of public transport demand variation per scenario
2014 AI NAI
937
170
1'107
0.44
0.95
0.47
2.78
21.24
2.96

AI
Average Hourly
NAI
Demand
Total
AI
Coefficient of
NAI
Variation
Total
AI
Maximum/MiniNAI
mum Hour Ratio
Total

2014 AI
936
936
0.44
0.44
2.78
2.78

2027 AI NAI
1'116
335
1'451
0.44
0.95
0.49
2.77
37.17
3.34

2027 AI
1'108
1'108
0.44
0.44
2.78
2.78

Finally, the utilisation of services at the airport is considered. The same approach is taken as in
the Zurich case study, with 4 different scheduling patterns tested and the results shown in Table
56. In this case, the non long distance service types were further differentiated into urban and
regional ones, accounting for the larger pool of services and the role of express urban services
within the densely populated area around the airport. The resulting mode shares are high compared to the average utilisations currently observed on the network, with the higher demand
2027 scenario leading to higher utilisation values.
Table 56

Estimated service daily utilisation for 2014 and 2027 AI NAI scenarios
2014

2027

service patterns

urban regional long distance

all

urban regional long distance

all

hourly adjusted

41.3%

45.6%

76.3%

51.0%

54.0%

49.6%

80.6%

54.7%

5 periods

38.4%

38.3%

59.6%

42.4%

45.8%

41.5%

65.4%

45.6%

3 periods

38.1%

35.2%

51.7%

38.6%

49.6%

37.8%

58.3%

41.5%

1 period

35.3%

32.1%

44.7%

34.9%

45.8%

34.4%

51.3%

37.5%

A comparison with situations with only NAI demand present, the results shown in Table 57,
shows that the higher variation of the NAI demand by itself would lead to worse utilisation
levels of the services, reconfirming that the balancing out of the passenger variation holds benefits. The only exception are flexibly adjustable regional services in the 2014 NAI scenario that
would see slightly higher utilisation. This is due to demand concentrated on very few links still
supported and demand being so low that low-level modes with small and thus more easily adjustable units are operated. Also in this scenario however, the overall utilisation is lower than
in the respective AI NAI scenario.
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Table 57

Estimated service daily utilisation for 2014 and 2027 NAI only scenarios
2014

2027

service patterns

urban regional long distance

hourly adjusted

33.5%

48.8%

-

47.1%

48.7%

40.3%

-

41.0%

5 periods

28.9%

40.1%

-

38.9%

39.4%

33.5%

-

34.0%

3 periods

28.9%

30.2%

-

30.1%

34.7%

27.6%

-

28.2%

1 period

28.9%

24.4%

-

24.7%

29.7%

23.2%

-

23.7%

6.3.12

all

urban regional long distance

all

Conclusions

Even though the amount of non-aeronautical activities at Dusseldorf airport is of a smaller extent relative to the aeronautical ones, the effects observed are similar to those in Zurich, albeit
of a smaller magnitude and nearly negligible for the AI-travellers. There is an increase in the
amount of service provided with higher level service types, however this increase is also small
between the AI only and AI NAI scenarios and much larger between the 2014 and 2027 scenarios and thus driven by the increase in total demand rather than the additional NAI demand.
The great importance of regional access, especially for with-NAI situations is apparent in this
case as well. Finally, the complementarity of the AI and NAI public transport user distributions
is prominent also in this case and the NAI passengers are added to the system with only very
benign and disproportionately small negative effects on the variability of the passenger loads.

6.4

Case Studies Summary

During the case studies of Zurich and Dusseldorf, current and future, forecast, scenarios with
and without the NAI activities were designed and analysed. The two case studies presented
airports of a similar size, but different function and different levels of NAI activity, with Dusseldorf representing a strong local market situation whereas Zurich is more dependent on connecting traffic and the presence of an airline hub. The share of the NAI travellers ranged from 8%
(DUS 2014) to 33% (ZRH 2030).
Using the procedure developed for this work, for each scenario airport-centric public transport
networks, the share of the demand these were able to capture, the consequent distribution over
time of the public transport passenger loads and their variations were analysed. Furthermore,
estimates were calculated of the utilisation levels observable at the airport for services scheduled according to passenger numbers and their distribution.
In all scenarios, the generated network provided better services for the with-NAI situations than
the without scenarios, however the differences in service and resulting mode shares were small
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for the low NAI share DUS scenarios. The absolute increase of services and mode shares is not
directly proportional to the NAI-share because of the variations in composition and mode
choice of each traveller group that determine whether sufficient demand is achieved.
Also in all scenarios, most of the public transport users arrived at or departed from the airport
by express regional services, followed by long distance services. In the larger metropolitan area
of the Dusseldorf case, regional rapid transit also played an important role. If the NAI-activities
are absent, the importance of long distance services increases.
Table 58 shows a summary of the travel volume and public transport use for the ZRH and DUS
scenarios. In regard to the share of trips served by public transport, one observation is made in
all scenarios: The mode share and relative passenger numbers were higher in all with-scenarios
than the respective without-scenarios. For the high-NAI share scenarios, the difference was of
a great magnitude, but driven primarily by the added presence of NAI-travellers. While an increase of the AI-traveller group was observed for the with-NAI scenarios, the magnitude of this
increase was relatively small. The same is observed for the low-NAI-share scenarios: The increase in mode shares is largely due to the added presence of the NAI-travellers as a more public
transport prone user group and less so due to shift in the AI-travellers´ mode choice, for whom
the change in mode shares was very small, if not negligible.
Table 58

Trip number and public transport use summary for ZRH and DUS scenarios

Total trips AINAI
NAI share
with NAI PT mode share
without NAI PT mode share
with NAI avg. PT use
without NAI avg. PT use
NAI PT use max/min
AI PT use max/min
total PT use max/min

ZRH 2012
143’000
29.6%
57.9%
45.1%
4’300
2’400
8.48
1.82
2.83

ZRH 2030
218’100
32.9%
55.1%
45.4%
6’300
3’500
5.28
1.82
2.26

DUS 2014
130’400
8.2%
18.7%
17.2%
1’100
900
21.24
2.78
2.96

DUS 2027
161’300
13.0%
19.8%
17.4%
1’500
1’100
37.17
2.77
3.34

The most striking result of both cases was the demand distributions of AI and NAI trips complementing each other, leading to much less varied passenger number for public transport,
which in turn translates in much higher utilisations. In both cases, peak periods of one group
coincided with low periods of the other, leading to variations much lower than the relative share
of the traveller groups would suggest. Increases of the high-variation NAI-traveller shares
among all travellers did result in higher overall variations, however the increases in variation
were considerably smaller in magnitude than the increase of the high-variation traffic´s share.
All comparisons of the with- and respective without scenarios showed that the increase in total
public transport passenger demand variation was disproportionately small, even though the
share of NAI-travellers was much higher among public transport users than among all trips.
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Especially the morning and evening peaks of the NAI employee and commuter distributions
met lows of the AI travel distribution while NAI low demand period coincided with AI high
demand periods. Also is remarkable that this takes place even in the case of a public transport
hub being present at the airport which channels a large number of travellers through the area
whose demand distribution over time exhibits very large variations, which are still compensated.
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7

Findings

This section revisits the research questions introduced in section 4.3 and discusses the findings
of the case studies with respect to the answers they deliver in regard to these questions.

7.1

Effects on the total public transport system and ridership

The first question formulated deals with the impact the added activities and resulting trips have
on the public transport service system at the airport and how this affects the services´ ability to
capture a larger share of the market:
What is the result of superimposing AI with the additional NAI demand with respect to
the total public transport travel demand to and from the airport location?

7.1.1

Potential service expansions

Question 1a considered the possibility of additional demand allowing for more services to be
operated at sufficient utilisation levels:
Is the resulting total demand so much higher that service expansions become viable?
The case study results show that express regional services, followed by long distance services,
are the most important for airport access, with express regional services carrying twice as many
passengers as long distance services. The comparison of the with-NAI and without-NAI situations shows that, indeed, there is more service viable with the additional demand. Furthermore,
an increase in NAI activities leads to regional services gaining further importance and service
expansions take place especially through more services of this type. Overall however, the number of services added is not that large. In regard to this research question, the answer therefore
is:
Yes, however the amount of service expansions is relatively small.

7.1.2

Public transport mode share increases

Question 1b dealt with, if additional services become viable, the extent to which they are able
to attract more trips and increase public transport mode shares:
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Can service expansions improve service attractiveness sufficiently for the public transport
mode share to be increased and, if yes, among which groups of travellers?
For both cases, the overall mode share to public transport was higher in the AI NAI situations
than in the AI-only situations. The shift is primarily the result of the added presence of the NAItravellers as a more public transport prone group, thus shifting the overall mode share. The
mode share increases of the AI-travellers are small in the Zurich case and almost negligible in
the Dusseldorf case. Even in the ZRH 2030 AI NAI scenario, where the NAI travel accounts
for 33% of all travel, the mode share difference of AI-travel to the ZRH 2030 AI scenario is
only 0.6%, meaning that the shift effected by additional service is rather small. This leads to
the answer for this research question:
Yes regarding total mode choice, but inconclusive regarding AI traveller mode choice: The
overall mode shares to public transport do increase, but this is primarily due to the presence
of higher mode share groups rather than a shift in already present groups` mode shares.

7.2

Effects on public transport utilisation

The second research question looks at how public transport ridership is distributed over a day
and if, and how, this affects the utilisation of services:
What is result of superimposing AI demand with the additional NAI demand with respect
to the demand distribution?

7.2.1

Ridership distribution

Question 2a deals with the public transport ridership distribution over a day and whether the
combined demand cases result in a situation with smaller temporal variation:
Does the superimposition of AI and NAI demand lead to an exacerbation or balancing of the
public transport demand distribution?
For both cases and all scenarios, it was shown that the AI and NAI traveller distributions are
complementary and their superimposition results in a situation in which the higher variation of
the NAI travel distribution is to a large part balanced out by the more even aeronautically induced public transport user distribution. This phenomenon takes place even though the share of
the NAI travellers is much higher among the public transport user group than among all tripmakers considered. Because the AI traveller distributions are relatively even and show little
variation to being with, the result is less a mutual balancing rather than the additional NAI
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demand´s variation being balanced out by the AI demand´s distribution. The answer to this
research question therefore is:
There is a strong balancing effect: AI demand distributions have a relatively small variation,
however their distribution is complementary to the NAI demand distribution. The superimposition of the two demand types leads to a situation in which the variation increases only slightly
compared to the low-variation AI-demand.

7.2.2

Public transport service utilisation

Question 2b considers the utilisation of public transport services and whether the resulting total
demand and its distribution result in a situation in which utilisation levels are higher:
What are the effects of the superimposed demand distribution with respect to the utilisation of
public transport services?
For both cases, the utilisation levels which would be achieved for the AI & NAI situations as
well as a hypothetical situation of a location with NAI activity only, representing the placement
of these activity centres somewhere else in the region, were compared. For the NAI-only locations, utilisation levels were by far lower and oftentimes not far above the minimum levels
required for services to be provided at all. This is observed even though the low demand situations of NAI-only cases result in lower level service types being generated that, being operated
by smaller vehicles, would in theory be easier to match to demand due to the smaller capacity
increments. The answer therefore is:
Utilisation increases: In comparison to a situation where the NAI travel would be present without the AI travel balancing it, the higher variation would lead to considerably lower service
utilisation levels.
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8

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter summarises this work and presents a consideration of how the findings of this
work translate into implications for the planning and operation of public transport services at
airports. Finally, perspectives are presented on where further research regarding this issue might
continue.

8.1

Summary

This work set out to investigate how the allocation of large scale non-aeronautical activity centres at airports, oftentimes marketed as Airport Cities, affect the public transport access system
of an airport. The airport access market and public transport service types operated in it, the
travellers making trips to and from airports, their mode choice and the scale and scope of airport
city developments were reviewed and considered. The total demand volumes and the demand
distribution over time were found to be the two main traits affecting public transport that are
subject to change when non aeronautical developments are located at the airport.
It was shown in a preliminary, descriptive, case study that the situation found is one in which
the environment for the provision of public transport services is better than in other markets
through higher overall demand, to a significant share made up of NAI travellers. Furthermore,
the demand distribution was found to be relatively balanced compared to other locations in the
network. Finally, the NAI activities exhibit a higher growth rate, so their influence would likely
increase. Together with the review of the existing research, this was the basis for the formulation of the four research questions considering whether (and how much) more service become
viable through the increase in trip numbers, how this affects the market share of public
transport, how the temporal variation of the resulting total demand to public transport is affected
and, finally, how this would affect the utilisation of public transport services, a key influence
on cost recovery and thus the ability to provide services cost-efficiently.
Because the interactions between the influences are manifold and the analysis of service
changes cannot be sensibly conducted without taking into account demand elasticity, a method
had to be developed which considers the interactions between demand and transport services
available. As this interaction is not a unidirectional one, an iterative procedure was chosen that,
beginning with a set of highest service quality links, estimates mode choice, assigns passengers
to services and evaluates whether the minimum utilisation for a service to be operated is given.
If a service’s minimum utilisation is not achieved, it is degraded and this process is repeated
until no further service degradations are necessary.
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The method was then applied at two case studies, for each of which current and forecast with
and without NAI activity scenarios were designed and studied. The case studies were Dusseldorf and Zurich airports. These two airports are of similar size in terms of passenger numbers
and locations with respect to the city centres, however differ in their function within the airport
transport system and the size and density of their catchment areas:
Zurich is a secondary hub airport with a relative small population in its catchment area. As a
hub airport, air traffic has a very pronounced wave pattern, however the total demand distribution to and from the airport exhibits a low variation because each wave´s in- and outgoing traffic
overlap and compensate each other. The NAI activities make up for a third of all ground
transport demand and further growth is planned, resulting in additional trips at a faster rate than
the air travel´s growth rates do.
Dusseldorf is the third largest airport of Germany and serves an area in terms of size and, especially, population by magnitudes larger than Zurich, however competes with a number of other
airports in the region. The amount of hub-activity is much lower and the catchment area provides strong origin and destination demand for air transport, with the share of connecting travellers consequently being significantly smaller. Although there is less hub activity, the high
share of O/D travellers leads to a higher variation of temporal trip demand than in Zurich as
they produce more directly controlled demand patterns. The non-aeronautical activities are of
a smaller extent than in Zurich, but are forecast to double in employment from the current case
to the forecast situation.
The results from both case studies are very similar regarding their quality, however differ in
scale, which can be attributed to different levels of NAI to AI activity as well as the difference
in use of public transport in the two regions. It was found that the addition of NAI activities to
the airport location provides enough demand for service expansion, albeit this potential is small
if the extent of NAI activities is small. The impact on the total mode shares for travel to and
from the airport were determined to be considerable and the overall mode shares rose in the
combined cases. This was primarily the result of the added presence of travellers more prone to
using public transport being present at the airport rather than caused by a shift in mode choice
of the pre-existing aeronautically induced travellers. The most striking result was the demand
distributions of AI and NAI-travellers using public transport evening each other out to a large
degree and even the very high variation of commuter travel was to a large extent compensated
by the low-variation AI-travel demand. The results of this are even distributions of public
transport passenger demand over a day and, consequently, public transport utilisations sustained
at levels much higher than they would be if this superimposition of different demand types did
not take place.
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Although the AI travel was in all cases of much greater volume than the NAI travel, the balancing could not be attributed to simply the relative size of the traveller groups: Both cases saw
a growth of NAI activities from the base to the forecast scenario of a magnitude much greater
than the growth of AI activities, their respective share therefore increasing. The variation of the
demand however increased to a considerably smaller extent or even shrank at the same time,
underlining that it is the quality of the demand distributions and not merely the relative traveller
group´s size that drive the balancing effect. This effect occurs especially regarding NAI-employee and commuter trips: These travel distributions exhibit the greatest variation due to the
great demand in the morning and evening peak period and little demand in between. The peaks
of the AI-demand occur before and after those of the NAI employee and commuter travel which
is a direct result of the flight schedules. The flight schedules being similar for airports of similar
functions, as well as commuting occurring at similar times, this can very likely be reproduced
at a large number of further locations.
In conclusion, the temporal demand patterns of aeronautically and non-aeronautically induced
travel even each other out to a great extent, creating a situation very well suited to the provision
of public transport services. In addition, more services can be sustained than if the developments
occurred separately, providing a more attractive public transport system overall. The emergence
of airport cities and similar centres is therefore one that public transport planning should support
and drive because it is a form of land use more efficiently serviceable than others.

8.2

Key results

This research studied the effects the placement of non-aeronautical activity centres, e.g. public
transport hubs, commercial, or office locations at airports has on the public transport access
system. The results are the impact of non-aeronautical activity centres being generally beneficial for public transport. The outcomes were differentiated into four research questions regarding which the findings were:


The additional demand is distributed in a way that justifies the operation of additional
and upgraded services, even at small levels of non-aeronautical activity.



Overall mode shares to public transport at the airport increase, however driven primarily
by the presence of travellers more likely to use public transport and far less by changes
in mode choice of aeronautically induced travellers



The temporal patterns of the demand groups are to a great extent complementary and
the extreme variation that regular commuter-driven travel exhibits is balanced out by
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the distribution of aeronautically induced travel. This balancing effect is not the result
of the relative size of the respective groups, but inherent to the quality of the distributions: Where non-aeronautically induced travel grows at a faster rate than aeronautically
induced travel, the increase in variation is far less than the change of relative group size.


The result of the more balanced demand distributions are far higher utilised services,
with the according benefits for service cost recovery. This would not be the case if the
non-aeronautical activities were placed at a location other than the airport.

It was furthermore shown that for the airport access task, regional express services and long
distance services are the most suitable ones. In the case of a dense and populated region, regional and urban rapid transit services become a further cornerstone of the access system. There
is little place however for low speed or low frequency services and travel time is an important
factor, meaning that frequently stopping services are of little use for many airport bound travellers.
The most important result is the high compatibility of AI and NAI activities with respect to the
public transport system: The airports studied, and likely a large number of further airports with
similar traits regarding their function in the air transport system, have patterns of landside access travel complementary to regular commute travel. They thus constitute locations highly
attractive to place on-aeronautical development at because many of they can be served by public
transport much more efficiently than if they were located elsewhere.

8.3

Planning implications and concluding remarks

The balancing effect the aeronautically induced demand (primarily passengers, their companions and employees) and its distribution, exerts upon the distribution of the non-aeronautically
demand (non-aeronautically induced employees, shoppers, commuters and business meeting
attendees) offers considerable potential for developing land use patterns conducive to the use
of public transport. Assuming that if not allocated at the airport, the development of the NAI
activity centres would have occurred somewhere else in the region, the placement at the airport
offers advantages:
A large airport is already a focal location and as such well connected to the public transport
network. Together, the two activity centres result in demand levels justifying public transport
services of an extent higher than the sum of what could be provided at comparable cost recovery
levels if the two activity centres would be separate. The largest benefit stems from the compensation of the demand distributions` variations. If placed somewhere else, the large variation of
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the NAI-demand would not be compensated by the even AI-demand and as a result, the utilisation of public transport would be much lower. This was shown to occur even at the example of
public transport hubs, locations especially strongly subject to the ups and downs of traveller
waves passing through the facility. These would need to be placed in any case for a system to
work efficiently. Therefore, placing them where their variation can be compensated would
make for a facility better utilised. While the economies-of-scale-like effects of greater total
demand justifying disproportionately more demand are in play also in other central locations,
for example city centres, this was found to be the smaller effect. The much larger impact, the
compensation of the demand variation, is caused by the AI-demand and is as such unique to
airport locations.
The implication of this is that airports constitute very attractive locations for further development intended to occur in a way compatible with a shift of mobility to more efficient public
transport modes. This influence is highly dependent on a given airport´s traffic patterns and
resulting landside transport demand distributions, however it was shown to take place in two
airports with different functions in the airport transport system. The air traffic distribution over
a day is not entirely dissimilar for the two cases and especially the peaks and lows resulting
from flights tor from locations within Europe are at the same times. These patterns likely applying to most of the European, and also North American, airports, the effects should be reproducible across these regions.
In addition to public transport providers (and those covering their financial losses), there are
further stakeholders standing to gain from such development: The airport itself and, if present,
a home carrier, would profit from a better access systems as well as land developers that can
take advantage of the well-connected and thus valuable locations.
(Reichmuth et al., 2011) expects further growth of the airport transport market, including Europe, despite increasing difficulties for the expansion of airport capacity. While this increases
the competition for space around airports, the comparatively powerful planning instruments in
Europe could ensure that further implementations of such situations occur in a coordinated
manner and the lack of space be transformed into denser and focused development which in
turn is better serviceable by public transport and can thus alleviate the need for road space.
Looking at the growth regions of Asia and South America, planning for such a combined and
coordinated development of airports and non-aeronautical activity centres may help create focal
points that can be efficiently served by public transport and steer development into efficient
directions, thus preventing, or at least mitigating, the emergence of strongly automobile-dependent situations. One issue that needs further consideration is whether the air traffic patterns
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there also result in landside demand distributions similarly complementary to the non-aeronautically induced ones.
In conclusion, concepts of airport-centric development, be they Airport Cities, Airport Corridors or Aerotropoli, as development cores not unlike the emergence of the main railway stations
as central locations of a century ago, explored by researchers and the notion that these may be
the urban centres of the future hold promises also with respect to the transportation system.
These mixed use locations are more efficiently servable by public transport than traditional
central areas and thus may alleviate one of the key conundrums of public transport, at least in
part of the network: How to match inflexible capacity and investments to very variable demand
at acceptable cost. Here, the situation allows for better public transport services at the same cost
recovery levels, or similar service levels at a lower price tag.

8.4

Perspectives for further research

This research considered the topic at two case studies, Dusseldorf, Germany, and Zurich, Switzerland. They are similar in terms of passenger numbers, share of business travellers as well as
the presence of airline bases and show differences in size and density of the catchment area,
hub activity, destinations served and traveller ground transport mode choice. While it can be
assumed that traffic patterns are similar in Europe at airports of similar size and functions, this
study was not comprehensive in this regard. Due to the significant effort necessary to consider
these aspects at this detailed level, a similarly thorough study across a large sample size may
be unrealistic. Still, the situation at different types of airports in Europe at another set of case
studies would deliver insights into whether airport size and function outside of the ones studied
herein have an impact.
A consideration of first-tier hub airports would provide lessons on how these interactions take
place at the very large airports. Furthermore, the largest airports tend to have a more spread out
layout with many different and unconnected areas and access points. The consideration of the
airport as one singular location might need to be revisited and a situation where different functions are more spatially distinct may lead to other results.
At the other end of the spectrum, a consideration of small and regional airports could give
insights on whether the traffic volume of added NAI activities at the location would justify
higher quality transport links otherwise not justifiable there.
Going further, the consideration of airports outside of Europe would provide knowledge on
whether, and how, this takes place in other locations. Especially the hub airports of the Gulf
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region and Asia have very different air traffic patterns with more night time operations which
could lead to different conditions.
Such explorations of air traffic scale, scope and quality and the resulting landside travel patterns
would deliver insights immediately valuable for practical planning applications.
The case studies in this research contained NAI-activity consisting of office development, retail
centres and public transport hubs. The focus of this study was to investigate the functional effect
of such centres on public transport at airports and the impacts they have at their respective
scales. If further studies would acquire more detailed data about the land use types on a more
disaggregate level, the role of different NAI land use types and their individual effect on public
transport use in the airport area could be studied in more detail.
With regard to the emergence of the situations observed and studied, further insights on how to
actually achieve the desired outcome should help in developing strategies focusing on achieving
the beneficial outcome specifically. Researchers have dealt with planning and spatial coordination processes around airports, but few have considered specifically the transportation aspect
and the extent to which the situations observed have been planned in an integrated manner or
whether they were the side results of a process not considering them.
Finally, the study was based on existing public transport service types and their characteristics.
Considering that through the advent of automated vehicles, there may come fundamental
changes to how mobility is consumed and what the role of public transport is – possibly even
the very distinction of public and private transport may become blurred. While the efficiency
advantages of the “traditional” high capacity public transport modes are unlikely to diminish, a
large shift in mode choice behaviour is likely pending and as such the role and function of some
public transport services may change. With this in mind, understanding such changes and their
impact on the ground access situation of airport and their airport cities may be critical.
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Abbreviations
4T

Belair Airlines

HKG

Hong Kong International Airport

4U

Germanwings

IAD

Washington Dulles International Airport

AI

aeronautically induced

IAH

AB

Air Berlin

George Bush Intercontinental Airport
(Houston)

AMS

Amsterdam Schipol Airport

IATA

International Air Transport Association

ATL

Hartsfield–Jackson
tional Airport

ICN

Seoul Incheon International Airport

IIA

independence of irrelevant alternatives
(property)

IMT

Individual motorised transport

IND

Indianapolis International Airport

JFK

New York John F. Kennedy Airport

KIX

Osaka Kansai International Airport

LAS

McCarran International Airport (Las Vegas)

LAX

Los Angeles International Airport

LCC

low cost carrier

LGA

LaGuardia Airport (New York)

LGW

London Gatwick Airport

LH

Lufthansa

LHR

London Heathrow Airport

LRT

light rail transit

BBI
BKK

Atlanta

Interna-

Berlin Brandenburg International Airport
Bangkok Suvarnabhumi Airport (since
2006, before Bangkok Don Mueang International Airport)

BOS

Boston Logan International Airport

BRT

bus rapid transit

BRU

Brussels Airport

BWI

Baltimore/Washington
Airport

CBD

Central Business District

CDG

Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport

CLE

Cleveland Hopkins International Airport

International

COST Cooperation in Science and Technology
DB

Deutsche Bahn

LX

Swiss International Air Lines

DCA

Ronald Reagan Washington National
Airport

MCO

Orlando International Airport

MDW

Chicago Midway International Airport

DEN

Denver International Airport

MNL

multinomial logit

MRO

Maintenance, repair and overhaul of
aircraft

MSY

Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport

MUC

Munich Airport

NAI

non-aeronautically induced

NL

nested logit

NMT

non-motorised transport

NRT

Tokyo Narita International Airport

OAK

Oakland International Airport

DETEC Swiss Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications
DFW

Dallas Fort Worth International Airport

DUS

Dusseldorf Airport

EMU

Electrical Multiple Unit

EW

Eurowings

EWR

Newark Liberty International Airport
(New York)

FDG

Flughafen Dusseldorf GmbH

FOCA Swiss Federal Office of Civil Aviation
FRA

Frankfurt Airport

ORD

Chicago O'Hare International Airport

GMP

Seoul Gimpo Airport

ORY

Paris Orly Airport

GVA

Geneva Airport

OSL

Oslo International Airport

PDX

Portland International Airport
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PHL

Philadelpia International Airport

STN

London Stansted Airport

PHX

Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport

STR

Stuttgart International Airport

PT

Public transport

ROW

right-of-way

RRX

Rhein Ruhr Express

SAN

San Diego International Airport

SBB

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (Swiss
Federal Railways)

SEA

Seattle–Tacoma International Airport

SFO

San Francisco International Airport

STL

Lambert–St. Louis International Airport

TNDP transport network design problem
TPA

Tampa International Airport

U.S.

United States of America

VRR

Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr

WK

Edelweiss Air

WP

work package

YYZ

Toronto International Airport

ZRH

Zurich Airport
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Appendices
A 1 Overview of Zurich Passenger and Airport Data
Table A1-1: Overview of data
FZAG Statistic Reports 2009, 2012 and 2014 (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2014a, 2013a,
2010b)(Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015b)
1989-2014 annual commercial air traffic movements
1989-2014 annual passenger numbers, by local/transit/transfer
air traffic movements and passenger numbers by month, local/transit/transfer share and individual day
Passenger and flight origins/destinations by country
employee numbers by company/company type present at the airport
FZAG Facts & Figures, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2014 (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2013b, 2012,
2010c)(Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015c)
5 largest airlines in terms of passenger numbers
departing passengers by gate area
departing and arriving passengers by hour of day
dwell time of departing local passengers in 0-30/31-60/61-90 min increments
number of services, retail and food & beverage outlets, by area (airside/landside)
FZAG Annual Reports (Flughafen Zürich AG, 2015a, 2014b, 2013c, 2010a, 2005, 2001)
aviation/non-aviation revenue shares
non-aviation revenue category split
commercial development floor space
FZAG Passenger count and flow data
passenger numbers per flight for 07-09/2012, local passenger share, processing times
FZAG local passenger origins/destinations
number of local passengers per postal code area
FZAG mode share survey data
representative survey with a sample of 47’123 respondents
trip purpose
trip origin (postal code area)
mode of transport chosen
location within airport where respondent was encountered
time of day at which respondent was encountered
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Personal correspondence with FZAG personnel
expected number of employees and trips for The Circle
SBB passenger count and train service data
passenger numbers on train services departing/arriving Zurich airport per train service and day
average boarding/alighting passenger numbers per train service
regular rolling stock per train service
VBG passenger count data
boarding/alighting/occupancy numbers for all lines stopping at Zurich airport, by type of day and service
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A 2 List of trip origins for Zurich scenarios
1 ZRH
2 Kloten
3 Opfikon
4 Rümlang
5 Oberglatt
6 Winkel
7 Wallisellen
8 Lufingen
9 Dietlikon
10 Bassersdorf
11 Oberembrach
12 Bachenbülach
13 Embrach
14 Niederglatt
15 Nürensdorf
16 Niederhasli
17 Dübendorf
18 Höri
19 Wangen-Brüttisellen
20 Regensdorf
21 Bülach
22 Lindau
23 Brütten
24 Hochfelden
25 Oberengstringen
26 Dielsdorf
27 Freienstein-Teufen
28 Pfungen
29 Zürich
30 Dättlikon
31 Buchs (ZH)
32 Dällikon
33 Neerach
34 Unterengstringen
35 Illnau-Effretikon
36 Steinmaur
37 Regensberg
38 Weiningen (ZH)
39 Schwerzenbach
40 Schlieren
41 Fällanden
42 Stadel
43 Neftenbach
44 Buch am Irchel
45 Dänikon
46 Geroldswil
47 Volketswil
48 Uitikon
49 Boppelsen
50 Bachs
51 Zollikon
52 Glattfelden
53 Greifensee
54 Oetwil a. d. Limmat
55 Urdorf
56 Oberweningen
57 Hüttikon
58 Otelfingen
59 Dietikon
60 Berg am Irchel
61 Buchberg
62 Winterthur
63 Kyburg
64 Eglisau
65 Wettswil am Albis
66 Zumikon
67 Birmensdorf (ZH)
68 Flaach
69 Rüdlingen
70 Volken
71 Maur
72 Dorf
73 Kilchberg (ZH)
74 Küsnacht (ZH)
75 Bergdietikon
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76 Würenlos
77 Weiach
78 Stallikon
79 Hettlingen
80 Niederweningen
81 Henggart
82 Weisslingen
83 Spreitenbach
84 Adliswil
85 Rüschlikon
86 Seuzach
87 Aesch (ZH)
88 Fehraltorf
89 Killwangen
90 Zell (ZH)
91 Humlikon
92 Uster
93 Erlenbach (ZH)
94 Rudolfstetten-Friedlisberg
95 Bonstetten
96 Schneisingen
97 Wasterkingen
98 Hüntwangen
99 Ehrendingen
100 Kaiserstuhl
101 Fisibach
102 Dägerlen
103 Russikon
104 Siglistorf
105 Adlikon
106 Neuenhof
107 Wil (ZH)
108 Widen
109 Bellikon
110 Thalwil
111 Rafz
112 Berikon
113 Andelfingen
114 Arni (AG)
115 Remetschwil
116 Oberwil-Lieli
117 Wettingen
118 Wiesendangen
119 Freienwil
120 Kleinandelfingen
121 Rümikon
122 Künten
123 Oberrohrdorf
124 Herrliberg
125 Ennetbaden
126 Elsau
127 Eggenwil
128 Hedingen
129 Lengnau (AG)
130 Dinhard
131 Pfäffikon
132 Egg
133 Wislikofen
134 Wildberg
135 Zufikon
136 Oberrieden
137 Baden
138 Niederrohrdorf
139 Mönchaltorf
140 Unterlunkhofen
141 Seegräben
142 Bremgarten (AG)
143 Schlatt (ZH)
144 Stetten (AG)
145 Oberlunkhofen
146 Thalheim a. d. Thur
147 Mellikon
148 Marthalen
149 Fislisbach

150 Obersiggenthal
151 Böbikon
152 Hofstetten (ZH)
153 Rickenbach (ZH)
154 Affoltern am Albis
155 Fischbach-Göslikon
156 Meilen
157 Aeugst am Albis
158 Altikon
159 Turbenthal
160 Rottenschwil
161 Jonen
162 Horgen
163 Wila
164 Ossingen
165 Gossau (ZH)
166 Rheinau
167 Niederwil (AG)
168 Baldingen
169 Hittnau
170 Tägerig
171 Mellingen
172 Ottenbach
173 Rekingen (AG)
174 Besenbüren
175 Uetikon am See
176 Endingen
177 Wetzikon (ZH)
178 Trüllikon
179 Obfelden
180 Hausen am Albis
181 Neunforn
182 Truttikon
183 Ellikon an der Thur
184 Oetwil am See
185 Elgg
186 Wohlenschwil
187 Waltenschwil
188 Benken (ZH)
189 Aristau
190 Birmenstorf (AG)
191 Rifferswil
192 Grüningen
193 Untersiggenthal
194 Bünzen
195 Turgi
196 Birrhard
197 Tegerfelden
198 Dachsen
199 Männedorf
200 Mettmenstetten
201 Wohlen (AG)
202 Hägglingen
203 Gebenstorf
204 Mülligen
205 Würenlingen
206 Laufen-Uhwiesen
207 Wilchingen
208 Waltalingen
209 Bad Zurzach
210 Kallern
211 Boswil
212 Bauma
213 Dottikon
214 Mägenwil
215 Merenschwand
216 Bäretswil
217 Schlatt (TG)
218 Hagenbuch
219 Muri (AG)
220 Wädenswil
221 Trasadingen
222 Maschwanden
223 Büttikon
224 Flurlingen

225 Stäfa
226 Hirzel
227 Knonau
228 Brunegg
229 Aadorf
230 Uesslingen-Buch
231 Döttingen
232 Hausen (AG)
233 Windisch
234 Villmergen
235 Othmarsingen
236 Oberstammheim
237 Hombrechtikon
238 Neunkirch
239 Unterstammheim
240 Hendschiken
241 Brugg
242 Dintikon
243 Hinwil
244 Rietheim
245 Böttstein
246 Klingnau
247 Neuheim
248 Birr
249 Feuerthalen
250 Villigen
251 Beringen
252 Sternenberg
253 Frauenfeld
254 Warth-Weiningen
255 Rüfenach
256 Buttwil
257 Löhningen
258 Basadingen-Schlattingen
259 Mühlau
260 Bubikon
261 Schaffhausen
262 Ammerswil
263 Bichelsee-Balterswil
264 Hallau
265 Sarmenstorf
266 Gächlingen
267 Baar
268 Scherz
269 Habsburg
270 Bettwil
271 Dürnten
272 Riniken
273 Steinhausen
274 Hüttwilen
275 Matzingen
276 Oberhallau
277 Möriken-Wildegg
278 Remigen
279 Richterswil
280 Schönenberg (ZH)
281 Siblingen
282 Beinwil (Freiamt)
283 Niederlenz
284 Schinznach-Bad
285 Leuggern
286 Wängi
287 Fahrwangen
288 Diessenhofen
289 Holderbank (AG)
290 Fischenthal
291 Menzingen
292 Koblenz
293 Schongau
294 Seengen
295 Villnachern
296 Rüti (ZH)
297 Egliswil
298 Auw

299 Stettfurt
300 Wagenhausen
301 Meisterschwanden
302 Dörflingen
303 Eschlikon
304 Bözberg
305 Fischingen
306 Staufen
307 Cham
308 Herdern
309 Sins
310 Hütten
311 Zug
312 Schinznach-Dorf
313 Rapperswil-Jona
314 Felben-Wellhausen
315 Eschenz
316 Lommis
317 Freienbach
318 Auenstein
319 Stein am Rhein
320 Hemishofen
321 Boniswil
322 Hallwil
323 Feusisberg
324 Full-Reuenthal
325 Hünenberg
326 Seon
327 Aesch (LU)
328 Mönthal
329 Schafisheim
330 Münchwilen (TG)
331 Wald (ZH)
332 Stetten (SH)
333 Birrwil
334 Leibstadt
335 Rupperswil
336 Pfyn
337 Schleitheim
338 Hitzkirch
339 Hunzenschwil
340 Thundorf
341 Gansingen
342 Dürrenäsch
343 Sirnach
344 Beinwil am See
345 Oberrüti
346 Mammern
347 Hüttlingen
348 Abtwil
349 Thayngen
350 Lohn (SH)
351 Thalheim (AG)
352 Unterägeri
353 Altendorf
354 Bettwiesen
355 Oberägeri
356 Elfingen
357 Wilen (TG)
358 Eschenbach (SG)
359 Risch
360 Dietwil
361 Tobel-Tägerschen
362 Zeihen
363 Reinach (AG)
364 Kirchberg (SG)
365 Wil (SG)
366 Lachen
367 Affeltrangen
368 Teufenthal (AG)
369 Gränichen
370 Bözen
371 Biberstein
372 Menziken
373 Rickenbach (TG)
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374 Müllheim
375 Unterkulm
376 Mosnang
377 Meierskappel
378 Gontenschwil
379 Oberkulm
380 Suhr
381 Burg (AG)
382 Hochdorf
383 Ballwil
384 Buchs (AG)
385 Bargen (SH)
386 Galgenen
387 Gisikon
388 Hornussen
389 Schmerikon
390 Wangen (SZ)
391 Densbüren
392 Herznach
393 Wigoltingen
394 Einsiedeln
395 Ueken
396 Küttigen
397 Walchwil
398 Homburg
399 Beromünster
400 Steckborn
401 Lütisburg
402 Rothenthurm
403 Root
404 Amlikon-Bissegg
405 Aarau
406 Jonschwil
407 Bütschwil-Ganterschwil
408 Laufenburg
409 Tuggen
410 Inwil
411 Eschenbach (LU)
412 Unterentfelden
413 Kaisten
414 Muhen
415 Oberentfelden
416 Bussnang
417 Uznach
418 Hirschthal
419 Märstetten
420 Wuppenau
421 Frick
422 Raperswilen
423 Zuzwil (SG)
424 Schübelbach
425 Sattel
426 EppenbergWöschnau
427 Hildisrieden
428 Oeschgen
429 Dierikon
430 Udligenswil
431 Schöftland
432 Lichtensteig
433 Oberhof
434 Küssnacht (SZ)
435 Erlinsbach (AG)
436 Berlingen
437 Holziken
438 Oberuzwil
439 Erlinsbach (SO)
440 Gommiswald
441 Gipf-Oberfrick
442 Wölflinswil
443 Buchrain
444 Kölliken
445 Rain
446 Wattwil
447 Weinfelden
448 Staffelbach
449 Benken (SG)
450 Uzwil
451 Uerkheim
452 Triengen

453 Kaltbrunn
454 Gretzenbach
455 Niedergösgen
456 Arth
457 Eiken
458 Reichenburg
459 Schönholzerswilen
460 Büron
461 Ebikon
462 Neckertal
463 Geuensee
464 Wittnau
465 Salenstein
466 Vorderthal
467 Schenkon
468 Kemmental
469 Sisseln
470 Eich
471 Steinen
472 Adligenswil
473 Wäldi
474 Sempach
475 Däniken
476 Reitnau
477 Oberbüren
478 Rothenburg
479 Greppen
480 Schupfart
481 Wiliberg
482 Bürglen (TG)
483 Safenwil
484 Rohr (SO)
485 Ermatingen
486 Lauerz
487 Münchwilen (AG)
488 Sursee
489 Knutwil
490 Emmen
491 Anwil
492 Niederhelfenschwil
493 Lostorf
494 Obergösgen
495 Oberkirch
496 Flawil
497 Ebnat-Kappel
498 Meggen
499 Stein (AG)
500 Weggis
501 Walterswil (SO)
502 Berg (TG)
503 Nottwil
504 Neuenkirch
505 Sulgen
506 Obermumpf
507 Dulliken
508 Luzern
509 Schwyz
510 Niederbüren
511 Winznau
512 Degersheim
513 Oberiberg
514 Kradolf-Schönenberg
515 Schänis
516 Gottlieben
517 Vitznau
518 Starrkirch-Wil
519 Zofingen
520 Reiden
521 Ingenbohl
522 Zuzgen
523 Kreuzlingen
524 Oftringen
525 Trimbach
526 Lengwil
527 Wallbach
528 Kriens
529 Gersau
530 Brittnau
531 Tecknau
532 Egolzwil
533 Olten

534 Wisen (SO)
535 Bischofszell
536 Buttisholz
537 Strengelbach
538 Erlen
539 Horw
540 Gossau (SG)
541 Ormalingen
542 Schönengrund
543 Zihlschlacht-Sitterdorf
544 Aarburg
545 Morschach
546 Ruswil
547 Grosswangen
548 Bottighofen
549 Illgau
550 Buus
551 Ennetbürgen
552 Zeiningen
553 Ettiswil
554 Gelterkinden
555 Weesen
556 Schötz
557 Andwil (SG)
558 Wangen bei Olten
559 Münsterlingen
560 Alberswil
561 Langrickenbach
562 Hauenstein-Ifenthal
563 Rothrist
564 Buochs
565 Herisau
566 Malters
567 Glarus Nord
568 Beckenried
569 Nesslau
570 Waldkirch
571 Hauptwil-Gottshaus
572 Diepflingen
573 Rickenbach (SO)
574 Muotathal
575 Hergiswil (NW)
576 Känerkinden
577 Emmetten
578 Altnau
579 Stansstad
580 Möhlin
581 Waldstatt
582 Amden
583 Kappel (SO)
584 Wintersingen
585 Hägendorf
586 Werthenstein
587 Amriswil
588 Oberdorf (NW)
589 Urnäsch
590 Schwarzenberg
591 Gettnau
592 Sissach
593 Willisau
594 Menznau
595 Hefenhofen
596 Diegten
597 Zunzgen
598 Güttingen
599 Magden
600 Wolhusen
601 Gunzgen
602 Fulenbach
603 Härkingen
604 Gaiserwald
605 Dozwil
606 Itingen
607 Häggenschwil
608 Rheinfelden
609 Kesswil
610 Olsberg
611 Glarus
612 Ennetmoos
613 Stein (AR)

614 Zell (LU)
615 Egerkingen
616 Dallenwil
617 Neuendorf
618 Uttwil
619 Arisdorf
620 Lausen
621 Roggwil (BE)
622 Alpnach
623 Flüelen
624 Gonten
625 Wolfwil
626 Hergiswil b Willisau
627 St. Gallen
628 Niederdorf
629 Wittenbach
630 Wolfenschiessen
631 Wildhaus-Alt St. Johann
632 Salmsach
633 Giebenach
634 Oberbuchsiten
635 Egnach
636 Bubendorf
637 Teufen (AR)
638 Liestal
639 Romanshorn
640 Obersteckholz
641 Roggwil (TG)
642 Busswil bei
Melchnau
643 Entlebuch
644 Seedorf (UR)
645 Altdorf (UR)
646 Berg (SG)
647 Glarus Süd
648 Seltisberg
649 Quarten
650 Arboldswil
651 Kaiseraugst
652 Schwarzhäusern
653 Frenkendorf
654 Aarwangen
655 Langenthal
656 Augst
657 Bürglen (UR)
658 Mörschwil
659 Kerns
660 Bühler
661 Lotzwil
662 Hasle (LU)
663 Appenzell
664 Lupsingen
665 Nuglar-St. Pantaleon
666 Schattdorf
667 Arbon
668 Attinghausen
669 Huttwil
670 Pratteln
671 Madiswil
672 Reigoldswil
673 Mümliswil-Ramiswil
674 Sarnen
675 Oensingen
676 Steinach
677 Speicher
678 Rohrbach
679 Untereggen
680 Rütschelen
681 Tübach
682 Thunstetten
683 Balsthal
684 Walenstadt
685 Bleienbach
686 Gais
687 Horn
688 Goldach
689 Trogen
690 Gempen
691 Eggersriet
692 Niederbipp

693 Schüpfheim
694 Sachseln
695 Ursenbach
696 Rehetobel
697 Hochwald
698 Walliswil bei Niederbipp
699 Rorschach
700 Muttenz
701 Erstfeld
702 Riehen
703 Walliswil b Wangen
704 Engelberg
705 Ochlenberg
706 Herzogenbuchsee
707 Flums
708 Arlesheim
709 Bettenhausen
710 Rorschacherberg
711 Grub (AR)
712 Dornach
713 Münchenstein
714 Birsfelden
715 Gams
716 Niederönz
717 Wiedlisbach
718 Grabs
719 Himmelried
720 Aesch (BL)
721 Oeschenbach
722 Heiden
723 Pfeffingen
724 Reinach (BL)
725 Giswil
726 Silenen
727 Farnern
728 Sennwald
729 Altstätten
730 Basel
731 Wolfhalden
732 Oberegg
733 Bottmingen
734 Etziken
735 Binningen
736 Flühli
737 Buchs (SG)
738 Thal
739 Marbach (SG)
740 Oberwil (BL)
741 Therwil
742 Escholzmatt-Marbach
743 Flumenthal
744 Ettingen
745 Subingen
746 Oberriet (SG)
747 Breitenbach
748 Rebstein
749 Rheineck
750 Büsserach
751 Allschwil
752 Biel-Benken
753 Luterbach
754 Walzenhausen
755 Alchenstorf
756 Sevelen
757 Mels
758 Balm bei Günsberg
759 Halten
760 Balgach
761 Derendingen
762 Riedholz
763 Bättwil
764 Recherswil
765 Sargans
766 Trubschachen
767 Lungern
768 Laufen
769 Wartau
770 Feldbrunnen-St. Niklaus
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771 Dittingen
772 Grindel
773 St. Margrethen
774 Koppigen
775 Widnau
776 Au (SG)
777 Gerlafingen
778 Zuchwil
779 Biberist
780 Langnau/Emmental
781 Rüderswil
782 Vilters-Wangs
783 Solothurn
784 Diepoldsau
785 Metzerlen-Mariast.
786 Wiler b. Utzenstorf
787 Ersigen
788 Langendorf
789 Rodersdorf
790 Burgdorf
791 Oberdorf (SO)
792 Hasle bei Burgdorf
793 Utzenstorf
794 Oberburg
795 Lohn-Ammannsegg
796 Kirchberg (BE)
797 Bellach
798 Bätterkinden
799 Lüsslingen-Nennigkofen
800 Meiringen
801 Gänsbrunnen
802 Breil/Brigels
803 Hofstetten b Brienz
804 Lyssach
805 Disentis/Mustér
806 Fläsch
807 Eggiwil
808 Innertkirchen
809 Bad Ragaz
810 Tujetsch
811 Göschenen
812 Brienz (BE)
813 Val Terbi
814 Flims
815 Pfäfers
816 Grandval
817 Selzach
818 Falera
819 Maienfeld
820 Obersaxen
821 Fraubrunnen
822 Laax
823 Schluein
824 Belprahon
825 Ilanz
826 Oberthal
827 Krauchthal
828 Courroux
829 Jenins
830 Bettlach
831 Courrendlin
832 Walkringen
833 Andermatt
834 Jegenstorf
835 Safiental
836 Biglen
837 Trin
838 Moutier
839 Mattstetten
840 Delémont
841 Hospental
842 Malans
843 Landquart
844 Grenchen
845 Untervaz
846 Lumnezia
847 Tamins
848 Schlosswil
849 Vechigen
850 Zizers
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851 Moosseedorf
852 Bonaduz
853 Lengnau (BE)
854 Worb
855 Stettlen
856 Buchholterberg
857 Domat/Ems
858 Freimettigen
859 Seewis/Prättigau
860 Rhäzüns
861 Schnottwil
862 Büren an der Aare
863 Felsberg
864 Bolligen
865 Rapperswil (BE)
866 Grüsch
867 Ringgenberg (BE)
868 Pieterlen
869 Ittigen
870 Trimmis
871 Zollikofen
872 Tägertschi
873 Ostermundigen
874 Rubigen
875 Oberdiessbach
876 Allmendingen
877 Chur
878 Bönigen
879 Münsingen
880 Dotzigen
881 Muri bei Bern
882 Büetigen
883 Bremgarten b Bern
884 Grindelwald
885 Kirchlindach
886 Wichtrach
887 Scheuren
888 Schüpfen
889 Schiers
890 Orpund
891 Tomils
892 Bern
893 Belp
894 Beatenberg
895 Kehrsatz
896 Wilderswil
897 Airolo
898 Paspels
899 Steffisburg
900 Gerzensee
901 Loveresse
902 Heimberg
903 Aegerten
904 Meikirch
905 Péry
906 Brügg
907 Lyss
908 Sigriswil
909 Kirchdorf (BE)
910 Worben
911 Wald (BE)
912 Gelterfingen
913 Cazis
914 Toffen
915 Köniz
916 Hilterfingen
917 Oberhofen am
Thunersee
918 Thun
919 Churwalden
920 Biel/Bienne
921 Seedorf (BE)
922 Evilard
923 Wohlen bei Bern
924 Port
925 Niedermuhlern
926 Scharans
927 Tavannes
928 Uetendorf
929 Nidau
930 Lauterbrunnen

931 Bellmund
932 Orvin
933 Seftigen
934 Thusis
935 Ipsach
936 Aarberg
937 Lohnstorf
938 Kappelen
939 Frauenkappelen
940 Thierachern
941 Spiez
942 Sonceboz-Sombeval
943 Prato (Leventina)
944 Riggisberg
945 Burgistein
946 Faido
947 Mörigen
948 Aeschi bei Spiez
949 Vaz/Obervaz
950 Rüeggisberg
951 Wimmis
952 Porrentruy
953 Golaten
954 Arosa
955 Hagneck
956 Reichenbach im Kandertal
957 Twann-Tüscherz
958 Courchavon
959 Neuenegg
960 Lantsch/Lenz
961 Fräschels
962 Alvaschein
963 Ueberstorf
964 Splügen
965 Diesse
966 Kerzers
967 Schwarzenburg
968 Courtelary
969 Erlenbach im
Simmental
970 Wünnewil-Flamatt
971 Treiten
972 Ferenbalm
973 Cormoret
974 Bellwald
975 Heitenried
976 Frutigen
977 Klosters-Serneus
978 Bösingen
979 La Neuveville
980 Schmitten (FR)
981 Därstetten
982 Serravalle
983 Davos
984 Saignelégier
985 Guggisberg
986 Fiesch
987 St. Antoni
988 Le Landeron
989 Kandergrund
990 Gurmels
991 Alterswil
992 Muntelier
993 Savognin
994 Cressier (NE)
995 Gals
996 Gampelen
997 Düdingen
998 Le Noirmont
999 Tafers
1000 Pollegio
1001 Münchenwiler
1002 Biasca
1003 Enges
1004 Tinizong-Rona
1005 Oberschrot
1006 St. Ursen
1007 Haut-Vully
1008 Greng
1009 Cugnasco-Gerra

1010 Giffers
1011 Granges-Paccot
1012 Fribourg
1013 Givisiez
1014 Hauterive (NE)
1015 Marly
1016 Avers
1017 Bitsch
1018 Osogna
1019 Villars-sur-Glâne
1020 Vully-les-Lacs
1021 Adelboden
1022 Val-de-Ruz
1023 Lodrino
1024 Avenches
1025 Grolley
1026 Naters
1027 Ependes (FR)
1028 Ried-Brig
1029 Chésopelloz
1030 Brig-Glis
1031 Neuchâtel
1032 Domdidier
1033 Maggia
1034 Zweisimmen
1035 Delley-Portalban
1036 CorpatauxMagnedens
1037 Léchelles
1038 Neyruz (FR)
1039 La Chaux-de-F.
1040 Baltschieder
1041 Gletterens
1042 Pont-la-Ville
1043 Corcelles-Cormondrèche
1044 Leukerbad
1045 Visp
1046 Cama
1047 Niedergesteln
1048 Milvignes
1049 Cottens (FR)
1050 Steg-Hohtenn
1051 San Vittore
1052 Roveredo (GR)
1053 Payerne
1054 Bever
1055 Madulain
1056 Boudry
1057 Brione s. Minusio
1058 Arbedo-Castione
1059 Samedan
1060 Inden
1061 S-chanf
1062 Minusio
1063 Torny
1064 Tenero-Contra
1065 Gordola
1066 Celerina
1067 St. Moritz
1068 Losone
1069 Locarno
1070 Le Locle
1071 Bellinzona
1072 Leuk
1073 Sementina
1074 Gudo
1075 Ascona
1076 Ardez
1077 Cugy (FR)
1078 Riaz
1079 Sils/Segl
1080 Saanen
1081 Bregaglia
1082 Giubiasco
1083 Estavayer-le-Lac
1084 Villaz-Saint-Pierre
1085 Gambarogno
1086 Bulle
1087 Salgesch
1088 Pontresina

1089 Eisten
1090 Gruyères
1091 Gorgier
1092 Valbroye
1093 Rougemont
1094 Brissago
1095 Mollens (VS)
1096 Châbles
1097 Grächen
1098 Sierre
1099 Monteceneri
1100 Mézières (FR)
1101 Montana
1102 Chippis
1103 Dompierre (VD)
1104 Saas-Balen
1105 Cheyres
1106 Murist
1107 Vuisternens-devantRomont
1108 Château-d'Oex
1109 Gsteig
1110 Chalais
1111 Haut-Intyamon
1112 Saas-Grund
1113 Lens
1114 Saas-Fee
1115 Ayent
1116 Arbaz
1117 Gravesano
1118 Saint-Léonard
1119 Le Flon
1120 Cureglia
1121 Anniviers
1122 Cuarny
1123 Savosa
1124 Cheseaux-Noréaz
1125 Val-de-Travers
1126 Bioggio
1127 Grandson
1128 Savièse
1129 Curio
1130 Lugano
1131 Sion
1132 Agno
1133 Neggio
1134 Auboranges
1135 Magliaso
1136 Montagny-prèsYverdon
1137 Collina d'Oro
1138 Orges
1139 Conthey
1140 Ponte Tresa
1141 Attalens
1142 Essertes
1143 Essertines-surYverdon
1144 Vétroz
1145 Blonay
1146 Saint-Légier-La
Chiésaz
1147 Champvent
1148 Montreux
1149 Poschiavo
1150 Evolène
1151 Jongny
1152 Ardon
1153 Nendaz
1154 Val Müstair
1155 Leysin
1156 Zermatt
1157 Vevey
1158 Vico Morcote
1159 Sainte-Croix
1160 Morcote
1161 Puidoux
1162 Savigny
1163 Chavornay
1164 Corbeyrier
1165 Goumoëns
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1166 Melano
1167 Chexbres
1168 Ollon
1169 Gryon
1170 Leytron
1171 Epalinges
1172 Aigle
1173 Bourg-en-Lavaux
1174 Port-Valais
1175 Belmont-sur-Lausanne
1176 Le Mont-sur-Lausanne
1177 Lutry
1178 Bex
1179 Pully
1180 Mendrisio
1181 La Sarraz
1182 Saxon
1183 Lausanne
1184 Jouxtens-Mézery
1185 Massongex

1186 Stabio
1187 Coldrerio
1188 Romainmôtier-Envy
1189 Lavey-Morcles
1190 Crissier
1191 Morbio Inferiore
1192 Monthey
1193 Balerna
1194 Novazzano
1195 Renens (VD)
1196 Vacallo
1197 Bussigny-près-Lausanne
1198 Chavannes-prèsRenens
1199 Vérossaz
1200 Chiasso
1201 Ecublens (VD)
1202 Evionnaz
1203 Bagnes
1204 Vallorbe
1205 Bremblens

1206 Lonay
1207 Préverenges
1208 Sembrancher
1209 Echichens
1210 Martigny
1211 Chigny
1212 Martigny-Combe
1213 Tolochenaz
1214 Lully (VD)
1215 Orsières
1216 Champéry
1217 Saint-Prex
1218 Etoy
1219 Lavigny
1220 Buchillon
1221 Berolle
1222 Aubonne
1223 L'Abbaye
1224 Bière
1225 Bougy-Villars
1226 Perroy
1227 Gimel

1228 Le Chenit
1229 Mont-sur-Rolle
1230 Rolle
1231 Gilly
1232 Longirod
1233 Bursins
1234 Luins
1235 Begnins
1236 Gland
1237 Prangins
1238 Duillier
1239 Givrins
1240 Nyon
1241 Eysins
1242 Gingins
1243 Arnex-sur-Nyon
1244 Crassier
1245 Founex
1246 Bogis-Bossey
1247 Coppet

1248
Commugny1249
Mies
1250
Chavannes-desBois
1251 Collonge-Bellerive
1252 Cologny
1253 Chêne-Bougeries
1254 Le Grand-Saconnex
1255 Genève
1256 Veyrier
1257 Carouge (GE)
1258 Lancy
1259 Troinex
1260 Vernier
1261 Meyrin
1262 Plan-les-Ouates
1263 Satigny
1264 Bernex
1265 Perly-Certoux
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A 3 Overview of statistical forecasts for the Zurich case
 Swiss Federal Office of Statistics
Cantonal Scenarios 2010-2035, Residence population by canton, middle scenario AR-002010, 2010-2035, je-d-01.04.02.00.01
 Kanton Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Statistik Aargau
Population forecasts by district 2012-2040
 Finanzverwaltung des Kantons Bern, Abteilung Finanzausgleich, Koordinationsstelle Statistik
Population forecasts by community, 2010-2035, middle scenario
 Bau- und Umweltschutzdirektion, Kanton Basel-Landschaft Amt für Raumplanung, Kantonsplanung
Population forecast for the Canton Basel-Landschaft 2008-2035, by region, middle scenario
 Statistisches Amt des Kantons Basel-Stadt
Population forecast Basel-Stadt 2014
 Kanton St. Gallen, Fachstelle für Statistik
Regional population forecast 2014-2060, BevSzen-SG-5-a-2014-2060
 Kanton Solothurn, Amt für Finanzen, Statistikdienst
Population forecast 2009-2035 by community, middle scenario
 Kanton Thurgau, Dienststelle für Statistik
Resident population summaries, by district, 2015-2030, main scenario
 Repubblica e Cantone Ticino, Servizio d'accoglienza
Demographic scenarious by region, 2008-2040
 Canton de Vaud, Service cantonal de recherche et dìnformation statistiques
Population forecast 2010/2040, by district
 Kanton Wallis, Departement für Finanzen und Institutionen, Kantonale Finanzverwaltung,
Kantonales Amt für Statistik und Finanzausgleich
Population forecast 2040, by region
 Kanton Zug, Baudirektion, Amt für Raumplanung
Population forecast 2009-2040 by community, middle scenario
 Statistisches Amt des Kantons Zürich (STAT)
Population forecast fort he Canton Zurich by district, 2015-2040, scenario „Trend ZHz“
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A 4 Zurich case mode choice models
Table A4-1: AI mode choice model parameters
alternative/parameter
Constant
Road distance [m]
Road travel time [min]
IMT
Natural logarithm of road travel time
distance ratio IMT trip / linear
Linear distance <30 km [1/0]
Travel time ratio automobile/PT [-]
Constant
Linear distance <5 km [1/0]
Linear distance <15 km [1/0]
Linear distance <30 km [1/0]
PT
Natural logarithm of linear distance
Travel time including avg. wait [min]
Natural logarithm of travel time
Number of transfers [-]
PT share for trips within O/D community [-]
Constant
Travel time [min]
Linear distance [m]
Linear distance <15 km [1/0]
Taxi
Avg. age of O/D community population [a]
Non-citizen population share of O/D community [-]
O/D community population [-l
PT share for trips within O/D community [-]
Constant
NMT
Natural logarithm linear distance [ln(m)]
Observations
adjusted 𝜌2

Passengers
0,000

Employees
0,000
-0,0000237

Pass. Comp.
0,000
-0,0000157

-0,0155
1,200
0,509

-0,282

1,760
-0,834
0,0612
0,697
-0,305
1,540

-0,00746

-0,0172

-0,643

-0,635
1,500

0,509
1,400

0,000

0,458
-0,640

-12,000
-0,0000344
0,652
0,219
3,660
0,00000173
1,780

17009
0,244

-0,624
-2,590
0,0571
-0,0000599
-0,784

-0,00000362
8,140
14,900
-1,920
3381
0,354

8396
0,500
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Table A4-2 : NAI mode choice model parameters
alternative/parameter
MIT

PT

Taxi

NMT
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Constant
Natural logarithm of road distance
Linear distance <15 km
Constant
Linear distance
Linear distance <15 km
Linear distance <30 km
Travel time including avg. wait [min]
Travel time ratio automobile/PT [-]
Number of transfers [-]
Greater area avg. income
Constant
Road distance [m]
Linear distance
Linear distance <15 km
Avg. age of O/D community population [a]
O/D community population [-l
Constant
Linear distance
NMT travel time <10 min
NMT travel time <20 min
NMT travel time <45 min
Observations
adjusted 𝜌2

Employees

Visitors
0,000

-1,180

1,430
-0,458

-4,550
1,370
0,943
3,030
1684
0,328

0,000
0,466
2,980
-1,590
-0,0000305
2,260
-0,779
-0,0214
-0,617
0,00131
-11,100
0,000124
-0,000185
2,140
0,315
0,00000557
6,770
-0,000217

2880
0,374
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A 5 Zurich case barriers
Figure A5-1
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A 6 Overview of Dusseldorf Passenger and Airport Data
Table A6-1: Overview of data
Dusseldorf Airport 2013 Passenger Survey
representative survey with a total of 27’834 respondents containing:
flight purpose
off-airport trip end by country and postal code
mode of transport used
type of flight destination
City of Düsseldorf transport model results
O/D tables for all trips to/from traffic zones within the city of Düsseldorf, including trips from external
locations by
community, district, state or country
trip purpose
trip direction (to/from zone)
bimodal mode choice (PT/IMT)
Passenger count data for DB-operated VRR-services stopping at Düsseldorf Flughafen Bahnhof
and Düsseldorf Flughafen Terminal in 2014
for each train service and weekday
average passenger load in 1st and 2nd class
average capacity in 1st and 2nd class
average boarding/alighting passengers
Düsseldorf airport employee work trip survey
survey with a total of 355 respondents
work start/end times
transport mode for trip to/from workplace
place of work trip origin/destination by postal code
shift or regular work times
Düsseldorf Airport 2014 air passenger counts
for every flight in 2014
operating carrier
local/transfer/total passengers
destination/origin
Düsseldorf Airport employee residences, 2014
Number of employees by place of residence (community) for
Düsseldorf Airport public transport counts, 2014
average passengers entering/exiting Düsseldorf Flughafen Bahnhof
average passengers boarding/alighting SkyTrain people mover
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A 7 List of trip origins for Dusseldorf scenarios
1 FLUGHAFEN DÜSSELDORF
2 Düsseldorf Lohausen, Stockum
3 Düsseldorf Golzheim, Derendorf
4 Düsseldorf Mörsenbroich
5 Düsseldorf Lörrick,
Niederkassel
6 Düsseldorf Lichtenbroich, Rath
7 Düsseldorf Pempelfort
8 Düsseldorf Düsseltal
9 Düsseldorf Pempelfort
10 Düsseldorf Angermund, Wittlaer, Kaiserswerth,Kalkum
11 Düsseldorf Düsseltal
12 Düsseldorf Oberkassel
13 Düsseldorf
14 Ratingen
15 Düsseldorf Heerdt
16 Meerbusch
17 Düsseldorf Flingern
Nord
18 Düsseldorf Flingern
Süd
19 Düsseldorf Friedrichstadt
20 Düsseldorf Altstadt,
Carlstadt, Unterbilk,
Bilk
21 Düsseldorf Unterbilk
22 Neuss
23 Kaarst
24 Erkrath
25 Heiligenhaus
26 Mettmann
27 Krefeld
28 Hilden
29 Duisburg
30 Willich
31 Korschenbroich
32 Haan
33 Wülfrath
34 Mülheim an der
Ruhr
35 Velbert
36 Dormagen
37 Moers
38 Monheim am Rhein
39 Oberhausen
40 Tönisvorst
41 Langenfeld (Rheinland)
42 Neukirchen-Vluyn
43 Grevenbroich
44 Mönchengladbach
45 Rommerskirchen
46 Kempen
47 Solingen
48 Essen
49 Wuppertal
50 Jüchen
51 Viersen
52 Leverkusen
53 Leichlingen (Rheinland)
54 Rheurdt
55 Bottrop
56 Grefrath
57 Remscheid

58 Pulheim
59 Dinslaken
60 Kamp-Lintfort
61 Hattingen
62 Burscheid
63 Kerken
64 Rheinberg
65 Wachtendonk
66 Bedburg
67 Gelsenkirchen
68 Sprockhövel
69 Schwalmtal
70 Gladbeck
71 Issum
72 Bergheim
73 Nettetal
74 Schwelm
75 Wermelskirchen
76 Voerde (Niederrhein)
77 Odenthal
78 Erkelenz
79 Bochum
80 Straelen
81 Wegberg
82 Titz
83 Köln
84 Gevelsberg
85 Alpen
86 Frechen
87 Hünxe
88 Elsdorf
89 Geldern
90 Ennepetal
91 Hückeswagen
92 Radevormwald
93 Brüggen
94 Witten
95 Wetter (Ruhr)
96 Venlo
97 Herne
98 Herten
99 Kürten
100 Niederkrüchten
101 Dorsten
102 Wesel
103 Kerpen
104 Bergisch Gladbach
105 Velden
106 Steyl
107 Tegelen
108 Hürth
109 Hückelhoven
110 Belfeld
111 Grubbenvorst
112 Arcen
113 Sonsbeck
114 Marl
115 Baarlo
116 Wassenberg
117 Schermbeck
118 Niederzier
119 Hagen
120 Herdecke
121 Linnich
122 Breckerfeld
123 Jülich
124 Wipperfürth
125 Recklinghausen
126 Reuver
127 Castrop-Rauxel
128 Xanten
129 Kevelaer
130 Lindlar
131 Rörath
132 Merzenich
133 Herkenbosch

134 Vlodrop
135 Swolgen
136 Swalmen
137 Brühl
138 Halver
139 Overath
140 Sevenum
141 Wesseling
142 Horst
143 Heinsberg
144 Hamminkeln
145 Oer-Erkenschwick
146 Nörvenich
147 Inden
148 Roermond
149 Erftstadt
150 Helden
151 Raesfeld
152 Schalksmühle
153 Aldenhoven
154 Uedem
155 Niederkassel
156 Dortmund
157 Weeze
158 Geilenkirchen
159 Kronenberg
160 Engelskirchen
161 Herten
162 Panningen
163 Lohmar
164 Düren
165 Baesweiler
166 Haelen
167 Horn
168 Datteln
169 Marienheide
170 Bornheim
171 Waltrop
172 Linne
173 Kierspe
174 Troisdorf
175 Schwerte
176 Nachrodt-Wiblingwerde
177 Oostrum
178 Lüdenscheid
179 Heythuysen
180 Haltern
181 Langerwehe
182 Rees
183 Maria-Hoop
184 Beegden
185 Vettweiß
186 Übach-Palenberg
187 Eschweiler
188 Weilerswist
189 Much
190 Kalkar
191 Heel
192 Alsdorf
193 Venray
194 Gummersbach
195 Rhede
196 Baexem
197 Bocholt
198 Siegburg
199 Holthees
200 Bergen
201 Heiden
202 Maasbracht
203 Gangelt
204 Sankt Augustin
205 Kreuzau
206 Olfen
207 Vierlingsbeek
208 Wiehl
209 Altena
210 Reken

211 Bonn
212 Borken
213 Lünen
214 Holzwickede
215 Goch
216 Eygelshoven
217 Alfter
218 Herzogenrath
219 Isselburg
220 Stevensweert
221 Würselen
222 Brunssum
223 Bedburg-Hau
224 Zülpich
225 Echt
226 Swisttal
227 Ell
228 Kerkrade
229 Iserlohn
230 Stolberg (Rheinland)
231 Selm
232 Landgraaf
233 Merkelbeek
234 Dinxperlo
235 Ruppichteroth
236 Nümbrecht
237 Werdohl
238 Hürtgenwald
239 Sambeek
240 Meinerzhagen
241 De Heurne
242 Nieuwstadt
243 Euskirchen
244 Ospel
245 Bergneustadt
246 Herscheid
247 Nederweert
248 Nideggen
249 Oirsbeek
250 Amstenrade
251 Unna
252 Velen
253 Hennef (Sieg)
254 Heerlen
255 Hoensbroek
256 Deurne
257 Holtum
258 Boxmeer
259 Sittard
260 Kinrooi
261 Hemer
262 Kamen
263 Bergkamen
264 Lüdinghausen
265 Munstergeleen
266 Milheeze
267 Oploo
268 Buchten
269 Gennep
270 Puth
271 Asten
272 Born
273 Königswinter
274 Fröndenberg
275 Dülmen
276 Menden (Sauerland)
277 Voerendaal
278 Emmerich
279 Aachen
280 Weert
281 Stramproy
282 Reichshof
283 Kleve
284 Nuth
285 Aalten
286 Simpelveld

287 Neuenrade
288 Werne
289 Nordkirchen
290 Heimbach
291 Bredevoort
292 Südlohn
293 Eitorf
294 Waldbröl
295 Milsbeek
296 Bocholtz
297 Rheinbach
298 Geleen
299 Ulft
300 Drolshagen
301 Spaubeek
302 Bakel
303 's-Heerenberg
304 Meckenheim
305 Silvolde
306 Coesfeld
307 Balve
308 Plettenberg
309 Wachtberg
310 Gescher
311 Stein
312 Terborg
313 Dilsen-Stokkem
314 Vaals
315 Brouwhuis en
BZOB
316 Mechernich
317 Varsseveld
318 Kranenburg
319 Rijpelberg en
Dierdonk
320 Elsloo
321 Winterswijk
322 Maaseik
323 Beek
324 Windeck
325 Bönen
326 Wanroij
327 Bad Honnef
328 Roetgen
329 Middelaar
330 Spijk (Rijnwaarden)
331 Tolkamer
332 Schimmert
333 Gulpen
334 Mechelen
335 Maarheeze
336 Simmerath
337 Gemert
338 Ulestraten
339 Centrum en Binnenstad
340 Rheinbreitbach
341 Lichtenvoorde
342 Wickede (Ruhr)
343 Cuijk
344 Raeren
345 Valkenburg
346 Attendorn
347 Groesbeek
348 Beek (gem. Montferland)
349 Katwijk
350 Asbach
351 Grafschaft
352 Stadtlohn
353 Genk
354 Ascheberg
355 Kelmis
356 Mierlo
357 Remagen
358 Windhagen
359 Bree
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360 Senden
361 Olpe
362 Mill
363 Aarle-Rixtel
364 Nottuln
365 Rekem
366 Plombières
367 Budel
368 Bad Münstereifel
369 Doetinchem
370 Schleiden
371 Kekerdom
372 Berg en Terblijt
373 Heeze
374 Randenbroek
375 Vettelschoß
376 Boekel
377 Bunde
378 Malden
379 Altenahr
380 Werl
381 Meerssen
382 Maasmechelen
383 Wehl
384 Linz am Rhein
385 Hamm
386 Groenlo
387 Dernau
388 Geldrop
389 Didam
390 Zelhem
391 Sundern (Sauerland)
392 Kall
393 Hamm (Sieg)
394 Opglabbeek
395 Zevenaar
396 Arnsberg
397 Sankt Katharinen
(Landkreis
398 Finnentrop
399 Bad NeuenahrAhrweiler
400 Rosendahl
401 Ense
402 Volkel
403 Vreden
404 As
405 Nettersheim
406 Noorbeek
407 Billerbeck
408 Flammersfeld
409 Wissen
410 Eupen
411 Drensteinfurt
412 Zeeland
413 Maastricht
414 Legden
415 Neitersen
416 Monschau
417 Gronsveld
418 Sinzig
419 Nijmegen
420 Freudenberg
421 Oberlahr
422 Aubel
423 Breitscheid
424 Mammelzen
425 Angeren
426 Havixbeck
427 Niederfischbach
428 Altenkirchen
(Westerwald)
429 Eindhoven
430 Bemmel
431 Duiven
432 Kreuztal
433 Uden
434 Valkenswaard
435 Reek
436 Hengelo
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437 Eibergen
438 Bad Hönningen
439 Doesburg
440 Son
441 Zutendaal
442 Ruurlo
443 Ahaus
444 Kirchen (Sieg)
445 Lanaken
446 Lennestadt
447 Welver
448 Eijsden
449 Westervoort
450 Wijchen
451 Veghel
452 Huissen
453 Beuningen
454 Oosterhout (gem.
Overbetuwe)
455 Bad Breisig
456 Peer
457 Gebhardshain
458 Overpelt
459 Schaijk
460 Schöppingen
461 Betzdorf
462 Neede
463 Sendenhorst
464 Hellenthal
465 Ahlen
466 Sint-Oedenrode
467 Siegen
468 Visé
469 Laer
470 Elst
471 Niederzissen
472 Veldhoven
473 Münster
474 Mudersbach
475 Straßenhaus
476 Velp
477 Kirchhundem
478 Möhnesee
479 Schuld
480 Antweiler
481 Soest
482 Blankenheim
483 Vorden
484 Brohl-Lützing
485 Dürrholz
486 Heek
487 Bilzen
488 Eslohe (Sauerland)
489 Altenberge
490 Burgbrohl
491 Riemst
492 Winssen
493 Arnhem
494 Horstmar
495 Haaksbergen
496 Rengsdorf
497 Best
498 Heeswijk-Dinther
499 Heesch
500 Herdorf
501 Dahlem
502 Malberg
503 Leutesdorf
504 Hilchenbach
505 Hachenburg
506 Schijndel
507 Houthalen-Helchteren
508 Steinebach / Sieg
509 Adenau
510 Lochem
511 Verviers
512 Kleinmaischeid
513 Lippetal
514 Dierdorf

515 Anhausen
516 Oss
517 Lommel
518 Évegnée
519 Soumagne
520 Hoeselt
521 Boekelo, Usselo
522 Meschede
523 Everswinkel
524 Almen
525 Neunkirchen
526 Andernach
527 Warnsveld
528 Daaden
529 Gronau (Westfalen)
530 Bütgenbach
531 Beckum
532 Bad Sassendorf
533 Nordwalde
534 Oirschot
535 Zonhoven
536 Zutphen
537 Diepenbeek
538 Eerbeek
539 Herstal
540 Jünkerath
541 Enschede
542 Steinfurt
543 Druten
544 Hapert
545 Hallschlag
546 Puiflijk
547 Sint-Michielsgestel
548 Großmaischeid
549 Neuwied
550 Telgte
551 Heusden-Zolder
552 Wilnsdorf
553 Stadtkyll
554 Boxtel
555 Goor
556 Tongeren
557 Kruft
558 Mendig
559 Koersel
560 Weißenthurm
561 Lissendorf
562 Rosmalen
563 Warstein
564 Wageningen
565 Ochtrup
566 Walsdorf
567 Ennigerloh
568 Plaidt
569 Schmallenberg
570 Bad Marienberg
(Westerwald)
571 Ettringen
572 Erndtebrück
573 Overdinkel
574 Nauort
575 Greven
576 Kelberg
577 Ã–tzingen
578 Lüttich
579 Bennekom
580 Mayen
581 Bendorf
582 Burbach
583 Hasselt
584 Anröchte
585 Losser
586 Warendorf
587 Hillesheim
588 Beringen
589 Waremme
590 Sprimont
591 Ans
592 Loncin

593 Vught
594 Urmitz
595 Rhenen
596 's-Hertogenbosch
597 Ochtendung
598 Reusel
599 Wettringen
600 Höhn
601 Alken
602 Wadersloh
603 Emsdetten
604 Weitersburg
605 Ransbach-Baumbach
606 Siershahn
607 Erwitte
608 Höhr-Grenzhausen
609 Ostbevern
610 Bestwig
611 Kerkdriel
612 Oelde
613 Borne
614 Ede
615 Holten
616 Langenhahn
617 Tiel
618 Vallendar
619 Ebernhahn
620 Oisterwijk
621 Haiger
622 Uersfeld
623 Westerburg
624 Polch
625 Bad Bentheim
626 Oldenzaal
627 Twello
628 Lonnig
629 Rijssen
630 Deventer
631 Bad Berleburg
632 Urbar
633 Bad Laasphe
634 Dietzhölztal
635 Ladbergen
636 Kobern-Gondorf
637 Sankt Vith
638 Berkel-Enschot
639 Beelen
640 Lippstadt
641 Koblenz
642 Apeldoorn
643 Veenendaal
644 Gerolstein
645 Rüthen
646 Montabaur
647 Tilburg
648 Daun
649 Almelo
650 Olsberg
651 Eitelborn
652 Sassenberg
653 Prüm
654 Ulmen
655 Mehren
656 Langenberg
657 Beemte-Broekland
658 Pronsfeld
659 Sint-Truiden
660 Goirle
661 Dillenburg
662 Wierden
663 Glandorf
664 Rheine
665 Winterberg
666 Nijverdal
667 Schüttorf
668 Geldermalsen
669 Herzebrock-Clarholz

670 Denekamp, Berghum, Noord Deurningen
671 Eschenburg
672 Salzbergen
673 Nentershausen
674 Rheda-Wiedenbrück
675 Diest
676 Lengerich
677 Pelm
678 Bad Ems
679 Waldesch
680 Lienen
681 Zoelmond
682 Lahnstein
683 Tubbergen
684 Barneveld
685 Wijk en Aalburg
686 Herborn
687 Kortenaken
688 Hörstel
689 Geseke
690 Ootmarsum
691 Harsewinkel
692 Turnhout
693 Klotten
694 Tecklenburg
695 Waalwijk
696 Kaatsheuvel
697 Schönecken
698 Brilon
699 Raalte
700 Garderen
701 Maarsbergen
702 Rietberg
703 Versmold
704 Bad Laer
705 Ediger-Eller
706 Ibbenbüren
707 Baarle-Nassau
708 Cochem
709 Biedenkopf
710 Elz
711 Hallenberg
712 Woudenberg
713 Culemborg
714 Singhofen
715 Emsbüren
716 Mittenaar
717 Boppard
718 Willingen (Upland)
719 Ouffet
720 Hagen am Teutoburger Wald
721 Bad Iburg
722 Manderscheid
723 Langeveen
724 Doorn
725 Gütersloh
726 Bad Rothenfelde
727 Leusden
728 Medebach
729 Üttfeld
730 DriebergenRijsenburg
731 Spelle
732 Heerde
733 Ellenz-Poltersdorf
734 Den Ham
735 Rijen
736 Ehringshausen
737 Delbrück
738 Nordhorn
739 Leerdam
740 Limburg an der
Lahn
741 Salzkotten
742 Burgschwalbach
743 Uelsen
744 Putten
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745 Mettingen
746 Bettenfeld
747 Bischoffen
748 Runkel
749 Dissen am Teutoburger Wald
750 Recke
751 Georgsmarienhütte
752 Nijkerk
753 Halle (Westfalen)
754 Steinhagen
755 Gladenbach
756 Westerkappeln
757 Münchhausen
758 Bullay
759 Zeist
760 Gorinchem
761 Hohenahr
762 Houten
763 Borgholzhausen
764 Verl
765 Hopsten
766 Hilter am Teutoburger Wald
767 Ommen
768 Aarschot
769 Lotte
770 Wünnenberg
771 Bausendorf
772 Neuenhaus
773 Miehlen
774 Wietmarschen
775 Nastätten
776 Lahntal
777 Wezep
778 Harderwijk
779 Osnabrück
780 Frankenberg
(Eder)
781 Breda
782 Blankenrath
783 Zell (Mosel)
784 Freren
785 Bilthoven
786 Malle
787 Wittlich
788 Nieuwegein
789 Spangdahlem
790 Zwolle
791 Zeewolde
792 Korbach
793 Bunschoten-Spakenburg
794 Werther (Westfalen)
795 Houffalize
796 Lingen (Ems)
797 Oudwijk
798 Borchen
799 Marsberg
800 Neuerburg
801 Hövelhof
802 Voltlage
803 Hoogstede
804 Paderborn
805 Rittersdorf
806 2e Daalsebuurt,
Bomenbuurt, Amsterdamsestraatweg na
spoorviaduct
807 Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock
808 Wallenhorst
809 Wetzlar
810 Bitburg
811 Aarbergen
812 Majellapark
813 Leidsche Rijn
814 Bielefeld
815 Marburg

816 Oberwesel
817 Neuenkirchen
818 Bissendorf
819 Emlichheim
820 Enkirch
821 Osann-Monzel
822 Speicher
823 Melle
824 Cölbe
825 Belm
826 Leuven
827 Drogteropslagen
828 Spenge
829 Oerlinghausen
830 Twistetal
831 Geeste
832 Lichtenau
833 Simmern / Hunsrück
834 Hilversum
835 Bramsche
836 Maarssenbroek
837 Huizen
838 Bad Lippspringe
839 Kampen (Overijssel)
840 Augustdorf
841 Gießen
842 Coevorden
843 Leopoldshöhe
844 Zemmer
845 Schlangen
846 Enger
847 Bad Schwalbach
848 Idstein
849 Twist
850 Ellern (Hunsrück)
851 Bussum
852 Linden
853 Arolsen
854 Ostercappeln
855 Kirchhain
856 Dordrecht
857 IJhorst
858 Genemuiden
859 Zwijndrecht
860 Ferschweiler
861 Altenbeken
862 Taunusstein
863 Lage
864 Rödinghausen
865 Ankum
866 Welschbillig
867 Bad Essen
868 Kordel
869 Edertal
870 Bünde
871 Geisenheim
872 Hiddenhausen
873 Stromberg
874 Fernwald
875 Nispen
876 Literatuurwijk
877 Leiwen
878 Kapellen
879 Meppen
880 Haselünne
881 Volkmarsen
882 Meppel
883 Detmold
884 Schmitten
885 Hoogeveen
886 Muziekwijk
887 Bohmte
888 Lelystad
889 Warburg
890 Bad Salzuflen
891 Antwerpen
892 NeuenkirchenVörden
893 Bersenbrück

894 Gees
895 Herford
896 Morbach
897 Herzlake
898 Bad Driburg
899 Horn-Bad Meinberg
900 Kirchlengern
901 Wehrheim
902 Nortrup
903 Emmen
904 Ruinen
905 Münster-Sarmsheim
906 Fell
907 Aalden
908 Wiesbaden
909 Neustadt (Hessen)
910 Heerle
911 Löhne
912 Oud-IJsselmonde/Stadion
913 Lemgo
914 Bingen am Rhein
915 Königstein im
Taunus
916 Breuna
917 Grünberg
918 Trier
919 Steinheim
920 Bad Homburg vor
der Höhe
921 Waldrach
922 Hüllhorst
923 Lübbecke
924 Kelkheim
(Taunus)
925 Haren (Ems)
926 Bad Nauheim
927 Woluwe-SaintPierre
928 Feijenoord
929 Langenlonsheim
930 Holdorf
931 Damme
932 Nieheim
933 Bad Oeynhausen
934 Vlotho
935 Stemwede
936 Alphen aan den
Rijn
937 Steenbergen
938 Oberursel
(Taunus)
939 Rubroek
940 Bergen op Zoom
941 Lähden
942 Kirn
943 Brakel
944 Luttelgeest
945 Roswinkel
946 Amsterdam Oud
Zuid en Rivierenbuurt
947 Lemförde
948 Amstelveen noord
949 Rüdesheim
950 Brüssel
951 Heijplaat
952 Löningen
953 Espelkamp
954 Quakenbrück
955 Borken (Hessen)
956 Niedenstein
957 Mainz
958 Steinfeld (Oldenburg)
959 Kalletal
960 Idar-Oberstein
961 Seghwaert-Oost
962 Habichtswald

963 Diever
964 Niederlangen
965 Amsterdam Oud
West
966 Hermeskeil
967 Amsterdam Noord
west
968 Dinklage
969 Bad Kreuznach
970 Kriftel
971 Schieder-Schwalenberg
972 Brücken
973 Ossenzijl
974 Essen (Oldenburg)
975 Marienmünster
976 Gudensberg
977 Norheim
978 Lathen
979 Karben
980 Wiltingen
981 Hackenheim
982 Sögel
983 Porta Westfalica
984 Beverungen
985 Baunatal
986 Lohne (Oldenburg)
987 Diepholz
988 Extertal
989 Bad Vilbel
990 Hamme
991 Raunheim
992 Delft
993 Leiden
994 Lügde
995 Ulrichstein
996 Rüsselsheim
997 Leidschendam
998 Höxter
999 Halle
1000 Frankfurt am
Main
1001 Irsch
1002 Zerf
1003 Nackenheim
1004 Minden
1005 Alsenz
1006 Haarlem
1007 Kassel
1008 Bennebroek
1009 Münsterappel
1010 Rinteln
1011 Bad Pyrmont
1012 Guxhagen
1013 Börger
1014 Luhden
1015 Assen
1016 Neu-Isenburg
1017 Maintal
1018 Offenbach am
Main
1019 Malsfeld
1020 Dörpen
1021 Nieuwehorne
1022 Hellevoetsluis
1023 Fuldatal
1024 Bückeburg
1025 Vechta
1026 Wadern
1027 Freudenburg
1028 Bruchköbel
1029 Cloppenburg
1030 Jonkersland
1031 Bohemen, Meer
en Bos
1032 Mühlheim am
Main
1033 Melsungen
1034 Losheim

1035 Monster
1036 Surwold
1037 Rothselberg
1038 Büdingen
1039 Holzminden
1040 Stellendam
1041 Pfeffelbach
1042 Mettlach
1043 Hessisch Oldendorf
1044 Hanau
1045 Dorn-Dürkheim
1046 Barnstorf
1047 Nienstädt
1048 Uchte
1049 Norg
1050 Goldenstedt
1051 Esterwegen
1052 Hameln
1053 Auetal
1054 Noordgouwe
1055 Griesheim
1056 Papenburg
1057 Hannoversch
Münden
1058 Veendam
1059 Bodenwerder
1060 Stadthagen
1061 Rodenbach
1062 Spangenberg
1063 Garrel
1064 Niederaula
1065 Darmstadt
1066 Alkmaar
1067 Beckingen
1068 Meeden
1069 Sulingen
1070 Gelnhausen
1071 Stadtoldendorf
1072 Pfungstadt
1073 Adelebsen
1074 Workum
1075 Alzenau in Unterfranken
1076 Karlstein am
Main
1077 Wildeshausen
1078 Bad Münder am
Deister
1079 Otterbach
1080 Großenkneten
1081 Lindhorst
1082 Leek
1083 Rhauderfehn
1084 Sachsenhagen
1085 Babenhausen
1086 Dillingen / Saar
1087 Westoverledingen
1088 Weener
1089 Schiffweiler
1090 Witzenhausen
1091 Corpus den Hoorn & Hoornse Meer
1092 Rosdorf
1093 Herewegwijk &
Rivierenbuurt
1094 Ostrhauderfehn
1095 Bunde
1096 Bexbach
1097 Duingen
1098 Kaiserslautern
1099 Krombach
1100 Paddepoel
1101 Marienhagen
1102 Mons
1103 Hellum
1104 Wallerfangen
1105 Barßel
1106 Saarlouis
1107 Riegelsberg
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1108 Groß-Umstadt
1109 Barsinghausen
1110 Bechhofen
1111 Lampertheim
1112 Bassum
1113 Edewecht
1114 Göttingen
1115 Wunstorf
1116 Einbeck
1117 Wennigsen (Deister)
1118 Lorsch
1119 Vlissingen
1120 Aschaffenburg
1121 Elze
1122 Hatten
1123 Leeuwarden
1124 Leer (Ostfriesland)
1125 Sankt Ingbert
1126 Arum
1127 Apen
1128 Gehrden
1129 Saarbrücken
1130 Franeker
1131 BruchhausenVilsen
1132 Bad Zwischenahn
1133 Delfzijl
1134 Dipperz
1135 Syke
1136 Oldenburg
(Oldenburg)
1137 Garbsen
1138 Hude (Oldenburg)
1139 Mannheim
1140 Moormerland
1141 Pattensen
1142 Ludwigshafen
am Rhein
1143 Hesel
1144 Stuhr
1145 Delmenhorst
1146 Westerstede
1147 Heemsen
1148 Uplengen
1149 Emden
1150 Tielt
1151 Hannover
1152 Sarstedt
1153 Giesen
1154 Wiefelstede
1155 Laatzen
1156 Hildesheim
1157 Schifferstadt
1158 Hilders
1159 Langenhagen
1160 Rastede
1161 Krummhörn
1162 Großefehn
1163 Seesen
1164 Bremen
1165 Dossenheim
1166 Albersweiler
1167 Vinningen
1168 Algermissen
1169 Wiesmoor
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1170 Landau in der
Pfalz
1171 Neustadt am
Main
1172 Brügge
1173 Speyer
1174 Schwetzingen
1175 Achim
1176 Bockhorn
1177 Sehnde
1178 Heidelberg
1179 Aurich
1180 Rodeberg
1181 Worbis
1182 Zetel
1183 Verden (Aller)
1184 Herzberg am
Harz
1185 Schwarmstedt
1186 Ovelgönne
1187 Upgant-Schott
1188 Varel
1189 Friedeburg
1190 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
1191 Lehrte
1192 Brake (Unterweser)
1193 Borkum
1194 Norden
1195 Wertheim
1196 Elfershausen
1197 Großheide
1198 Burgdorf
1199 OsterholzScharmbeck
1200 Sande
1201 Blomberg
1202 Rauenberg
1203 Hage
1204 Walsrode
1205 Zuzenhausen
1206 Liebenburg
1207 Hambühren
1208 Stadland
1209 Mühlhausen
1210 Wilhelmshaven
1211 Wittmund
1212 Fahrenbach
1213 Schmalkalden
1214 Arnstein
1215 Uetze
1216 Peine
1217 Ubstadt-Weiher
1218 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen
1219 Wathlingen
1220 Friedrichroda
1221 Bothel
1222 Nordenham
1223 Norderney
1224 Wolfenbüttel
1225 Butjadingen
1226 Niederwerrn
1227 Großrinderfeld
1228 Karlsruhe
1229 Würzburg
1230 Schweinfurt

1231 Elbingerode /
Harz
1232 Nordhausen
1233 Braunschweig
1234 Zeven
1235 Lachendorf
1236 Bremerhaven
1237 Bad Wimpfen
1238 Bad Königshofen
im Grabfeld
1239 Vordorf
1240 Osterwieck
1241 Hermannsburg
1242 Rastatt
1243 KönigsbachStein
1244 Neckarsulm
1245 Wasbüttel
1246 Gifhorn
1247 Schneverdingen
1248 Isenbüttel
1249 Bremervörde
1250 Lehre
1251 Baden-Baden
1252 Bederkesa
1253 Langen
1254 Heilbronn
1255 Ingeleben
1256 Munster
1257 Erfurt
1258 Thale / Harz
1259 Pforzheim
1260 Sauensiek
1261 Wolfsburg
1262 Harsefeld
1263 Abstatt
1264 Wanna
1265 Regesbostel
1266 Harsleben
1267 Hanstedt
1268 Heldrungen
1269 Steinheim an der
Murr
1270 Freiberg am
Neckar
1271 Velpke
1272 Cuxhaven
1273 Hammah
1274 Coburg
1275 Stade
1276 Ludwigsburg
1277 Betzendorf
1278 Oschersleben /
Bode
1279 Hedersleben
1280 Osten
1281 Leonberg
1282 Brome
1283 Offenburg
1284 Uelzen
1285 Rothenburg ob
der Tauber
1286 Schwäbisch Hall
1287 Sindelfingen
1288 Altensteig
1289 Stuttgart
1290 Waiblingen
1291 Haldensleben
1292 Bamberg

1293 Aschersleben
1294 Vögelsen
1295 Freiburg (Elbe)
1296 Apolda
1297 Lüneburg
1298 Pinneberg
1299 Crailsheim
1300 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
1301 Hamburg
1302 Adendorf
1303 Elmshorn
1304 Querfurt
1305 Lahr / Schwarzwald
1306 Esslingen am
Neckar
1307 Oststeinbek
1308 Schorndorf
1309 Jena
1310 Kippenheim
1311 Ruppertshofen
1312 Zernien
1313 Geesthacht
1314 Wendlingen am
Neckar
1315 Wurzbach
1316 Quickborn
1317 Windbergen
1318 Itzehoe
1319 Magdeburg
1320 Bernburg / Saale
1321 Rechberghausen
1322 Norderstedt
1323 Kirchheim unter
Teck
1324 Beuren
1325 Haigerloch
1326 Hüttlingen
1327 Wrist
1328 Heilsbronn
1329 Bahlingen
1330 Kisdorf
1331 Aalen
1332 Halle / Saale
1333 Kuchen
1334 Waldkirch
1335 Nürnberg
1336 Tangerhütte
1337 Burladingen
1338 Bayreuth
1339 Mönchweiler
1340 Schwaig bei
Nürnberg
1341 Wahlstedt
1342 Freiburg im
Breisgau
1343 Stegen
1344 Osterburg / Altmark
1345 Lindau
1346 Albstadt
1347 Neumünster
1348 Seehausen / Altmark
1349 Nortorf
1350 Nordstrand
1351 Emkendorf
1352 Friedenweiler

1353 Mühlheim an der
Donau
1354 Lübeck
1355 Ulm
1356 Obermarchtal
1357 Karstädt
1358 Zwickau
1359 Herbertingen
1360 Kronshagen
1361 Kiel
1362 Gettorf
1363 Glauchau
1364 Burgau
1365 Wittenberg
1366 Altenstadt an der
Waldnaab
1367 Westerland
1368 Tarp
1369 Probsteierhagen
1370 Singen (Hohentwiel)
1371 Bad Säckingen
1372 Überlingen
1373 Stollberg / Erzgebirge
1374 Neustadt /
Dosse
1375 Flensburg
1376 Gent
1377 Ingolstadt
1378 Konstanz
1379 Augsburg
1380 Beelitz
1381 Memmingen
1382 Falkenberg / Elster
1383 Nuthe-Urstromtal
1384 Altomünster
1385 Regensburg
1386 Falkensee
1387 Bad Doberan
1388 Röthenbach (Allgäu)
1389 Hohen Neuendorf bei Berlin
1390 Berlin
1391 Rostock
1392 Freital
1393 Arnschwang
1394 Stallwang
1395 Dresden
1396 Malchin
1397 München
1398 Straubing
1399 Biesenthal
1400 Neubiberg
1401 Huglfing
1402 Deggendorf
1403 Beeskow
1404 Bruckmühl
1405 Angermünde
1406 Wilthen
1407 Frankfurt / Oder
1408 Burghausen
1409 Sellin
1410 Ahlbeck
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A 8 Passenger arrival/departure, DUS
A 8.1 Landside arriving passengers
The distributions for passengers arriving at Dusseldorf airport are based on distributions estimated for Zurich, for which detailed data was available. That data recorded when passengers
would pass the boarding pass scanners and therefore, another 10 minutes were added, accounting or check-in times because no further detailed data was available.
The estimated values were
Table A8-1: arriving passenger distribution parameters
log(μ)
4.6542
4.2883
4.3851

Long-haul
mid/short-haul Schengen
mid/short-haul non-Schengen

log(σ)
0.3531
0.3856
0.3826

Figure A8-1: Passenger arrival distributions
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A 8.2 Landside departing passengers
No data at all was available for this segment. In (Frei, 2014), the distributions for this group
were estimated according to recorded walking times as average values and the results checked
for plausibility. The same procedure is applied here, leading to log-normal distributions with
the parameters and resulting plots shown below:
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Table A8-2: departing passenger distribution parameters
log(μ)
3.80666
3.40120
3.55535

Long-haul
mid/short-haul Schengen
mid/short-haul non-Schengen

log(σ)
0.37156
0.30010
0.33647

Figure A8-2: Passenger departure distributions
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A 9 Dusseldorf case mode choice models
Table A9-1: passenger choice model parameters
alternative/parameter
IMT

PT

Taxi

constant
automobile travel time [min]
automobile trip distance [km]
natural log .of automobile trip distance in km
constant
PT travel time incl. wait [min[
natural log. of PT travel time incl. wait in min
linear distance [km]
linear distance of less than 30 km
linear distance of less than 50 km
natural log. of linear distance in km
services per hour [-]
number of transfers [-]
constant
automobile trip distance [km]
linear distance of less than 5 km
linear distance of less than 30 km
linear distance of less than 50 km
natural log. of automobile trip distance in km
automobile trip time [min]
Observations
adjusted ρ²

Passengers G-B Passengers B-NB Passengers NG
0
0
0
-0.0220
-0.0200
-0.0076
0.4320
0.7560
6.8600
0
-1.9100
-0.0177
-0.0129
-2.1100
0.0091
-0.4270
-0.4880
0.3730
0.9880
0.0774
0.1130
-0.2710
-0.1450
2.7800
0.6190
-1.3100
-0.0152
-0.5540
0.3780
0.2710
-0.6360
-0.0129
-0.1320
15’591
1’398
7’419
0.504
0.147
0.213

Table A9-2: employee choice model parameters
alternative/parameter
IMT

PT

NMT

AI employees
constant
automobile travel time [min]
constant
PT travel time incl. wait [min[
linear distance of less than 10 km
linear distance of less than 30 km
constant
linear distance [km]
Observations
adjusted ρ²

NAI employees
0
-0.0781
-1.6700
-0.0280

0
-0.5810
355
0.452

0
-0.0933
-1.5000
-0.0305
1.2700
-1.0100
0
-0.5680
275
0.447
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